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Annotation
The books "Conversations" are born on the materials of all those
conversations which took place with the author of this book at different
times: on holidays, on Sunday evenings after he was in session with
patients.
No matter how much spiritual food has been eaten and it can not be
enough of it! No matter how many accurate recommendations a person
may receive on how to act (do) in certain life situations to get out of the
world of suffering, new life situations nonplus a person (is put in a dead
end) again, there are different problems and issues (questions) to which a
person is looking for an answer again. Everything flows and changes in
this world, it means that a person will always have problems which he is
forced to resolve, since no one wants to suffer and feel unhappy in life
conflicts forever.
This book consists of three parts. 1 – Of the Truth, Of the Path, Of the
Master (Teacher). 2 – God; 3 – Karma.
The book is written in a simple and accessible form and answers the most
difficult philosophical questions (issues).
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“He who makes strenuous efforts to climb (ascend) to the top of
perfection, he never ascends one there, but he always leads for him, as
a valiant warrior, countless number.”
St. Teresa Avila

«But you, do not be called ‘Rabbi’; for One is your Teacher, the
Christ, and you are all brethren...»
Matthew 23: 8
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TO THE READER
THE 2011TH HAS COME. THE OPPORTUNITY TO PUBLISH THE FIRST BOOK (IT WAS
WRITTEN BY THE AUTHOR IN 1995) FROM THE SERIES "CONVERSATIONS": "GOD
TRUTH KARMA" FOR A WIDE RANGE OF READERS HAD COME ONLY AFTER FIFTEEN
YEARS. THE BOOK RECEIVED A LOT OF REFINEMENTS AND MODIFICATIONS IN
CONTENT, BUT GENERAL (COMMON) SENSE, WHICH IS RELEVANT TO THE MOMENT OF
THE BIRTH OF THIS BOOK, AND NOW IS PRESERVED. THE THEMES (SUBJECTS) OF
THESE CONVERSATIONS HELPS ANY READER TO BE PLUNGED (ABSORBED) INTO THE
AWARENESS OF THE MOST COMPLICATED ISSUES (QUESTIONS): "WHAT IS KARMA?
HOW CAN ONE TREAT (HANDLE) IT?" THE BOOK WILL ALSO HELP TO BETTER STUDY
SUCH GLOBAL CONCEPTS AS "GOD" AND "THE TRUTH", WHICH HUMANITY IS TRYING
TO EXPLORE THROUGHOUT ITS HISTORY. THE TEXT OF THE BOOK HAS A SIMPLE AND
ACCESSIBLE FORM OF DIALOGUE OF THE MASTER WITH A GROUP OF FOLLOWERS.
THE AUTHOR HOPES, THAT THIS BOOK WILL HELP READERS IN ORDER TO CLARIFY THE
SOLUTION OF THE MOST DIFFICULT PROBLEMS (ISSUSES), FOR THE BLESSING
(BENEFIT) OF THEMSELVES AND OTHERS AND OPEN (REVEAL) THE WAY TO HAPPINESS.
GOOD WAY (LUCK) IN KNOWLEDGE!
AND MAY ALL-LOVING GOD BE WITH YOU!
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God Truth Karma
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INTRODUCTION
The books "Conversations" are born on the materials of all those
conversations which took place with the author of this book at different
times: on holidays, on Sunday evenings after he was in session with
patients.
As a massage therapist for manual therapy, I was engaged in healing
activities and received patients at home for free, from my heart. But,
people cannot be treated for free, and in gratitude for the relief of
suffering of certain diseases, when they came to be cured, they brought
something to eat instead of money.
So the table was always full of dishes. Guests who came to these
evening conversations brought home cakes and pies. These meetings
have always been a holiday for the body, soul and spirit.
Once a week I gave lectures where I talked about God, the Universe,
the afterlife (other world), energy, numerology, all types of treatment,
and of sexology, the Apocalypse, the second coming of the Messiah, etc.
But people like to receive this spiritual food also at another time, in a
simple home surrounding (warm party). For no matter how much spiritual
food you eat, you cannot be satisfied with it! No matter how much a
person receives accurate recommendations on how to act in certain life
situations to get out of the world of suffering, new life situations put a
person in a dead end again, there are different problems and questions to
which a person is looking for an answer again. Everything flows and
changes in this world, it means that a person will always have problems
which he will be forced to resolve, since no one wants to suffer and feel
unhappy in life conflicts forever.
Therefore, the range of issues, which is raised in these
conversations, is unusually wide. All meetings are recorded on the tape.
Thanks to Olga Bagotskaya, these conversations were selected
according to the topics, their amount turned out to be fourteen, and then
they were given (presented) to me as to the author. After reading the
text, I realized that it is simply impossible to publish them as they were
recorded on the tape from the live conversations. The reason was, there
were the conversations among people who listened to the cycles of my
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lectures. My answers to the questions were figurative and symbolic, and
if my listeners understood what I wanted to say to them, then for a
reader, who comes into contact with this information for the first time,
such answers to the urgent questions would be unclear. Therefore, I had
no choice but to sit down with the texts of these conversations and write
everything in a new way so that the text was clear to any person who
starts reading this book, so that anyone can find an answer which would
help him to be determined (formed) in life in search of happiness.
Moreover, I carefully correct (check up on) everything what is
written in my books, because I am responsible for every word I have to
answer. In conversations at a cup of tea in a circle of familiar listeners, I
do not strictly follow my words and can allow this or that inaccuracy
(discrepancy) in my answers, as there is a lively, casual conversation.
But I can't afford it in the book. The book is a great responsibility.
The book will live after me and give people the knowledge that the Lord
God gave me through the Holy Spirit, the Spirit of the Truth. I live with
this knowledge of God and as much as it possible I Thank the Most High
Lord God and the Holy Spirit for the Happiness, Bliss, Joy that I feel when I
communicate with Them.
Join this knowledge (Knowledge) for your benefit and happiness!
The book is in front of you!
And it will be to you according to your love!
Let it be according to your faith!
May God help you!
Amen.
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Chapter 1
OF THE TRUTH, OF THE PATH, OF THE MASTER

OF THE TRUTH
— What is the Truth?
— The Truth is the Absolute, the truth is the Most High Lord God,
the truth is The Holy Trinity (God, Spirit and Son), the truth is the
hierarchy of the creators-gods, the truth is the Universe, the Cosmos, the
World, the Solar system, Planets, the Earth, the Nature, all living beings
and Man. The Truth is a hierarchy of devils-creators and destroyers. The
Truth is Paradise, hell, purgatory, and the Way to God. The Truth of the
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Most High God came to (left in) the Universe with God the Creator in the
process of creative acts (activities) of the Hierarchs (of the gods-creators),
begins to be divided into thousands, tens of thousands, millions...
different truths. The Truth is one and at the same time there are
innumerable truths, and all these innumerable truths go into this One
Truth. This One Truth is Eternal, and all other truths, which are born by It,
have their duration of existence in time in a particular world, in the
Universe. The truth, which has not acquired material structures, forms,
although it lives, but for the materialist it does not exist. And for the
materialist in order to understand that there is the truth (Truth), the
latter takes different forms; it is realized in different phenomena, to show
(reveal) a person: "I am everywhere, always and in everything, and if a
person gets to know me (the truth) through these forms, phenomena, he
gradually learns both the way to God and the fact that God is the Truth."
When masters (teachers) come into the world from different godshierarchs, they bring to the world hierarchic truths, to supplement or
correct the other truths, which are used by people (nations). But when
the Holy Spirit, the Spirit of the Truth, descends from God the Creator
into the world, this Spirit enters into human flesh and gradually acquires
the dignity of the Son of God, the Master (Teacher), the Messiah
according to his deeds, to reveal (show) in practice the true Path to God,
the Path to the Kingdom of God, to the Kingdom of Grace, Joy, Happiness
and Bliss.
Therefore, the Truth will be spread throughout the world by all
these masters (Masters) [teachers (Teachers)], so that each person can
join this Truth for the benefit of himself and others.
But external, material grace, which originated (arose) at a certain
period of time in a particular society, does not mean that the Truth from
God has become a material structure forever, even when a powerful ruler
comes to the earth at a time, as Christian masters (teachers) and Holy
fathers believe, the Second Coming of the Christ. Because in this case,
during the reign of this ruler will be the external material grace, as it is
now in America, Japan, Holland, Korea, etc. This ruler will be a religious,
humble and meek one outwardly; he will do wonders and even give his
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doctrine (teaching) to mankind. He will be worshiped as an idol, and then
he will make (force) everyone worship him with his monarchical power.
During his reign, people will fall into different spiritual and religious traps.
Many disciples will be tested for betrayal of their spiritual masters
(teachers). For everyone, who condemned the betrayal of Judas and
other traitors, will be tested for betrayal himself, will betray his master
(teacher) [Master (Teacher)] then.
So, many disciples of the Helper (Comforter), Who is manifested
(revealed) on the earth in the flesh, will be tested for the role of a traitor.
There will be all kinds of temptations.
While finishing the thought, I want to tell that material abundance
in this or that society, state is a temporary calm before a storm. No need
to be tempted by this calm (lull) and to think that this material (financial)
grace is an eternal truth.
— But won't we be in our physical body at this time?
— I don't know. It all depends, for example, on your own karma,
that is, how many years you have to live in your flesh on the earth now.
If your life is long and you accept (take) the Doctrine (Teaching) of
the Helper (Comforter), then maybe by that time you will be a wise father
or an old man and teach other people to the Love for God. Once, in this
era of material abundance, you have to go through it (Love for God) as a
temptation. But thanks to the Doctrine (Teaching) of the Helper
(Comforter), you'll know about it as the Master (Teacher) without
denying anything you'll learn how to acquire humility, meekness,
gentleness, non-judgment, etc. And the Holy Spirit, which will penetrate
into you (you will get), will help you to overcome any temptation. If you
receive the God's Light and His Grace, you will attract (draw) the
attention of the people who will be around you. And when the
catastrophe breaks out and chaos comes in, the society, the people will
follow (go for) you as (for) a light, salvation. He, who will stand beside you
will be saved, who will go (move) away — will get in (fall into) the ‘meat
grinder’ of the destructive energies.
All those people, who took the doctrine (teaching) of the ChristHelper (Comforter), will be like leading lights (beacons), refuges for
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salvation. People will keep themselves beside them. Similar to these
things have already happened when civilizations at the North and the
South (in Antarctica) Poles were destroyed. The people, who survived,
followed the religious and spiritual masters (teachers) because they
understood that it is possible to find salvation only near them.
It will be many such masters (teachers), when these heavy (difficult)
times will come to the earth in the near future. The earth’s crust will be
moved apart, changed... many rivers will flow in the opposite direction,
some rivers will disappear, and other ones will appear. There will be a
process of migration, settlement of other lands, for many of the
continents will go under water and other ones will appear. Thus the
Karma of the Earth will return to every living person his torment and
suffering, disease (illness) and destruction, different types of death,
everything that a man himself made (did, created) in relation to the Earth.
It is best of all to take on all the blows of Fate (Karma) humbly and
meekly and learn to find the Holy Spirit in yourself in order to find
courage and fear (be afraid of) nothing. And the Holy Spirit is acquired
only thanks to the Thanksgiving prayer to the Most High Lord God. Those
masters (teachers) who have accepted (taken) the doctrine of the Helper
(Comforter) will receive a certain amount of the Holy Spirit, Which will
help them to ‘dissolve’ their own fear in all-love. These masters (teachers)
will go like by (with the help of) the thread of Ariadne in this strange time,
without knowing what awaits them ahead, but salvation is always in store
(prepared).
For example, you go forward, and people go, run away from death,
which is on the heels. Suddenly, there is a stream of fire in front of you.
You can go neither to the left, nor to the right, nor back. What have to be
done? And a tree falls out of nowhere. Here's the bridge. You are given
the opportunity to cross the dangerous site. You have to pray for those
who will follow you, for their well-being. After all, everybody strives for
one the same goal — salvation.
Or here is, I had a dream: I was in times of primitive communal
system (society). I have read (seen) the way I go with the help of my
intuition, and this way is associated with the destruction of someone. But,
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in my dream, I remember that killing someone is a sin. I'm trying to go
back. Alas. The destructive energy waves do not allow me to do it, but
they force me to go on this path forward, regardless of the fact that I do
not want to go on this path, I do not want to kill, destroy someone or
something. Yes, I had to go that way. I walk on it like a razor's edge.
Consciousness is entirely focused on the minimal act of sins. I am driven
by this invisible wave, and I am attacked by primitive people ahead and
they want to kill me. I have to take the fight, but without attacking, but
rather defending. My path is like a maze. I go with the help of some kind
of intuition, like by the thread of Ariadne. I am awaited a new skirmish
(clash) with primitive warriors at every turn, ascension, descent. It seems
to be a dead end, death. But something is opened up, and I'm moving
forward again, and my life is still with me.
This is the path, which is similar to the path of Initiation. Thus a
master (teacher) brings people out of hearth of death and so a master
(Master) promotes a disciple, to test all his weaknesses in practice. What
is a master (Master), such is also a test, an initiation (Initiation). A master
of the rigid structure leads a disciple in severe (harsh) conditions and thus
he tries to shorten (reduce), speed up the disciple’s way to achieve a
particular goal. The Master of God, of the Spirit of the Truth, leads the
disciple gently, slowly, without shortening (squeezing) or speeding up his
way to the goal. A master of the hard way leads a disciple through the
‘meat grinder’ — different kinds of death, but the Master of the Truth
knows that there's no need to be in a hurry anywhere, after all, life is
eternal thanks to incarnations, and they (his disciple and he) will have to
meet more than once. Therefore, the Path of All-Love should be revealed
to a disciple on a maximum, and not the path in order to jump over to
acquire mystical powers. There is some unworked out (unfulfilled,
unfinished) karma in each jump-over. And the unfulfilled karma will force
you to return to the earth again and to fulfill this situation (karma). All
mystical experiences of this life will not work in the new incarnation.
Moreover, a master (teacher), who leads a disciple harshly (heavily),
originates both within himself and his disciple negative, destructive
energies. And a disciple will find his former master (teacher) in a new
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incarnation and return to him these destructive energies in different
ways: both in word and deed.
It is necessary to understand for yourself that even though every
master (teacher) can lead a disciple at his level to the intended goal, but
he and the disciple in this process will generate their own sins, and the
disciple will find his former master (teacher) in the new incarnation on
the earth and return his sins.
For example, take the doctrine of Sekyo Asahara, it is obviously
wrong (erroneous), as it accelerates the process of improvement of the
disciple in the acquisition of mystical powers. So, the disciple misses a
certain stage of development to fulfill the earth's karma in the human
society. And the unworked out (unfulfilled) earthly karma will not escape
from the disciple anywhere, but will force him to return (come back) to
the earth again, but in another flesh, to another country, religion, nation,
nationality and race.
Although, while jumping over a certain stage of life when a rigid
system of one or another spiritual master, you can achieve good results
and even become a saint, but when after physical death, you will go to
the underworld, then you will be revealed (shown) your own energies,
which were accumulated during your earthly life, how holy you are...
Otherwise, according to the Sekyo Asahara’s system, you will sit
underground in a closed room without fresh air for three days, and after
that the newly appeared spiritual master will label you a "Saint". The
saints aren't become in three days.
People (disciples) do not understand that those who discover
Kundalini under the guidance of a master (teacher) of yoga, esotericism,
mysticism, dig their own holes-studies on the different energy fields. They
will alternately fall in them in new incarnations in other worlds to work
out karma according to the Elements and chakras, to be purified in
suffering (pain) and anguish (agony).
The energy of Kundalini is a storehouse, the potential of all the
energies which a person has accumulated (gained) in the course of his life
in different incarnations. The energy of Kundalini knows itself how much
it is necessary to give the body a particular portion of vital (life) energy
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according to the karma of the person. If a disciple, under the guidance of
a master (teacher), himself opens this cache (hiding place) and begins to
exploit (use) this potential on his own whim, then in this life he may
achieve some results in the mystical experience and may even achieve to
be called a "saint". But the disciple and his master (teacher) do not know
that if he spends the energy of the Kundalini here, to prove their ability in
mystical acts, although they acquire some freedom and feel themselves
"kings", "tsars", but in the next incarnations in other worlds they will be
slaves. That is, if the disciple has opened his Kundalini, then, relatively
speaking, he jumped over ten incarnations. But the law of Karma cannot
be deceived, cannot be bypassed, and the disciple will have to work out
these ten lives in other incarnations as a slave (servant) to accumulate the
potential energy of Kundalini, which he spent again. That's what they're
preparing for themselves. If they want to open their Kundalini
passionately, it is for God's sake, by all means. Only I'm sorry. Figuratively
speaking, they chased after the spark, and it rose (went) up into the air
and... went out. Ashes left (remained). The light from the spark was
extinguished. And he, who chased after this spark, was in darkness, that
is, he became a slave (servant) again. That's the result!
I liked in the movie: "The last temptation of Jesus Christ" that the
hero who becomes the Christ constantly doubts: whether he was the
Messiah, whether he was the Christ. So it should be. And the Helper
(Comforter), who came to the earth in our age (time), he will be always
doubting man. Because if he tells the people that He is the Messiah, He is
the Helper (Comforter), He is the Christ; then such a master (teacher)
becomes a false prophet, a false Christ. In the movie the Christ has the
right to talk about Himself like this, for He had revealed (discovered,
opened) the concept of the Messiah, of the Christ for all mankind, and
proved the truthfulness of His words by His practice, by His activities
(deeds). But what is due to the discoverer (pioneer), that is, to Jesus
Christ, is not due to another true Master (Teacher), that is, to the Helper
(Comforter), to the Spirit of the Truth. Therefore, a real Master (Teacher)
walks the earthly life like a razor's edge. He, as a man, will always doubt:
Am I a Helper (Comforter)? Am I Christ? If he (the future Helper
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[Comforter]) will always be with God, with the Holy Spirit, he will pass
(go) through all temptations and all obstacles, whatever stand (arise) in
his way. For, God Himself will make him the Comforter, the Messiah, the
Spirit of the Truth. Amen.
I would like to hope that Vissarion the Christ will also realize these
things. For, he who calls himself the Christ, the Son of God, the Word, he
is not that one.
I am glad that Vissarion's sermons became gentler, that he began to
talk more about Love. But his speech remains florid and confusing, and it
is better not to follow his text at all, because, he who follows the logic of
his reasonings (arguments), carefully analyzes them, will sometimes come
to nonsense.
— Why, shouldn't we follow the logic?
— Why? We, men are just looking for a logical thread in words...
— And, maybe, it is better to follow (watch) the main thing?
— Oh, dear! Women just follow (watch) the main thing, that is, they
follow the speech would be beautiful and that it would be said about love
(Love). That's why you hear, women are talking about Vissarion: "he
speaks beautifully! He says about love! — and they go shaft for him, as
for an idol.
— So, do men see bricks in a semantic chain, and women — an
image of this semantic chain?
— Although you can say so, but it will be more accurate if you
approach it dialectically, that is, everyone sees in any speech only that he
wants to see.
— How Vissarion puts his hands (gestures) during the sermon…
— Somebody said, "Oh, it's an actor!" (It’s the laughter.) When
there was the preaching of Vissarion in the palace of culture "Vladimir
Lenin", after which he answered questions of the audience, it turned out
so (from my point of view) that a single question Vissarion did not answer
(respond) on the merits. Maybe I'm not right (wrong).
Especially I like (love), when the notes are read aloud, rather than
silently (not to himself). When notes are specially collected and read to
oneself, it looks, as if there is some mystery in these notes. And any
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mystery is related (connected) with the closeness of the soul. As for me,
the true master (teacher) [Master (Teacher)] is an open soul (Soul).
— Is someone satisfied (happy) with it, perhaps?
— That's possible. But I, for, I am looking for the truth, want to hear
a concrete (specific) answer in the answers to the questions of the
audience. If an ordinary (simple) listener will understand such words, as
"immense accumulation of cold "..." change of the heat "..."heat
(warm)"… and so on, then, for God's sake ... Of course, he speaks
smoothly, florid-beautiful... Of course, we must love our enemy! Jesus
Christ also called for it, only about two thousand years ago.
I am very glad that God the Father of Vissarion and He are nonjudgmental. That is generally amazing. That's what Jesus Christ told the
people then.
I have read and analyzed all his statements in the book and
brochures and I found in the latter (I do not know how it came to him)
that he several times noted that God the Father is — all-loving (it is true,
though with a small letter, but it does not matter). I was so happy for
Vissarion! I am very glad that his God the Father is — non-judgmental,
non-punishing, He loves everyone — it is wonderful! If every preacher
says like that — I salute. It is necessary to inform people, and I have been
doing it since 1990, that the Lord God is All-Loving, All-Good, AllGenerous, All-Merciful, All-Caring, All-Tender, All-Charming, AllBeautiful…
But when we have a master (teacher) who claims to be the Christ,
we must be attentive to him in all respects (ways): to observe how he
sermonizes, to analyze the information of his speeches, what he is in
relation to his disciples, friends and strangers. After all, when a man
preaches, he can be an angel, a saint, and when he comes down from the
stage, sits with friends at the table (cup) and... Of Course, I want to know,
both marital status and relationships within this cell... I especially want to
see the person in different twists and turns, where his whole inner being
(self) is revealed. That is, the person is also revealed in relationships with
other people, especially in critical situations. Actually, I personally still
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welcome Vissarion, for, he brings Love to people. And whether his graindoctrine will be developed further — time will show (tell).
As for me, it is unacceptable that he frightens, intimidates, and
argues that humanity has to live only 15 years left in his doctrine, that is,
the end of the world will come in 2005. And then all sinful people will be
destroyed and there will be (live, exist) only those who will go for
Vissarion. They will then live happily, joyfully, etc. But it is reminiscent of
the doctrine (teaching) of Lenin about communism: it is necessary to
destroy all other faiths, and let it remain a minority, but they will live
happily ever after. And where have we come? Millions of people have
been killed. Where's the communism? Where’s happiness, joy? This is
utopia! To leave the earth only for saintly Vissarion followers is — the
same utopia. It's never going to work. The Earth was not the same during
the Golden and silver ages as it is today. The earth has become a crucible
where people work out their karma: family karma, karma of society, state
karma and karma of the Earth. The Earth is unique in that it is home to
the entire human pyramidal structure from the bottom to the top, from
human-animals, sinners to saints, sages, Masters (Teachers).
Those who say that the Earth should be a Paradise for a handful of
the righteous ones are regrettable. The Earth was a Paradise, and this
Paradise can be found now. But in our time, the Earth is increasingly
becoming similar to purgatory and hell.
Whatever the Earth may be, we should be happy that it exists and
that we live in it, we exist.
There are already enough people who shout: "The Earth is spoilt! It
is ruined!"
Yes, it is possible to shout, it is possible to speak, but the thing
(business) is being done, and this process is difficult to stop. Trees will still
be cut down; coal, oil, ore will still be produced and thereby the earth is
spoilt, exhausted (depleted). Diamonds, gold, minerals, jewelry ... will also
be mined. All kinds of plants and chemical plants will still function. All
enterprises of light industry will seek out means for their existence.
Whoever can ban them, and they all, each in its own way, ruin (destroy)
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the Earth? Nobody! No matter how the defenders of conservation of the
nature, the Earth acted…
We are already used to living in greenhouse conditions and in
comfort. And who will heat, who will produce coal, oil and gas, who will
illuminate the planet, who will cook food and sew clothes???
So it turns out that we are surrounded by our own Karma, which
forces us to destroy everything-everything on the Earth under different
masks: righteous and unrighteous ones. And no matter how much we
want, our harmony with nature will not work without God.
Call: "Come on (Let us), guys, find our place in harmony with nature"
— this is a mirage! Man will not go to harmony with nature, for man
considers himself a king of (over) the nature: what I want, then I do!
That’s why he is man — the link between the material world and God.
The mission of man is to transform through his flesh all the materialized
energies, purify them in himself and bring them back into the Bosom of
God. No matter what mission (Mission) a person bears (carries out) on
himself, he will destroy (ruin) the environment wherever he may live.
Because the entire range of entities resides in man: from the divine to the
devilish ones. The diabolical (devilish) that is, the sinful nature in man also
causes him to destroy everything, both explicitly and under the righteous
masks. The devil's destructive energies in man occur (appear) more
rapidly than the divine ones. It seems that these destructive energies are
in front of man, and man obeys them and plays the role of a destroyer.
Only thanks to mistakes, from which a person begins to suffer, get sick
and feel unhappy, gradually becomes aware of what he is doing, what he
is making. Yes, when a person is satisfied with his destructive act,
creation, when he will experience all the torments (agonies), suffering
and feel all the grief (sorrow) that he himself has made (created), then he
will think: how to live further, where is the way out of the world of
suffering? Oh, how I want happiness!
But the divine spark does not sleep in a person either, and always
sparkles and shows him the way to happiness. Only a man of his
destructive acts, figuratively speaking (so to speak), imprisoned this
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divine spark in the stone shell, that’s why, he who sees becomes sightless
and he, who hears — deaf, and he who has mind — dogmatic…
Yes, Blessed be the All-Loving Lord God! For, one fine time (day) the
Master (Teacher) comes to the world from Him to take away this black
veil of delusion of a person for his own insight that people have seen the
spiritual Light, which will show (reveal) him the path to happiness, joy and
bliss.
Yes, one should rejoice in the Light, but not deny the darkness. For
he who rejects darkness for the sake of the Light will gradually fades (go
blind) again. Everything develops in a certain harmonious correlation
(ratio).
Likewise (Similarly), one should not deny the Chaos. After all, we
have already learned about the three stages of Creation of God the
Creator: 1 – Mind, Thought; 2 – Chaos-Fire, the creation of first-bricks,
atoms; 3 – the Material world, all kinds of material forms. Its sequence
(consistency) in the implementation of Harmony is laid in the works
(creativities). And the Universe is the laboratory of God the Creator
(Hierarchs-creators), in which everything develops in search of Harmony,
Beauty and receiving Happiness and Pleasure from it.
Thanks to the Masters (Teachers) who descend from God
(Hierarchs-creators), a person will understand creativity in the Universe...
in everyday life also realize that it is necessary to join this creative flow,
which is led by the Life-Giving Spirit. And it also means: to become a cocreator of the Lord God. Then the Holy Spirit, the Spirit of the Truth
penetrates into man, and his life becomes harmonious, happy and joyful.
For, such a person, beauty begins to show (manifest) itself in everything,
which he or she comes into contact with (adjoins).
Will you remember! Judas in the film "The Last Temptation of Jesus
Christ" asks Jesus: "'Do you love ants?' 'Yes' He answers Judas, 'I pour out
Love on everyone. '''
Similarly, thanks to the Spirit of the Truth, a person will feel that
gradually he is beginning to pour out (vent) Love on everyone. A man will
understand what it means to destroy and how to behave in relation to
the powers (forces) of destruction.
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God Loves everyone and everything, no matter who is in front of
Him, either a man, or a bug, or a creature. He Loves everyone equally!
The only difference between all living beings, including humans, but is
that, the more a being gives his love to God and the world around him,
the more Love will be returned to him by God again through all kinds of
grace which exist in the Universe. That's what makes us different in
relation to each other.
When we love someone, we set up our energy channel to that
person. We give our love to this person, and this love comes back to us,
only it is increased already. That is, the more we give our love, the more it
comes to us and it comes in the form of this or that grace, joy and
happiness. As soon as a person sees it, then he will understand that it is
necessary to pour out (vent) love on all (everyone), and this love will also
return (come back) to him of everyone. The world around this man will be
changed for the better.
But before you give your love to others, you must be satisfied with
it, be filled with it, and learn to cherish the love, which is given by another
person to you. After all, we came to this world, first of all, in order to
manifest all our egoistic (selfish) essences (nature). All and all, which only
exist in the Universe and in man. And only then, when we are satisfied
with the various blessings of love, that is, we become rich in them, the
seeds (grains) of generosity awake in us, and then we begin to learn to
give, to present, and to vent (give) love to others.
When does a rich man feed the poor, the beggar, and the pauper? It
is when he's satisfied himself. When he was satisfied that he had eaten
enough, and there is still a lot of food, and also that all the food will not
go in the stomach at once. That's when a rich man shows his first desire
to give the poor part of his meal.
Thank you, O Lord, that there was this first step to give someone
something that belonged to you. That is, a rich man does (makes) it with
his own hand and by his generosity.
Of course, to learn to give (vent) love, good, blessing we are taught
also by other living situations, circumstances, factors.
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So, slowly we learn: while being saturated with food — to give,
while being saturated with other things — to give also these ones. But the
divine energy penetrates into the giver in the time of the first step of
giving of love or good to (for) someone. And because of it, a new grain of
generosity is formed in him, which helps the giver to experience inner
grace. This grace opens and reveals the eyes of the giver: "be generous! If
you will be generous – and the grace will always come back to you. Do
not become scanty hand of the giver! If you're not generous, but evil, the
evil will return to you."
Thus, in practice, a person begins to see the light, to become wise
slowly and ... gradually he will be surrounded by masters (teachers), sages
who will tell him where and how he should do (act) for his own good.
Why does it happen?
It happens because he has made (taken) the first step towards the
demonstration (manifestation) of the good! It happens in our life, too:
you take the first step to goodness, and suddenly a person comes to you
with goodness and shows (reveals) you the other wisdom and another
way to grace, and the other information about a happy life path which
will inspire you to show love. In this way, we are enriched with
information about the bestowal of a particular good, love from ourselves
to other people.
But we forget about it, when we are constantly reincarnated both
here and in other civilizations, planets, solar systems... And the greed is
(sits) in us firmly, for, we do not gain the God's grace through
Thanksgiving always and for everything the Most High Lord God.
That's why children are often, though bright, but greedy, selfish. Try
to take away a toy from the child! Mom already knows what
consequences can be expected of it. But gradually the child sees how
other children give their toys, share delicious food, and he begins to learn
it.
Thanks to our good deeds of (in) the past life, we energetically find
masters (teachers) who lead us through life and with whom we have
already communicated in the past incarnations, although we do not
remember it. And in this new life, the fate brings us together with them.
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They teach us: "Here it is necessary to do like this, but there it is better to
do like that."
Due to the fact, that our communication with people is numerous
(plentiful) in every way (all respects), our way (path) of life in the Universe
has become (turned into) a tangle, a maze. Only the Holy Spirit, the Spirit
of the Truth, will help us in this intricate tangle, labyrinth to find the way
which leads to happiness. And without the Spirit of the Truth, you seem
to go one path and think that this path is right (correct), and it is —
smooth (mirror), as if that and as if not that, the other. So, we move
forward and become even more entangled in egoistic adventures with
each step in our own maze and suffer.
The beauty of Jesus Christ is that He had to come to the Earth in the
flesh and be, like everybody else, an ordinary man of the world to help
people find a way out of the tangled maze of life and take the path, which
leads to happiness.
Vissarion the Christ is mistaken about the spiritual substance
(essence) ... And in general — it is a diabolical ploy (trick) to talk (say) that
there are no such people as on the Earth in other civilizations that they
allegedly do not have "spiritual substance (essence)", for this "substance
(essence)" is given by Heavenly Father only to earthlings. So it turns out
that the Heavenly Father of Vissarion — is the God of the Earth, the
Prince of this World, for he takes care only of earthlings.
And we give our soul to the All-Generous, All-Good God, Who cares
for (takes care of) all living beings in the Universe.
Yes, and how the "spiritual substance (essence)" can have only the
Heavenly Father, but (and) the Most High Lord God does not have this
"substance (essence)"? Is not the Heavenly Father himself the son of the
Most High Lord God? After all, the Heavenly Father himself could not
appear, be born without the One.
We get acquainted with the religions of different nations through
the doctrines (teachings) of Trismegistus, Moses, Zarathustra, Confucius,
Lao Tzu, Krishna and other great Masters (Teachers), who came into the
world and revealed the essence of the One and the Absolute. These
earthly Masters (Teachers) in the flesh understood that God could not be
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fully known, and doubted whether to make God a Person or an Absolute,
although they were individuals, and for their people (nation) — gods. The
people around them saw that they, the Masters (Teachers), were like
manifestations of God on the earth and prayed to them, and deified
them. The cult was made (created) in this way: they were doing the
"dead" God from a living person, and according to this doctrine of the
divine Master (Teacher) the people began to build their way to God in
search of happiness.
But what God was that way to? After all, there is a Hierarchy of gods
in the Universe, and each Hierarch is incarnated on the earth in the form
of a great Master (Teacher).
Jesus Christ has joined (united) in His Doctrine (Teaching) in a single
entity all the best and living of all religions. On the one hand, Jesus called
everybody to the One, to the Absolute, and on the other hand, the Christ
showed everyone that God is Our Father, Who Loves all of us, Who is not
angry with us, does not judge (condemn) us, and constantly instructs us
through Masters (Teachers), teaches us, directs us to a happy life.
Similarly, Jesus Christ does not judge or punish anyone. Therefore, His
Second Coming will not be associated (connected) with the judgment, not
with the destruction, as many Christians, masters (teachers) of the
Church, pastors (sherpheds) of the people, Holy fathers think.
The New Testament says that Jesus Christ came here to the earth
not to judge or punish sinners, but to give His life, His soul, for the
redemption of many. God is All-Loving! No wonder God says to Jesus:
"My Beloved Son!"
The entire Old Testament is permeated with statements that the
Lord Jehovah, or Sabaoth, or Yahweh, are the judging, angry, godsdestroyers. And suddenly the Christ comes into the world and gives nine
Beatitudes, which show the way to happiness! And we just look for this
happiness. For the first time it is sounded from the lips of the Christ:
"Blessed are the poor... Blessed are those who mourn... Blessed are the
meek... Blessed are the pure in heart..." etc Jesus says that everyone can
be blessed. But only in that case, that, he would direct his soul to the Lord
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God, and if he seeks first the Kingdom of God, in his heart. Nobody told of
it before the Coming of the Christ on the earth.
Yes, Buddha is great, but there was no God for him, but there were
Bodhisattvas. Buddha speaks of Nirvana as a kind of space where bliss,
eternal rest, resides. But what is it? No one knows, not even Buddha
himself.
Jesus Christ pointed out that the Kingdom of God must first be
found in your heart, that is, within yourself, it is similar to a symbolic
meaning of the ancient saying: "You should know yourself!" Seek the Lord
God in your heart and in the heart of another person! The Christ had a
great Mission to show and reveal it. The very life of the Christ was a
mystery, that is, was encoded in numbers. And these figures, which are
related to His earthly life, should contain some information for humanity.
And Jesus Christ coped with His Mission just brilliantly (ingeniously)! And
those people who say that the Christ did not fulfill His Mission are
mistaken because of their ignorance.
The Christ fulfilled His Mission, and thank God that it is so! And
although His disciples made some changes in His Doctrine (Teaching)
which lead away from the true path to God, we are grateful to all of them
for, His sayings and descriptions of His earthly life reach us.
Now my soul, while reading everything and everything about the
Doctrine and life of Jesus Christ, thanks to the Holy Spirit, the Spirit of the
Truth, forms the true, living Doctrine of Jesus Christ, forms the image of
the One All-Loving God, the image of the Holy Trinity, and I come to a
single thought that life in man is eternal in his spirit. The soul itself
changes only its shell-flesh, to enter into another shell-body for its new
existence.
It means there's no death. Death is only the process of the transition
of the human soul from one flesh to another for its new existence. This
death we make (create) ourselves. This or that execution of our flesh is
born by our own destructive energies.
And he, who acquires the Most High All-Loving, All-Wise, AllPeaceful, All-Meek, All-Merciful ... Lord God in his heart, indeed, he will
be revealed (unfolded) on the energy plane, as a beautiful flower, and
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fragrant, to give the opportunity to enjoy also other people. Such a
person will open (up), blossom in his beauty and will not be afraid of
death: if he will be plucked (off) or he will not. He already knows, thanks
to the Spirit of the Truth, that humility, meekness ... all-love is the best
way to the All-Good God. He knows that if he was plucked (ripped) off,
figuratively speaking — thank you, God, then he was used for the
happiness! He was admired! Let me fade plucked, but I brought some
enjoyment to people. If I was a divine flower, I will rise again in an even
more beautiful flower, so that it would serve people for good, but it will
be a different level of life, and death will retreat further and further.
If every creature, every bird in its own way thanks God the Creator,
then man for his own good should Thank the Most High Lord God.
Thanksgiving (Grateful) Song to God sounds at all energyinformation levels of life in the Universe, which can be perceived as the
Music of the Spheres.
Don't be afraid for your life, don't be greedy... and deny anything in
the world, think better how to find the Lord God in your heart. Then you
will see that life is always beautiful, that you are always the sons of God
and will always be beloved of the Lord God, if you always and for
everything will thank the Most High Lord God. Then the problem: where
should you run in search of eternal happiness will disappear for you.
— Should we run to the Kingdom of God?
— What for? It, the God's Kingdom, is in your heart.
(03) Jesus says: (1) "If those who lead you say to you: ‘Look, the
kingdom is in the sky!’ then the birds of the sky will precede you. (2) If
they say to you: ‘It is in the sea,’ then the fishes will precede you. (3)
Rather, the kingdom is inside of you, and outside of you." (The Gospel of
Thomas)
Yes, he who will understand it, he will see that it is not necessary to
run for happiness somewhere at all. When you change yourself in Givine
Love, you change the life around you.
Yes, it is necessary here, at this period of time, to find all these
things: both the God's Grace through the good which surrounds us, and
the Generosity of the Lord God through human hands..! And to find the
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God's attention and care for us through people again, and to find
happiness, joy, pleasure from God through the nature and people around
us again.
But we must remember that always, no matter what we gain in this
world, a living prayer of Thanksgiving (Gratitude) to the Most High Lord
God must be murmured in us. If we understand all these things and apply
(use) them in our daily life in practice, then our earthly life will really be
transformed into Paradise, it will be beautiful.
And the world is always amazing, multi-faceted, interesting in its
own way... and the Spirit of the Truth will help us to reveal the eyes which
are blind on the spiritual plane.
Thanks to the Spirit of the Truth, we will be able to see clearly and
see our sinful karma, which we will have to transform into all-love.
Therefore, Jesus Christ correctly said, pointed to this path of
transformation:"But whoever claps you on your right cheek, turn the other
to him also."
— Perhaps, should not it be interpreted literally?
— Of course! Though, many Christians use this saying literally. But
the Christ wanted to reveal (show) something else in this verse: if you're
clapped on the cheek, then immediately we must not turn the other
cheek, for under the righteous mask of this act is hidden egoistic
beginning and simulation (excitation, arousal) of the energies of bullying
in the offender.
To turn the other cheek to the offender means not to be afraid of
the acts of the abuser (offender) and to remain humble and meek even
when the blows will be inflicted by the abuser (offender) and further. To
turn the other cheek to the abuser means to pray for the one who beats
and persecutes you, for the abuser does not know what he is doing, that
he is creating a sinful karma, from which he will suffer himself. We must
pray for the offender, as the Christ prayed [being] on the cross for all
sinful people who crucified Him mentally, with words and deeds: "Father,
forgive them [and have mercy], for they do not know what they do."
Thanks to Jesus Christ and the Holy Spirit, the Spirit of the Truth,
now we know that if we have been hit by someone, we must, within
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ourselves, offer a living prayer of Thanksgiving (Gratitude) to the Most
High Lord God that He helped us to reveal this act, which is associated
with our sinful karma. And also ask (beg) Him to help us to be humble and
meek, patient and merciful, forgiving and loving towards the offender and
to wish him all the best and spiritual insight (afflatus, enlightenment) to
(in) his actions.
This is the only way we can extinguish (pay off) our sinful karma,
transform it into all-love, if we have power not to be angry and love the
person who hit us. Then the Spirit of the Truth will reveal to us through
this blow, as our own sinful karma have returned to us through the
offender; this sinful karma have once been born by us of destructive
powers (forces, deeds).
So rejoice, and have fun, and Thank for everything and always the
Most High Lord God.
Jesus Christ brought this joy, saying, "Rejoice, for the Kingdom of
God is at hand."
Yes, half a cycle of the Creative Process of the Lord God the Creator
has already passed, meaning half of the Cosmic Year – about 13,000
years. Now the Creative Energy of God has gone down (walked) the path
of its folding (return) to come closer to the Kingdom of God and, having
been purified, enter it. It means that we are approaching this Kingdom of
Light, Joy, whatever happens in this world. I mean the stages (steps) of
the apocalyptic periods. After all, our Earth is a verifying (testing)
authority (instance), a school of life, like other planets, where we live in
other bodies.
The more sinful we are in our destructive deeds (acts), the more
often we come to live (incarnate) on the Earth and other planets in the
period when there is a period of Apocalypse and life perturbations.
Therefore, my dear, we will meet again and again on other planets:
Venus, Mars, and Jupiter and ... on other constellations, in other
universes. For, Jesus Christ is right, saying: "And lo, I am with you always,
even to the end of the age." That is, until we all merge into Christ's Flesh,
Body, Soul, and Spirit.
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— And shall we recognize each other on other planets and other
constellations?
— We will recognize, my dear, if we find the Holy Spirit, the Spirit of
the Truth in us. After all, information about our reincarnations exists.
Only, if we are able to read it in our life, which we have been living both
on the mother-Earth and on other planets, our deeds and relationships
with other people and the environment.
— Now we need to agree on some kind of sign to get to know each
other on a new planet, in another world (laughter)!
— Why (What for)? This sign already exists. And you will understand
this sign with your heart. It always is. And if we go by some sign of
agreement, we have nothing to do here. The beauty of it is that we have
to go through life wherever it flows, like a razor's edge, a silver thread,
Ariadne's thread. The main thing in this situation on the path of life, we
must remember that first you must always have the Lord God in your
heart as a Master (Teacher), as a Guide, as a Mentor, as a ... Lover.
But if you gain (get) God in your heart, it will be a Sign to you, and
you will always find your favorite master [teacher Master (Teacher)] for
his Love, wherever you abide, wherever you live, wherever you are.
If we understand these things ... if we go through, live this rest of life
on the Earth with love for all and for God, then on other planets, stars, we
are waited for new temptations, similar to the temptations of Jesus
Christ. That is, perhaps you will be kings, rulers (governers), ministers ...
will have great wealth, concubines, lovers – everything will be, thanks to
the accumulation of the God’s grace in the past incarnation. Here is the
test: who are you? Remember that these riches, ranks, and abundance of
material goods you have deserved (earned) with your good deeds in the
past incarnations. Everything depends on how you perceive (take) it all
now. Will you hear the hint of the masters (teachers) Masters (Teachers)
who will surely be there, especially the master (Master) with whom you
have already met in the past incarnations will come into contact with
you? And will you hear with your heart of that Master (Teacher) who
revealed (opened) the way to happiness, joy, bliss, God in your past
incarnations? After all, he will be with you in the same new world.
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The more our mind will tell us: "Oh, I need to acquire more and
more... a good Master (Teacher), but I want to have other things…"
Yes, that great Master (Teacher) with whom you will come in
contact and then you depart from him (because it will be a pity for you to
part with material wealth, an abundance of all kinds of material
pleasures); and he will quietly pray for you. For this Master (Teacher)
knows your reincarnations and your past relationships with him, your love
for him. He will pray for you, for your well-being and for your spiritual
insight (afflatus, enlightenment). For, when there is a disaster, a
cataclysm according to your karma, your suffering will make you look for
the true path to happiness, bliss, and then you will return to the Master
(Teacher) and become his disciples.
Thank always and for everything the All-Loving, All-Good Most High
Lord God, and the Holy Spirit, the Spirit of the Truth will lead you to this
Master (Teacher), Helper (Comforter), Guide, Mentor, Healer!
It’s in the Name of the Father and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit.
Amen.
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Chapter 2
God

Author Maria. Svyatovit
— Preachers, masters (teachers) often talk about God's Laws. And
what are God's Laws?
— God is manifested in the Holy Trinity, in Three Persons, but a
single Entity (Essence) in the Universe: God the Father, God the Son, God
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the Spirit, and therefore, there will be (act) also Three basic Divine Laws
in the Universe. Other laws are born, appear and act in the course of
emergence and formation of the Universe, Space, Solar systems, and
planets. These are the three fundamental (basic) Divine Laws.
1. — Everything is born and comes from the Lord God, everything is
supported by Him through the Life-Giving Spirit, and everything comes
back to Him, only through the flesh of man, the Body of the Son of God.
2. — Similar things are attracted, interact (communicate) and merge
together with similar things.
3. — As you do, it shall be done to you likewise. (Whatever you want
men to do to you, do also to them.)
The rest of the laws are — this or that facet of the above
fundamental (basic) Laws.
There are also cosmic laws that Moses gave because he went to the
cosmic plane, to the information of the fiery worlds. In Space, for
example, there is a law: "An eye for an eye, and a tooth for a tooth" and
others.
— Does everyone reach the Kingdom of the Lord God?
— Yes, only through the flesh of the Son of God. "No one comes to
the Father except through Me", Jesus Christ said. So, make a conclusion
yourself.
Here, we must understand that the Spirit descends from God into
the material world in order to find (obtain) human flesh and to fulfill the
Mission of the Son of God. Having fulfilled this Mission, the Spirit returns
(back) to the Kingdom of God, without material flesh. The flesh is not
necessary in the Kingdom of God, because the flesh is an organic material
structure for the existence and manifestation of this or that God's Spirit,
the Soul as a being, which is visible by physical sight. Therefore, those
who believe that Jesus Christ took his physical body (earthly flesh) into
the Kingdom of the Lord God, apparently, do not understand the essence
and purpose of the material body. Jesus Christ did not take his flesh to
heaven, but transformed this flesh into an astral, fiery body, and then the
latter he transformed into a mental, ethereal body, and the latter into the
Spirit of God and entered the Kingdom of God.
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In my lectures, I have repeatedly had to explain to you the structure
of the Kingdom of God, where there are Spirits of Rest (Peace) and
Movement, the Most High Lord God, God the Father, the Life-Giving Spirit
and the Sons of God, the latter are conditionally (conventionally) 18, or
27, or 36... 108. And these Sons of God, alternately (in turn), come out
from God and come back when they fulfill their Mission. The Son of God,
Who came back (returned), is given the opportunity to be in the Kingdom
of God or in the Kingdom of the Sons of God or in the Kingdom of LifeGiving Spirit, or in the region of the Kingdom of God the Creator, or in the
region of the Kingdom of the Most High Lord God, either to enter the
region of the Realm of the Spirit of Rest (Peace) and the Spirit of the
Movement. That is why, in the New Testament, there are two figurative
expressions that this Man [Jesus Christ]… sat down at the right hand of
God [the Father] — this is one, and the other is — on the basis of the
saying of Jesus Christ: "I and My Father are one" — that is, Jesus Christ
merged Together with God the Father in One Entity (Essence). Thus,
speaking in our figurative language, in the first case, Jesus Christ entered
the area of the Sons of God, having his Throne at the Kingdom of God the
Creator of the Father, and in the second case, Jesus Christ entered the
area of God the Father and became like God the Father, for he merged
together with Him into One.
— If a person reaches the Most High Lord God, merges with Him,
with the All-Knowing, will he be able to comprehend the Absolute, or
the Absolute in general is incomprehensible?
— We have just found out that after his Mission, the Son of God can
enter the world of the Sons of God, and the world of the Life-Giving Spirit,
and the world of God the Father, and the world of the Most High Lord
God, and the world of the Spirit of Rest (Peace) and the Spirit of
Movement, and the latter in the figurative sense is the Absolute.
Remember: the Most High Lord God is incomprehensible, but there
is always a way to understand Him through the Son of God, just as it
applies to the Absolute, for the Absolute can be comprehended only
through the Essence of the Most High Lord God.
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— Sasha, there is an Eastern parable. All the sages gathered
together to discuss (decide) the question: what is the most important
thing in the world, in the universe. One wise man said, "Measure." Is
Measure the God or was it moderation?
—The most important thing in the Universe is the presence of the
Creative Energy of the Lord God, without this Energy the Universe simply
would not exist. Hence, the measure is always connected (associated)
with the Creator, for He determines the measure. But, in the Universe,
each Creator generates other similar creators; that’s why there is a
Hierarchy of creators in the Universe, and each Creator makes (creates)
his own measure. So, each measure exists only for a certain period of
time, and only here it can be as if the main (major), although it is subject
to another measure, which is higher. And if the measure disappears after
the time, it is not necessary to speak (talk) of the primacy of measure
(action) at all. Especially, with the change of time measure also changes.
Measure is not constant (irregular) for a small period of time and as if it is
constant for a large one.
Every living creature (entity), every human being, has his own
measure for his existence in the material world.
The main thing can only be that, which is always constant and never
disappears. And this is the Most High Lord God, for all measures come
from Him. Now, if, the sages spoke like that (in this way) I would welcome
them.
A lot of wisdom can be found in the eastern legends (tales). But you
can not look at them only from one point of view and understand them
literally, because they are figurative, symbolic and multifaceted. At least,
they should be looked at and analyzed from two opposite sides.
To be able to see what is hidden behind the words of this or that
wisdom is a greater wisdom. And it is possible if the Spirit of the Truth
dwells in you. But the Spirit of the Truth penetrates us thanks to the
loving prayer to the Most High Lord God, or when we always and for
everything Thank the All-Loving, All-Good, All-Wise God.
So, it turns out that the constant (permanent) Measure for us, who
seek to enter the Kingdom of God the Father, the Kingdom of everlasting
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(eternal) Pleasures, is the Most High Lord God. And if the most important
thing in the world is a Measure, where the Measure is understood as God
the All-Loving, All-Good... then I agree with the sages. But if a wise man
understands another thing under the Measure, then his utterance is not
[drawn to] the absolute truth. For, the Measure has its own measures,
and these measures have their own ones, which leads to confusion in
human reasoning about the measure, because the measure is a measure
of discord (there are no two measures alike).
Moderation is influenced by measure (Measure). If, the measure of
each living being (creature), a man is different, and then the moderation
is his own, for each of them. Moderation is a certain measure and a living
creature, a human being, does not transcend of it in his act (deed) in
order to receive pleasure or to achieve a certain goal which is not
contrary to the personal morality or moral norm of the society, where a
human being resides.
From the point of view of deciphering the Russian language, the
word "moderation" means "any Mer (at) awn", that is measures have
many facets (sides).
To continue the conversation about God and without forgetting that
God is Beauty, we come to the conclusion that here, in our life, we should
look for beauty in everything, and should not see only evil in a person. If a
person has evil, bad things and you see it, then you should not go into his
soul, even under a righteous mask, and say: "Oh, what poor thing you are,
what dirt you have, let me help you be cleansed (purified)" (laughter).
In this case, your good intention may be transformed into some new
evil that you yourself may not be able to see. It is best of all to help a
person, to do good to him, no matter how bad, evil or good he is, in the
case when this person himself asks you for help with a request: "Help
me." Here help him with God, unobtrusively reminding him about the
God, than you find that this bad man has certain beautiful hidden
qualities, and reveal (open) them to him, for the Lord God abides in his
heart.
If you understand that the Lord God dwells, figuratively speaking, in
the heart of every person, that He is the purity of your soul, then
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everything falls into place, and your soul begins to vibrate in some bliss,
ecstasy.
When Swami Praphupada was asked:
— Well, have you seen God? —he replied:
— I'm always with Him.
— Yes, How could it be with Him? (What about Him?) Where is
God?
— In the heart, — the Master (Teacher) said with a smile.
It turns out, that everyone is always with God, only he does not
know it because of his spiritual blinfness.
Indeed, as soon as you begin to think about God, to Thank Him
always and for everything, and He dwells in you, then you will receive
happiness, bliss, this or that grace, which will be manifested in this or that
material well-being. And when you meet a man and talk to him about
God, then God will seem to be aroused (awoken) in his heart, that is, the
man himself will reveal (open) the stay of God in him. Perhaps this
person, your interlocutor, will exclaim: "How great (cool) it is! Listen! We
have had so wonderful talk! I got a kick out of inner joy…"
Yes, this pleasure directs (pushes) us to communicate, to talk about
God again, because we begin to see God as if an indescribable Beauty,
inner Joy, as a kind of Bliss from within with a spiritual eye! (There is joy
at the table, blissful smiles on the faces of the interlocutors).
Yes, God is Beauty, God is Pleasure!
It is said in the tenth Chapter of my book of Job: "Why, poor Job, is
God like a man? Does God see with the same carnal eyes as man? Does
God live as long as a man?" And the one who says so to Job has to
answer: "Yes..!" It is because God is everywhere, always and in
everything. It means He's also in a person. Since there is a God also as the
Essence, as the energy of the flesh... if He made (created) man and He
dwells in man in the form of a spark of God, as (like) a particle of Himself,
then He is a part of this man. That is, man and everything are made
(created) by God is a mirror image of God's Creative Process on the
material level. Man is a microcosm in the Macrocosm, that is, the
microcosm in the Universe of God. And if God is manifested in the
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Universe, He manifests Himself through man. That is, God "cognizes
(knows)" Himself through man (Man).
If you understand all these things, you will understand that man is
eternal, and bodies and flesh are transient. Speaking figuratively-symbolic
language, all of us as if ‘ride’ (go for) the Universe on the Elevator up and
down and go out on this or that floor for our existence, to work out
(fulfill) our sinful karma. So, we, in our life, in our incarnations, then reach
the heights of the mountain, then descend (fall) to the bottom, and then
‘take off’ again and descend (fall down) again. Here, we must remember
that there are two ways of spring water: the mountain and the
underground one.
— Is there anything that is eternal towards God?
— If man is made (created) in the image and likeness of God, then
this image — man is also eternal. That is why we are eternal not in the
flesh, but in the Spirit of God, Which dwells in us as a spark of God. That's
the beauty of it (he laughs)!
— But where did Karma come from?
— And it is constant, only in different guises (forms, kinds), because
Karma is the Act, and the act comes from the creative process. And if the
Creative Process of the Lord God is Eternal, then Karma will be eternal.
Karma, in the figurative and symbolic sense, is the eternal Wheel,
Perpetuum mobile. It is literally impossible to say where Karma came
from. For example, here is a circle — where is its beginning and end?
— Where you start is the beginning and the end.
— Yes, it is, if you take one turn. But take a circle or a plane or a
globe and find the beginning and the end now.
— It cannot be found.
— And now this globe (ball) in addition still rotates that does not
allow us to determine exactly where the beginning and where the end is.
And so Karma, on the one hand, has a beginning and an end, and on the
other hand, it has no beginning and no end. Karma is immortal in the
eternal alternation of mortal karmas.
If you understand such a figurative and symbolic language, then
thank you, God!
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— Where did the word "God" come from?
— The word "God" sounds different in different languages, and
therefore the energy basis of this concept will be different. We say that
the decoder of all languages is Russian. The word "God" was born on
earth in the mouth of a man who understands the world. The man
realized that the creation of the world came from the universal explosion,
and the sound, the word "Bang!" sounded, as if He clearly declared of
(expressed) Himself that I am God and Make (Create) worlds.
In many ancient myths of Greece, Egypt and other civilizations, God
is born out of (by) Chaos. Although we know that God is not born out of
Chaos, for God is Eternal. And who is Eternal, He is not born! But Chaos is
the second stage in the Creative Process of the Lord God. So gradually,
thanks to enlightenment (inspiration), a person comes to the concept of
God and the awareness (realization) of where God came from.
— What's the enlightenment (inspiration, insight)?
— If a person thinks of (about) God, always Thanks Him for
everything, then there is a transformation of the Spirit into this or
that material structure in him. Because the Spirit is the Energy
which is gradually transformed and materialized in one or
another (particular) material entity: thought, word, emotion, act,
material form in the Universe in the creative process. And the
Spirit brings us insight (inspiration). So we try to find the Holy
Spirit, the Spirit of the Truth in us.
— It is clear with inspiration (insight), and if it is not, is work
(creativity) going on?
— Our work (creativity) can originate both from the Hierarchy of
creators and from the Lord God, because the entire Universe is
permeated with the Energies of All-Love. But every creator, man reveals
(opens) a certain part of love (Love) and uses it for his pleasures, and
even for his egoistic and selfish purposes. The All-Loving Lord God does
not forbid anything, anywhere to anybody, take for yourself from All-Love
at least two pieces, relatively speaking, at least three... as much as you
like (any amount) any time.
— Are they energies, right (huh)?
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— If All-Love can be understood as Life-Giving Energy, then, yes,
they are. The fact is that this Energy of God is infinite, immeasurable. And
no matter how much of this energy you rip for your own needs, — a
figurative expression, for God knows, all of them will return to Him, all
the same, even though you got "ripped off" from All-Love a piece of love
either on the mental level or on the emotional level, or on the material
one. God knows that man is a transformer and he transforms through
himself all material (materialized) energies in the reverse order from the
material act to the emotional act, and then to the act on the mental level,
that is, there is a transformation of energies from gross structures and to
subtle, ethereal, spiritual structures in man. And from there, on the
contrary, materialization comes through the Hierarchy of creators. In
figurative language it is the Breath of God in the Universe. So the breath
is carried out through the Hierarchy of the gods-creators, and the
exhalation — through the Messiahs, the Sons of God, who have been in
human flesh.
Or when we pray and wish this or that material good for ourselves
— energies are materialized, in the same way we return only purified
energies into the Bosom of God through prayer, through thought,
through Thanksgiving of God.
— Do we return them through the Holy Spirit?
— Yes, only through the Holy Spirit, the Spirit of the Truth.
—So, are we feeding (energizing) God?
—"To feed (energize)" — it is strange to say in relation to God.
— This is the electrotechnical term.
— We cannot "feed (energize)" God in any way. Thank God that we
are fed by Him, we are energized by Him! We can only energize (feed) the
structure which is in the process of materialization and which has been
incarnated (embodied) or we can feed (energize) the spirits which people
let into their flesh, and they [spirits] are both evil and good. Yes, these
spirits exist, although we do not see them with physical eye (vision). A
positive spirit, a good spirit as if enters us for our good deed. And if our
act is destructive, then we let in an evil spirit, negative energy in the form
of a demon. Yes, these spirits are energies, which are different in nature
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and content, these energies are invisible. Remember, how Jesus Christ
cast (drove) out seven demons from Mary Magdalene. How did they get
inside her? These spirits, demons penetrate a person at the time of
committing of a sin, when a man gives rise to selfish intentions in the sin.
And at this moment a spirit, which is similar to these sinful thoughts —
again! — And it has penetrated into a man and a man prepares the way
for the penetration of its other ‘colleagues’. Thus, Magdalene became
more and more sinful and dissolute. Therefore Jesus Christ also said to
her: "Go and sin no more", — that is do not think of mercenary purposes
and do not earn money with your flesh, but always pray, talk to God, and
then you will not gather in yourself evil spirits, demons and sins. "Go and
sin no more" means "you should always live with God"!
There is another example, when Jesus Christ cast (drove) a legion of
demons out of a demon-possessed. Why did a possessed one, when he is
approached, a man, and the more religious-spiritual man fall into a riot?
Why did this demon-possessed, when he was tied with chains, break
them and could throw huge stones? Why did he live in the burial
grounds?
Everything depends on that energy barrier, so to speak, which
prevents the evil, destructive energies from breaking into human flesh
during our sinful acts. If a person’s ‘valve’ is weak, while committing a sin,
one or the other destructive force (Lavra) penetrates him, the latter helps
its fellows to penetrate (get in) a person with other sinful acts... A person
becomes demon-possessed, because he does not know what he is doing
because his consciousness is disconnected. Evil (Unclean) spirits are
interested in doing various destructive things through human flesh, to
drive him into a far corner — a figurative expression — the consciousness
of a person, his soul, without allowing to do good deeds. So evil (unclean)
spirits in human flesh become masters and make (create), according to
their whims, what they want, without paying attention to the norms of
behavior in human society. And if suddenly the demon-possessed himself
or his relatives and friends begin to pray, then the pure good energy
enters the demon-possessed and begins to limit the actions of these evil
(unclean) spirits, that’s why they strike and rage. If the positive energy
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from the prayers enters the demon-possessed, the evil (unclean) spirits
attack it, and outside, it is manifested in the demon-possessed man. Only
a huge portion of good energy can supplant (force out, displace) all
unclean (evil) spirits from the body of the demon-possessed, provided
that the names of these unclean (evil) spirits are known. That's why Jesus
Christ asks, "What's your name?"— "Legion!" says the demon-possessed.
And that the disciples of the Christ and other people also believe that in
one human flesh can be to the legion of unclean (evil) spirits, Jesus and
sends this legion of unclean (evil) spirits into swine (pigs). And since the
Jews considered pork meat to be dirty food, the Christ, at the request of
these unclean (evil) spirits, sends them to the bodies of swine (pigs),
which, in all probability, were grazed for Roman soldiers, who were
usurpers of the Jewish people. When the unclean (evil) spirits came out of
the demon-possessed and entered the swine (pigs), then to absorb the
energy of the swine (pig), they had no choice but to destroy these
animals. Therefore, the herd (flock) rushed from the cliff into the water
for self-destruction.
Due to the fact that the demon-possessed had a legion of unclean
(evil) spirits, this man possessed great strength, so that even the chain
was torn, and the huge stones were moved to frighten (intimidate)
people.
This demon-possessed lived in the cemetery because he was fed by
the energies of the dead, whose souls were there; they were afraid to
move away from their buried bodies. Moreover, this demon-possessed
will live there, where murderers, thieves and other sinful people were
buried. That is why the souls of murderers, robbers, freed from their dead
flesh, and were implanted, squeezed into the flesh of the demonpossessed and made (created) destructive actions by his hands.
So Jesus Christ has revealed (shown) for all mankind that both a
legion of evil spirits, and a thousand or more human souls can enter
human flesh.
The fact that Jesus Christ commanded a legion of unclean (evil)
spirits, just pointed out that there were more than a thousand human
souls in the body of the Christ who were masters (teachers), priests,
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rulers, kings, sages; they had the power to command other people in past
incarnations.
Let's see how different energies, spirits, lavries, etcetra penetrate
our flesh. If a person steals, he thinks about it, and at this point the
energies, lavries of theft penetrate his body. If a person hit someone,
then he thinks about it, and in the process of this act the spirit of evil and
militant lavries penetrates him. If a person cheats, then in the process of
deception, the evil spirits-liars and lavries-liars come into him.
And that's when a person will gain a certain number of those or
other spirits, then there is a qualitative leap, that’s why in the house of
this person will have been something stolen, or he will be beaten up
somewhere, or he will be deceived, or he will be betrayed and so on (etc.)
So, sinful thoughts and deeds (actions) gather (assemble) similar energies
in a man, which are materialized in a certain negative manifestation
(display) or action.
— They call their own ones.
— Yes! For everyone loves the social (public), collective way of life
(lifestyle): from insects, microbes to people. Similarly it happens, when a
person pulls (gathers) together positive energies, spirits of good through
good deeds and prayers to God. And the result of these things will be
kind, positive, and good.
— There is a text in the Gospel, which says that if you blaspheme
the Lord God, you will be forgiven, if you blaspheme the Son of Man —
you will also be forgiven, but if you blaspheme the Holy Spirit, you will
not be forgiven. Why did Jesus say that?
— The genius of the Christ is that He revealed (showed) the AllHumbleness of the Lord God and the Son of God by this phrase. For
example, you blaspheme both the One and Another, and They vent (pour
out) energies of insight (afflatus, enlightenment), grace to (on) you, for,
when you blaspheme, you [have to] think of Them. And for your thought
of Them, They send you this energy of grace and insight. But the Holy
Spirit, the Spirit of the Truth, is the connecting link between God the
Father and the Son, between God and man. In figurative language, the
Holy Spirit is the power (energy) umbilical cord between God (mother)
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and man (son). And if a person blasphemes the Holy Spirit, then he
himself as if cuts this power (energy) umbilical cord and slowly begins to
die from diseases, torments and suffering. That is, a person becomes
blind, mortal without the Holy Spirit.
In the figurative sense of the Holy Spirit it is possible to tell still like
that: the Holy Spirit is the Elevator which lifts us to a particular floor
where there is a certain joy (gladness) and pleasure. The blasphemy
against the Holy Spirit is the interruption of the cables (ropes) on which
the Elevator lifts (works). If you broke the ropes (cables) and the Elevator
does not rise, no matter how great son you may be, whatever guide you
proclaimed yourself, the lift stands still and can not start.
You should understand, the Holy Spirit comes (proceeds) from the
Lord God. If you do not communicate with God, then the Holy Spirit will
not descend upon you, which means that you will remain blind and seek
death, torment and suffering for yourself.
Is it not the All-Goodness, All-Love, All-Generosity of the Lord God,
that when you even blaspheme Him, He sends you the Holy Spirit to make
you see clearly (the light). And there are many such examples both in the
Bible and in other Scriptures, when the blasphemers of God became
zealous supporters of Him. What is one Saul, who persecuted (chased)
and imprisoned followers of the Christ, and there is the result — he
became an Apostle of the Christ. Here it is, the All-Love of God and the
Son, here’s the Generosity of God and the Son, here’s the Goodness of
God and the Son.
And it is said in the Old Testament: "You shall not take the name of
the Lord your God in vain." That is wrong (a mistake). This is a brilliant
trick of the righteous Devil, so that the Spirit of the Truth does not
descend on us from the All-Forgiving, All-Merciful, and All-Patient Lord
God. The Lord God is — the All-Humble, All-Meek, All-Peaceful, AllHoliest, All-Gentle (All-Affectionate) and He together with His Son are
never offended with us, and They always pray for us and always wish us
all the best and spiritual insight (enlightenment, afflatus). Therefore, it is
possible to pronounce (take) the Name of the Lord God and the Son
always, everywhere, in all situations and circumstances, in any condition
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(state), for any purpose. Say His Name not only in vain, but everywhere
and when you just want or when you wake up or in such a need in all
situations. God and the Son always help you, even when you scold, abuse
(curse) Them. Only for one thought, that you mentioned the Name of
God, He sends you the Spirit of the Truth, to instruct (direct, guide) you
on the path to gladness (joy), happiness. You scold Him, and He vents
(pours out) Love, Affection, and Tenderness. You spit in Him, and He
tirelessly carefully wipes your tears away, gently strokes you and says
something good about you. This is the All-Humbleness, All-Love, AllUnderstanding of the Lord God and His Son!
When you learn about it, unwittingly (involuntarily) you fall to His
feet, and exclaim: "Lord! Forgive me, a sinner! Set (Guide) me, a sinner,
on the right path. I commend (hand, give) my soul to Your healing hands!
Thy will be done..!" (Pause.)
— Sasha, how to imagine the Face of God? What does It look like?
It is some kind of vague for me... Do generally the Creators of the
Universe have appearance? Are They humanlike?
— We will never see the Face of the Most High Lord God. Never!
Moses said there is no Face of God at all. God did not show His Face even
to Moses, but only His back. Although you and I have already known, and
it has already been written in my books, that Moses did not talk to God,
but to the Spiritual Devil. And the Devil did not want to show (disclose)
his face in front of Moses.
No one has ever seen the Lord God and does not know His Face.
And we can imagine His Face only thanks to the Son of God: thanks to His
Beauty, Harmony, Love, Tenderness, Care, Doctrine (Teaching) ... It is not
for nothing that Jesus Christ said to His disciples: "He who has seen Me
has seen the Father … I and My Father are one." Yes, the Holy Spirit
descends into matter, selects (forms, picks) such human flesh that
harmony, beauty, charm, attractiveness, fascination are reflected in it.
He who has seen the image of Jesus Christ, Buddha, Krishna,
Imhotep, Lao Tzu, Orpheus, Muhammad, he can collect these images and
combine them into a harmonious Face. Then, the image of God the
Father, Who combines all the Beauty and Harmony will appear before
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him. Now, if, you want to see the Face of God, then combine (join) the
images of all earthly Masters (Teachers) in Harmony.
When the Holy Spirit descends to the Earth to be incarnated, He
absorbs all the souls of these great Masters (Teachers) and their forms
(images, appearances). For example, in the appearance (form) of Jesus
Christ we can find the features of Jewish, Hindu, European, etc. The
Helper (Comforter) came into the world, He also has the synthesized
features of many nationalities. And everywhere He will be recognized as a
person of a particular people (nation). So, the Helper (Comphorter) bears
the appearance of God the Father: the Harmony, Beauty, Attractiveness,
Gentleness, and Charm etc. This is the material substance (entity,
essence) of God the Father. For, we are made (created) in His Own image.
But there are religious and spiritual people who, thanks to
meditation, penetrate into the fiery, mental and ethereal worlds and see
the Kingdom of Light and Color, and the Face of God will be in the form of
Light and Color for them.
All of us came out of the pagan religion, and we already have studies
(works) to pray to "idols", to a certain image. But a person who has
gained spiritual and religious "experience" does not need a certain
(specific) face of an Idol. Such a person can pray to anyone – even to a
piece of wood, stone, if he sees the Lord God in them and in this
communication he gives birth to a living loving prayer of Thanksgiving and
repentance with inner joy in his heart. Such a person sees the Face of God
around him, Which is poured out in everything: in nature, fauna, flora, in
people and in creations. Therefore, you can pray to (for) everything and
everyone, as long as you are illuminated by inner Gladness (Joy) and
Thanksgiving (Gratitude) to the Most High Lord God. Then all-love is
gradually arisen (emerged) in you. Amen.
— Sasha, tell us about the commandment of All-Love. Does Jesus
Christ have this commandment, and how long is it given for?
— If the Lord God is One, and the Lord God is All-Loving, then He
must have one Commandment — the Commandment of All-Love. In all
likelihood, Jesus Christ knew about it, so He specifically did not give His
commandments in contrast to the commandments of Moses. Jesus Christ
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understood with inner intuition that in the commandments of Moses the
Devil is hidden under the righteous mask. Therefore, it is necessary to
point to people the other path to God — which is enlightened, joyful, and
joyous. On this basis, Jesus Christ the Son of God also gives the nine
Beatitudes, in which I had to see, thanks to the Holy Spirit, Ten
Commandments. I have written about it in the first book "The Book of
Purification (Clarification) and Revelation on the Holy Scriptures."
Though, Ten Commandments, which were hidden in the nine Beatitudes
were not important for the Christ. Most importantly, the Christ had to
reveal (show) the way to the Light in all nine Beatitudes, which are united
(joined) by single thread — by Gladness (Joy). And here at the Last
Supper, when He, as if, was bidding farewell (saying good-bye) to His
disciples, the Christ gave them a new Commandment: "a new
Commandment I give to you..." "h-o-o-w?" — We think, as religious
righteous men of that time, — "After all, You speak, that You did not
come to change, but to fulfill! And suddenly a new commandment..?"
Yes, Yes, Yes. For, this commandment does not deny the commandments
of Moses, but rather helps to fulfill them in practice. Jesus Christ speaks
of one commandment, not of nine or ten. The Christ says,
"Commandment," not "commandments." There can only be One
Commandment from the Lord God the One. And the Ten Commandments
are invented by this or that Hierarch: Lucifer, Satanail, the Devil-creator...
We are spiritually blind, and therefore we do not see the Devil, Satanail,
and Lucifer behind the ten commandments of Moses. Moreover, the path
to God is, figuratively speaking, ten Energo-informational digital fields,
and Spiritual Devil is hidden behind these fields, energies. The genius of
the Devil is that he introduced the particle "not" — negation, prohibition,
destruction in the commandments. So the people who use these
commandments and accept them fell into the spiritual traps of the Devil.
And Jesus the Son of God has already understood that.
We have talked about the moment when father and mother teach
their son: "Do not drink! Don't smoke!" Time passes (It takes time), and
the end result is the opposite. The son both smokes and drinks. What is
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the matter, because mother and father did (acted) according to
righteousness?
This question should be understood for a long time, and the answer
is simple. Remove the particle "not" and you will get the words in the ten
commandments of Moses: "kill", "lie", "give false testimony", "drink",
"smoke", etc. Here is the result.
Maybe Jesus Christ understood it, realized it. And how a new
commandment should be given to the people? If He says that the
commandments of Moses are given by the Devil, then the people and all
the Church nobility will stone Him as a blasphemer. Therefore, He says
that He did not come to change, but to fulfill these commandments and
gives new Beatitudes in a different form, without emphasizing to the
people that these are new commandments. The Christ Himself
understood that nothing is divided at the One God. That's why He says,
"25 [Jesus knew their thoughts and said to them,] “Every kingdom divided
against itself will be ruined, and every city or household divided against
itself will not stand." — The Christ wanted to say that the commandment
of the Lord God the One also should be one. Therefore, the Christ reveals
this secret about one single Commandment: "34 “A new command I give
you: Love one another. As I have loved you, so you must love one another"
at the Last Supper to His disciples.
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Pavel Popov. The Last Supper
Here the commandment of All-Love is enciphered (put into code) in
this commandment. This commandment of All-Love should be One for
everybody, for all mankind. This Commandment should be said or written
in such a way that any person, whoever he may be, could find the answer
how to act in a particular situation which arises (turns out) in life from
young years to old age. And this commandment should be so unique that
a servant (slave), having heard or read it, would be able to act according
to it for his own purification, and a wise man would be able to realize and
apply (use) it at his level. That is, everyone would be able to apply (use)
this Commandment in his own way, for his own good and purification.
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The seed (grain) of this Commandment is given by Jesus Christ for
the first time. And I just have to regret that the disciples did not realize all
the genius of this Commandment. But on the contrary they added more
mortal sins.
We are always drawn to looking at other people's plates when we
are at the refectory table. We like to think of everybody at once by (on)
only one pathetic piece of information.
Remember! Each person is an individual, and all (everybody) cannot
be crammed into one chamber. But there is only one Door to the
Kingdom of the Lord God. And it opens only to those who have fulfilled in
practice seven or more divine epithets. Each person has his own way to
the Kingdom of God.
Imagine that all will make a dash (rush) for this Single Door at once.
What will happen? Everyone understands the disastrous result of mass
clashes. But God has made (created) the World in such a way that
everyone will quietly open this Door for himself at the right time and
enter into God's Kingdom. It will be someone behind him — the next one
will open the Door thanks to the seven divine epithets and enter the
Kingdom, and behind him — the next one...
This door is in the heart of every person, the Door to the Kingdom of
the Lord God. And everyone will pass all his karmic studies for a certain
number of lives and reincarnations, having transformed them in all-love,
he'll come to a joyous (joyful) need to fulfill in practice seven or more
divine epithets (all-humbleness, all-meeknesss, all-patience, nonjudgment, all-forgiveness, all-mercy, all-love...), being in this or that
civilization of this or that energy-information field. Having fulfilled these
seven or more epithets in the role of the Messiah, such a person, having
become the Son of God, will open this Door in his heart and enter the
Kingdom of the Lord God. Only everyone has his own way to the Messiah
and his own time to return to the Bosom of God. Amen.
— When we thank the Lord God, do we transform the energy of
Love?
— More precisely, we do not transform the energy of All-Love, but
through the prayer of Thanksgiving we gain, acquire It in our soul.
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The energies that we transform reach only the stage of the energyinformational field, which they [energies] have reached thanks to your
mind, reason, and your achievements on the mental, emotional and
physical levels. And on what level (stage) you have raised your spirit with
your prayers, you and we do not know. But we must always remember: if
you in communication (communion) with God in your living prayer
pronounce such epithets as: the All-Meek, All-Humble, All-Forgiving, AllFaithful, All-Affectionate, All-Loving and others, then these energies seem
to enter into you and begin to lift your spirit to the divine heights. And
these same energies of these divine Epithets help you to realize them in
practice. When you gain a certain potential of these energies, they
encourage you to search for the Master (Teacher), who will be found by
you. Having believed this Master (Teacher), you give him your soul; you
love him as the Son of God, which allows you either be with him and be
purified, lightened close to him, or in the other world you merge together
with him and stay in him as in the Kingdom of God.
— Will it be till everybody-everyone merge in Him together? Are all
souls?
— Yes. That's The Principle. The World is made (created) through
the Son of God; through the Son of God we all enter the Kingdom of God.
That is why Jesus Christ said,"There is no way into the Kingdom of My
Father but through Me."
— So, how long does it take..?
— Oh! No one knows but God. But we must know that as soon as
1,000 spiritual and religious Masters (Teachers) work out on the Earth
their mission and enter the world of the Ether, then the Holy Spirit, the
Spirit of the Truth, begins to descend from the Lord God, and all these
Masters (Teachers) merge together with Him, and become the Spirit of
the Christ, the Son of God. And with His further descent through the
Elements, other 1,000 masters (teachers) and other souls are merged in
Him. And then when the Son of God returns to the Kingdom, through His
Body also enter this Kingdom 1,000 Masters (Teachers) as the Spirit of
God. Then a thousand souls are gathered again, and again the Holy Spirit
descends from God to unite all these Masters (Teachers) in His Body and
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through the fulfillment of the Mission, through His Body and these 1,000
Masters (Teachers) to enable Him to enter the Kingdom of God. And so it
will be until the Universe of mortal worlds, that is, their vital energy is
curtailed and until all people enter into different kingdoms: into the
kingdoms of Death and Life.
— What does the practice of All-Love mean?
— It means, one should constantly show (manifest) gratitude
(thanksgiving) to everyone and everything. Whatever comes upon you,
whatever falls upon you, you should humbly take (accept) and give
thanks, that is, you are constantly in communication (communion) with
God through the living loving prayer of Thanksgiving and repentance...
You should pray for everyone, you should wish him all the best and
spiritual insight (afflatus, enlightenment). You should show (reveal) in
yurself humility, meekness, patience and mercy towards the offenders...
Give to him who asks you, open to him who knocks (and to him who
knocks it will be opened)... If you can not help or do not have time to help
someone, then, passing by, pray inside you for them, wish them all the
best and spiritual insight (afflatus, enlightenment). That is, do as Jesus
Christ taught us in the Sermon on the Mount.
Since now we have the Commandment of All-Love, the practice of
All-Love is the fulfillment of this Commandment in everyday life. Here's
the short answer.
— How can All-Love and All-Wisdom be compared? May they be
compared in general?
— When we compare something, we stick (adhere) to some
purpose (goal). What do you want and what is your purpose (goal) in
search of comparison of All-Love and All-Wisdom, I do not know. All-Love
and All-Wisdom are the Epithets of the God. All-Love absorbs All-Wisdom
and All-Wisdom is shrouded by All-Love, so to compare them and it
means to divide (disconnect) makes no sense.
When we talk about love, we must be extremely careful, because
we know that there is a destructive (selfish, acquiring) love, consumer’s
love and creative (giving) love. We often mix them. The devil does exactly
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in the same way and shoves us destructive love instead of creative love,
according to the sinful karma, which is gained (acquired) by us.
When you want a person to be happy, to live in joy, you should pray
for him and wish him all the best — this is love, which gives itself, this
love creates both you and the one to whom this love is sent through
prayer, through word, through act. The Lord God has got this (kind of)
Love. He never keeps It. It, like the Sun, gives Itself, and constantly
radiates Affection, Tenderness, Warmth, Charm, Goodness, Kindness etc.
Thus, everything that exists in the Universe is comparable for our
evaluation in the search for the truth. But it is difficult to compare
anything in the Kingdom of the Lord God, for all the Epithets of God in
figurative expression are the facets of one most precious stone. No
matter how you compare these facets, the value (importance) of this
stone will not be changed. It means that Love of the Lord God will always
be vented (poured out) generously.
— And is it necessary to strive for it? But we live in the world of sin.
And what, do not we have to be afraid of the negative side of love, and
turn it into the creative one? After all, the devil also does good (benefit)
for us.
— Oh! If you already understand it, then live, rejoice and thank the
Most High Lord God.
In fact, we should not be afraid of anything at all. But we must
remember that if we acquire self-serving love under a righteous mask, we
do not know how "dirty" destructive energies penetrate us. For, we can
see clearly only through the Holy Spirit, the Spirit of the Truth.
— But it happens, you think, that you love unselfishly, and in fact,
and it is evident from aside that this love is selfish. But you don't see this
self-interest (greed) in yourself, do you?
— Of course, you are spiritually blind and do not see that your love
for someone is selfish without the Spirit of the Truth, for, people who
wish will always show (manifest) selfish love, since this love is based on
attachment to get (receive) all the benefits for themselves.
We must understand that the two kinds of love are manifested in us
according to our past karma. As we have shown (manifested) love in past
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life, so it is manifested in us in this life again. If we are loved unrequitedly,
we loved this person in past incarnations unrequitedly, but if we love
someone, and try to adhere (win over) him to us, that in this life someone
will adhere (win over) us to his love. And you do not want it at all, you
start to get angry. So you got caught. Sinful karma starts to save up
(accumulate, store) your deeds.
If you love someone, and you are not returned your love, be
humble...
— You should be humble in your love, and will he be changed?
— Oh, we don't know his karma. His (man’s) change (alteration)
depends on the change of his karma. We need to know ourselves and find
out what kind of love is manifested in us, and not to condemn the love of
another person. We are always given to find the reply (answer) about our
love in ourselves, and the ways to acquire this or that love are pointed
(indicated).
It will be better if you humbly begin to pray and Thank the Lord God,
saying: "Lord, I thank You, for You open (reveal) my blind spiritual eyes to
(of) my deeds (acts) in love. If I love and I am attached to this love, and I
am not answered (returned), then, apparently, I showed (manifested)
such selfish love in my past life. Teach me, Lord, humility, meekness,
patience..." etc. The more you communicate with God in this spirit (sense,
stuff), the sooner the Spirit of the Truth will reveal (show) you why this is
happening to you and to your love. Suddenly you will see that from the
person who outwardly does not respond to your love (selfish), it turns
out, that love still comes to you, but on the spiritual level so far, and you
simply do not perceive it because of your self-interest as reciprocal love.
The main (chief) thing is that if you love a person, you should act so
that your claim to this person (your selfish love) does not prevent him to
live and feel that comfort in which this person wants (wishes) to stay at
the moment.
If you are humble and meek, patient and merciful to this man, you
wish him all the best, and in parallel you converse (talk) with the AllKnowing God, then the time will come, and this man will return (answer)
your love.
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— And what about jealousy? You told (said) we wanted to love
and own (possess). Is possession one of the facets of love? And to get
All-Love, should you go through all the facets of love! And should the
devil’s love be passed (gone) through, too?
— And jealousy arises from selfish, possessive love, that is, when
you love someone, you long for him, and (but) you can not get him, and
then there is jealousy to someone, who possesses that person.
Of course, we want to love and possess (own), for, when we possess
the desired love, we want to be in pleasure (enjoyment), bliss. But we
must not forget that to own (possess) means to get along with the object
of love and receive mutual love. Although we do not deny that there is
possession through force, power, fame, wealth. But such possession of
the object of love never leads to good results.
Before you understand the giving love, you must first bathe from
head to toe in the acquiring love and accumulate it. That is, to go through
and experience all kinds of egoistic (selfish) love, and moreover several
times, until a certain amount of destructive energies for the implimention
(realization) is gathered (accumulated). Speaking in figurative language,
while moving and acquiring (finding) the diabolical (devil's) energies, a
person will fall, be vilified, get into troubles, get slaps, etc. But bit by bit,
when he continues to acquire love, another love is accumulated, and
when we gain a certain amount of it, this love is transformed and realized
in revelation. That is why Jesus Christ said about Mary Magdalene: "Her
sins, which are many, are forgiven, for she loved much." Even if love is led
by the devil's energies, even if it is – sinful love, but if a person loves a lot,
this love is accumulated, it gains a certain number and goes into a new
structure to help a person to see the light. He begins to see that, it turns
out there is another love, not only the one, which he wanted to feel
himself, to get pleasure from it. There is an unpretentious (unassuming),
giving love, he will feel good of it because with his love he does not
invade privacy and does not interfere with living another (object of love)
in his comfort. Having known it, such a person goes to another layer in
the realization of his love — to love-bestowal.
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Remember, before giving, we must be satisfied, be filled, and we
have already talked about it. We must not deny any love, even a rich
gourmet for food. Let a rich man enjoy overeating, for God's sake. After
all, he accumulates this love, and it is transformed into love for something
else. In the next life, he will acquire another love, which, having been
accumulated to a certain amount; it will be formed and will turn (pass)
into something else... It is a process!
My spiritual and religious doctrine (teaching) does not deny
anything, but only reveals to know, to see (perceive) everything — all the
facets of the material love. My task is to show the range of opposites,
versatility in the realization of love, where a person is lost and tormented
in his own maze of love relationships and acts. Love, which we constantly
use in all our acts in relation to something or someone, contains the
energies of light and darkness.
— And how is the Light taken of this love?
— It is only necessary always to Thank the Most High Lord God for
everything. When we give Thanks to God, then the Spirit of the Truth
descends upon us and reveals to us our own love for someone.
In figurative language it sounds like this: "You love now, and your
love is selfish, know that because of this love you will have such a
negative situation in the next life (incarnation) ... Do you want to be in it?
Do you want to suffer so-and-so?"And when you see clearly that your
love has interfered with a person and you will suffer for rhat in the future,
and perhaps in this life, then you will think, and then you will begin to live
humbly and pray for the good, for the happiness of the person you love.
At the same time, in any case, you should not claim on him as if your
property, wherever he (she) lives, far or close. And if the fate brings you
together — Thank you, Lord.
But it also happens that you love and, know everyting what is said
above, you still impose yourself on the object of love in order to get
pleasure for yourself. The object of love himself/herself does not prevent
you, although it seems he does not want to be with you. So, the
negativity which is born in the object of love, and you will get (receive)
either in (during) this life or in the next one.
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Remember always: there is no prohibition, there is no sin, and there
is only life and our own karma, which we make (create) with our own
hands, our own acts, either negative or good ones. Therefore, there is
either joy or sorrow, trouble in love in the path of our life.
— But then there will be no prohibition in love. If a person takes
the path of the Lord God, will some things cease to be necessary for
him?
— Honey, in all likelihood (probability), the question is poorly
worded by you. You speak of the way of God. What is the way of the Lord
God? Will you find this way of the Lord for me.
— ...a man is purified...
— What is purification?
— To gain (acquire) prayers, and information...
— And what is the way of the Lord?
— It is ... communication (communion) with God!
— You, dear, tell that to the atheist. What will he say to you?
— But he will come to God in his time...
— And will you tell it to the child?
— I mean, a person who takes the path of the Lord transforms his
karmic energies, thoughts through a prayer. And, such a long karmic tail
is not dragged behind him.
— My dear, you must understand, when we talk about the way of
the Lord, we always fall into a trap, for we do not know and do not realize
what the way of the Lord is. We must always remember that only practice
is the criterion of the truth. And, if practice is absent in anything. I'll just
lead you into the maze (labyrinth) of my ornate words, and that's all. Your
ears will be opened, joy will flow into your soul, but how it will come to
practice... Here it turns out — the tears and lamentations…
The path (way) of the Lord is the path (way) of every person, but
only if he always gives Thanks to the Most High Lord God for everything,
and he lives — as he likes. Just say "Lord, Thank You..." That's it.
— And will God lead you straight on (right way)?
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— It will not be straight on, but it will be your way according to your
karma, so, all your sinful acts (deeds) could be transformed in all-love in
this path (way).
— I tell my daughter: "You should thank God for everything." And
she says: "But God does not need it!"
— That’s right! The baby's mouth speaks the truth. God really
doesn't need anything. We need to gain (acquire) energy from Him. Only
when we Thank God, divine energies descend upon us, and we find
health, happiness, and grace.
We take a simple example: a climber must climb a mountain to a
certain height, because he needs to meet either water, or jewelry,
minerals for his necessities of life. He drives in the pegs, throws the
rope... What is it for? Everything is to quench your thirst either in water
or in jewelry. That is, we work for the sake of getting (receiving) some
pleasure. It's the same here, when we Thank God. If we want to live in
pleasure, we must Thank the Most High Lord God. That is, we do it for
ourselves, for our own happiness, to receive pleasure. And God does not
need anything, because He is — Self-Sufficient, All-Good, All-Plentiful (AllAbundant), All-Loving, All-Enjoying. And he who turns to Him, he is
generously descended love, happiness, joy, pleasure from Him.
— Is that the job (work): remember of Him every second?
— It is better to say not to remember, and to talk to (converse with)
Him as to (with) your most intimate, closest and loving friend.
— And what is His Will?
— Will? The fact that It flows in the Universe in Its Creative Flow. If a
person understands this Will, it means that he will harmoniously reside in
this Flow (Stream). If not, the person gets somewhere, in a particular
situation, which destroys him, creates him pain, torment, suffering and
death.
The Creative Process in the Universe comes from the Lord God, and
there is a Flow in this Process — the Will of God. This Flow is always
cyclical and changing, like a river, which flows down the mountain and
carries its waters into the sea. Our task is to recognize This Creative Flow
and to find a harmonious way to receive different pleasures in it. We will
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be able to recognize this Flow only when we become disciples and cocreators of the Lord God. This Flow can only be entered if you acquire
seven or more divine Epithets. If we do not become co-creators of the
Lord God, we will not enter into this Harmonious Flow. If we show ego
and try to fight in our life against this or that natural disaster (element):
hurricane, earthquake, tsunami, then we doom ourselves to this or that
injury, suffering, torment and even death. But if we constantly
communicate with God through a Thanksgiving (Grateful) loving prayer
and put our soul into the Hands of the Lord God, then the Spirit of the
Truth helps us to enter harmoniously into this or that flow of the Natural
disaster (element), which we will pass in an amazing way, and bypass all
thresholds and obstacles. And this stream (flow) itself will carry (lead) us
to the rest, grace, salvation. And those who fight, claw, and bite, are
broken, hit on something, injured, maimed, drowned, and killed by this or
that disaster (element).
We always want to have pleasures whatever flesh, body we come
into for our existence.
Relatively speaking, there are two kinds (types) of pleasure: one —
is in the creative process, and the other is — as if at rest. And as
everything flows and changes in the Universe and here, on the Earth, we
have to catch this process in motion.
Let's take a figurative (abstract) example.
Here is (comes) the general flow of life at (a speed of) ten kilometers
per hour. If your own creative process has the same speed, ten kilometers
per hour, then you move harmoniously and in this flow you are as if at
rest. But if you move in the flow according to your "ego", then quickly,
then slowly, as you want, then you will be attacked (fallen in) by the
powers (forces), energies of the general flow of life, that is why, you are
going to get into different (various) troubles, scrapes, etc.
— And what about the parable of the two frogs, which fell into the
milk, one of them (which) fought (struggled) and churned (whipped)
butter out of the milk, and got out of it and the other folded its legs and
drowned?
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— It is necessary to see also the other side in this parable. Why
should a frog have to break out of the milk and thereby spoil the milk
(speed up the souring), when it could safely (easily) be in the milk, as
under water, without compromising its health. After all, the hostess
specifically placed (put) frogs in the jug (lid) of milk to keep the milk fresh.
Therefore, the frog, which whipped (churned) milk, and spoiled it, and the
frog which remained in the milk, kept it. Now, if instead of a frog another
living sreature got in the milk and he would have been threatened with
death by milk, then it would be necessary to get out (over).
— And would it be a fly?
— A fly... it would not get out, and it would even more bog down
(get stuck) in the butter, which would be churned by its paws.
— Here on the Earth, will we be able to imagine ourselves as the
Absolute?
— No, we won’t. We are the sparks of God and partly the sparks of
the Absolute! We can never be the Absolute on the Earth. We are only
sparks, because we are individuals, and tiny personal particles of the
Personality of God (Godhead), as a microbe or cell in our body in relation
to the whole human flesh.
Let us imagine the Absolute as a Certain Substance. And before
creating the Universe, the Absolute sprayed a part of Its (His) Essence at
several billions, relatively (conditionally) speaking, of the human souls.
This atomization (scattering) is like atoms, molecules in human flesh. As
an atom, a molecule cannot become a man, so a man cannot be the
Absolute. And since we are the sparks of God, that is why, we strive for
the Lord God. But we strive for the Lord God only when we spend the full
potential of our creative “I”, to preserve (for the preservation of) our “I”,
we also go for help to the Lord God to become His co-creator.
We are moving away from the Lord God, from His Kingdom because
of our selfish [egoistic] (creative) nature (essence, being). That is, when
we take the creative potential from God, we think that this is our
personal, own creative potential, the potential of our "ego (self)", of our
"I". As soon as the ego (self) is burnt out in us, then our spark of God, as
(like) it is similar to the similar, leads us back to the Lord God.
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Figuratively speaking, the Most High Lord God is born by (of) the
Absolute, Who, on the one hand, is the Absolute, and on the other hand
— a Personality. This Personality, relatively speaking, gives birth to Three
Gods the Creators (although this is a Consubstantial Trinity), nine LifeGiving Spirits appear (are born) of the Latter, that is, Three Spirits [(Rest
[Peace], Movement, Life-Giving)] are in the Trinity, there are either 18
Sons of God or 27 Sons of God of Them. And these Sons give birth to
either 36 or 54 Gods the Creators in the Universe, where each God the
Creator includes the Holy Trinity (God the Father, God the Spirit and God
the Son). This Holy Trinity makes (creates) the Hierarchy of gods-creators
in the Universe.
And several million billions of human souls are born in the form
spermatozooms inside God the Creator, inside His Seed. And, when this
Seed comes out of the Body of God the Creator, then these Human souls,
as sparks of God, assimilate (master) and make (create) life in the
Universe. These human souls having been, relatively speaking, in the
Element of Ether, and they gave birth to other human souls in the
Element of the Mental of their seed (semen). Here [in the Element of the
Mental] these souls of men were given (represented) more freedom in
the creation, birth of thinking, the latter, as a living energy, go to the
materialization of the new structure in the Element of Fire. New born
human souls assimilate (master) this world in the Element of Fire and the
Cosmos, Universes with millions of stars of (from) fiery spermatozoa... are
born by themselves in the form fiery seed (semen). Then thanks to the
hierarchy of the fire human souls are born, in the Element of the Astral
(Water), astral human souls, and the latter give rise (birth) to the Element
of Earth and Its human souls in the material body of the earth, in this way
goes the birth of the flesh which we have now.
And we give birth to sons and daughters like (similar to) ourselves
through (thanks to) our semen (sperm) and female flesh. Now the return
journey of man to God through the union (joint, unification) of human
souls and their return to the Kingdom of God begins from the Earth, to remerge again into One (Single) Entity (Being). It takes 10x10 1000 earthly
years on the whole one Cycle from the going out of the Kingdom of God
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to the return of everything-everyone back to the Kingdom of God,
relatively speaking.
— And Elements Ether, Mental... are they here?
— Yeah, sure! (Yes of course!) Here is also the Kingdom of the Lord
God, here is also Ether and Mental... We supposedly are everywhere at
once: in the Kingdom of God, and in the Element of Ether, and in the
Element of Mental... Only we can't see them because we are in the rude
structures, and those worlds are in more subtle and invisible, that is this
our rough world is one of initial-‘bricks’ (elements), and other Elements
—from other invisible initial-‘bricks’. And here in the Element of the
Mental, these initial-‘bricks’ can be made (created) by a thought, head...
— As something to do (Like that).
— As children put (lay) together the bricks, and the universe comes
into being. Here, for example, Jane (five-year-old boy) assembled, built a
machine. It's more difficult to him here. And there, in the Element of the
Mental — it is made instantly.
Yes, what we made (created) in the Mental, now we are trying to
implement it here. Here, we can feel, look, smell, the thing, which is made
by us; if it is necessary — we can correct, and then we will evaluate
(estimate): if it is good or it can be made even better. If you can make it
even better and more interesting, this thing, toy, and so on can be broken
destroyed and made a new one. As it is sung in the song: "we our, we will
construct (build) a new world..." Here we build. We break and build, again
we break and again we build something.
— Is the Lord God Born or Unborn? After all, if He is Born, then He
is not eternal, isn’t He?
— I told you about the conditional birth of the Lord God from the
Absolute. We must remember that all Gods, Spirits, and Sons who dwell
in the Kingdom of God and in the eternal Worlds of the Universe — all of
them are Eternal. But everything that is born in the Universe in the mortal
worlds (realms), starting with the Element of Fire, has a vital (life) eternity
only as long as there is a lower (subordinate) Element or energy structure.
Figuratively speaking, the Energies of life from God the Creator in the
Universe are shown, develop, and give birth to different worlds in
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different Elements, and then they contract (collapse) and return to the
Bosom of God the Creator. Although we must remember that all the
Elements in the Universe are eternal...
— What is about races? If the first race on the Earth was on the
mental plane and before it... how many were there, really?
— If the entire Universe is built on the vibration of ten numbers
(digits), then it means that each number (digit) contains its energy, there
should be seven divisions in each number, as there are seven "heavens"
in each Element. Thus, we can say that there are ten races, each of them
has seven sub-groups, but seven races with their seven sub-groups are
passed in every Element that at the energy plane will lead to the
emergence of 49 (7x7) energy "wells" — the chakras. And all these
"wells", the chakras in every element a person should pass in his
development from the first race with seven sub-groups to the seventh
race with seven sub-groups.
Relatively speaking, when there is a planet which is still fiery or
similar to Jupiter, then ethereal race (the first race with all seven
subgroups) is developed in it. When this planet is similar to Venus, which
is shrouded (enveloped) by Water, then the second (mental) race with all
seven subgroups begins to develop there; then — the third one — the
fiery race. When there is the flora and fauna of the giants on the planet,
the fourth (astral) race with all subgroups is develped. When the world of
gigantism of fauna and flora is destroyed, then the fourth race from
giants to ordinary man with an average height of 180 centimeters is
developed on the planet. It was the epoch (age) of the Atlanteans on the
Earth. And the fifth race began to emerge on the Earth about 9 thousand
years BC. In the time of Jesus Christ, the fifth race entered the fifth
subgroup in its development. We are in the fifth race of the sixth
subgroup now and we are creating the foundation (base) for the fifth race
of the seventh subgroup. The sixth subgroup can be conventionally called
the era of matriarchy, that is, a woman will be in all leadership (decisionmaking) positions. During the development of the sixth race of the sixth
sub-group water on the Earth will disappear, and the Earth will become
like the Mars, it will be marked by the development of the seventh race
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with all subgroups. Now the Mars is just there, that is, this is the seventh
race, which is conditionally called the fiery race, for the sixth race is
conditionally called the astral race. When the seventh race enters (goes
into) the seventh subgroup, this civilization — military-homosexual or
robotic — will destroy the planet during the wars. Therefore, the planet
Mars will be smashed (shattered) to asteroids, as the fifth planet, which
has been between Mars and Jupiter, or there will be (happen) something
else. The eighth, ninth and tenth races develop, relatively speaking, in
other solar civilizations, in other galaxies, (which are) on the way to the
Kingdom of God.
Here is a synopsis (outline) about the development of races in the
Universe.
If one race gives rise to the subsequent one, then on the material
plane can occur as if the invasion of an extraterrestrial race, civilization,
followed by influence on the earthly race, civilization.
When we were, relatively speaking, in the etheric-mental races, we
communicated at the level of stellar, galactic civilizations, and in the fieryastral — at the level of solar constellations. Therefore, the Earth has
connections with different stars, which seem to affect the earth's
evolution (development). Of course, many spiritual researchers (religious
scholars) will say that we are made (created) from these or other aliens
and these aliens acquire the appearance of fallen Angels and Elohims
(creators) in the Bible. Of course, some of these researchers will say that
we are descended from the Sirian civilization, others — from the Arion or
civilization from the Great Bear (Ursa Major) or from other stars.
We do not deny these connections, because they exist in the fierymental structures, and on the astral plane there is the influence of all the
planets of the solar system to the Earth. Everything in the world, in the
Universe is interconnected and affects each other — this is the law of
development (evolution).
To conclude my thought about races, I want to say that as soon as
humanity reaches (comes to) the fifth race of the fifth subgroup, then this
vital (life) system — the Earth — takes the path of folding (turning,
collapsing) energy structures, because the keys to the harmony of the
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human form are found and tested in practice. That is, human flesh finds
(gains) harmony of the Divine beauty. At this stage of the development
(evolution) of mankind and the Master (Teacher), as Jesus Christ will also
come to the world, and will give, will reveal (open) the true path to the
Kingdom of God, and the humanity will return to the Bosom of God
thanks to this true path. When humanity passes its development in the
last five races with their subgroups, then the Universe of the mortal
worlds will be completely folded [transfotmed] (meaning the life [vital]
structure) and will enter (ascend) the Bosom of the eternal (everlasting)
Worlds of the Universe to its new birth, to a new cycle.
— How is there a change of the energies of motion and rest?
— This is inexplicable, because one energy flows into another, and
the latter affects the first. As we have found out, there will always be
three Energies in the World: from the Spirit of Rest, from the Spirit of
Movement and from the Life-Giving Spirit. All these Energies are eternal
and interrelated.
— And is the Universe new when it is made (created)?
— When the vital (life) energy is minimized (folded) in the mortal
realms, its Karma also gives the possibility of the origin of the new
Universe in the mortal worlds. For, till the vital (life) energy is folded
(minimized) and looses its place in the Space, which was occupied, a new
world in the mortal worlds will by no means come into being. Before you
build a new house on the site of the old house, the old house should be
destroyed, the place is cleaned, and only then you can begin to make
(create) a new house. So it is with the Universe in the mortal worlds.
A "New" Spirit of Movement is screwed into the Spirit of Rest
(Peace) in the Kingdom of the Lord God, takes New Material for the
creation (construction) of the Universe. And, as soon as there is a certain
amount of intercourse between the Spirit of Movement and the Spirit of
Rest (Peace), a New Life-Giving Spirit — a New Material for the
construction (creation) of the Universe "is born". When this Material is
received, then it is possible to make (create), give birth to the Universe,
that is, to the vital (life) structure in the Universe.
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— But, under what circumstances is this screwing? Is it
unknowable for (to) us? Where does this Perpetuum mobile come from?
—If the Kingdom of God were knowable, then I could tell you how
this screwing happens, although we can say that this screwing occurs in
three-six-eight main directions (areas) in the plane from the periphery to
the center to the point and in four-seven-thirteen-twenty-six directions
(areas) — in space — into the "Black Hole".
The Kingdom of the Lord God, and therefore the Lord God Himself,
is knowable (known) only thanks to (through) God the Creator, and God
the Creator is knowable (known) thanks to (through) the Son, thanks to
the Holy Spirit, the Spirit of the Truth, and there is no other way. If God
the Father is manifested (shown) in this world thanks to (through) His
Creativity, Nature, Phenomena, and the Son of God, then if we cognize
(know) Phenomena, Nature, the Son of God, we will be able to find that
Golden Path which will lead us to the Kingdom of God. Only thankls to the
merging (joint) with the Son of God we are able to learn (know) God the
Father, and thanks to the merging (joint) with God the Father, we are able
to learn (know) the Lord God and enter the Kingdom of God. Only if we
have learned (known) one link in a single chain, we are able to know
(learn) another link in the chain, and then the third one. He who jumps
over a link in the chain will never reach the Truth, because karma will
return him to the starting position for the knowledge of those links in the
chain, which was jumped over by him.
Perpetuum mobile is taken from the Lord God, because there is a
constant eternal (everlasting) process of interaction of the Spirit of Rest,
the Spirit of Movement and the Life-Giving Spirit inside Him.
If there were no Eternal Creative Process of God, there would be no
Perpetuum mobile, and therefore there would be no God. If there is God,
then (it means) there is a Perpetuum mobile — Eternal (Everlasting)
Movement. Amen.
— So, you can only find the path (way) and is it all? Will you see
the path (way) to God?
— Yes. And this path (way) is (consists) only in co-creation with the
Lord God. It is necessary to recognize the Creative Process of God, and it
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is possible only with the Spirit of the Truth. And then you will see clearly
how to become a co-creator of God. If you acquire this co-creation, you
become free wherever you find yourself, even in hell, even in Paradise,
everywhere the path to pleasure will be open to you.
— Will you find work (creativity) everywhere for yourself?
— Yes, you will find joy, pleasure, bliss, happiness everywhere.
Thanks to the Spirit of the Truth, you will know that you have come to this
world to work out (fulfill) your karma. Therefore, you accept (take) all
situations and circumstances humbly and meekly and Thank the Most
High Lord God for everything. Because of this, through (thanks to) the
Holy Spirit, inner joy will descend upon you. You will find joy in seeing (in
the fact that you will see) how you transform your sins into all-love. Your
joy will pass to those who are discouraged (despondent), confused, and
ignorant. When they communicate with you, they see the light, get joy,
pleasure, and they have a desire to live on.
— On the return of the energies to God... From the material world
— it is clear. But, how does it happen from the higher planes?
— If it is clear at the lower, material level, it should be known by
analogy how it happens at the highest level.
Energies can be returned only if they are freed from certain fetters
of material structures either in the Element of the Earth or in the
Elements of the Astral, Fire, Mental or Ether. And this liberation is due to
the destruction of these shackles (fetters) under the guidance
(leadership) of man. Man begins to break down (destroy) due to the
destructive egregore, which he made (created) himself.
A person makes (creates) a destructive egregore already here, being
on the Earth, and not only in the Element of the Earth, but it is also in the
Elements of the Astral, Fire, Mental and Ether.
Now we program the birth of the destructive powers (forces) on the
emotional, that is, the fiery plane, then we will do it mentally and partly
in the ether plane. And when civilizations appear in them, this destructive
egregore will already affect living beings and a person, who live there,
and force them to make (create) certain destructions. After all, we do not
see the crushing (destructive) power (force) of the karmic egregore of the
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Earth. We only feel it with our biorhythms. For example, the sky became
covered with heavy clouds and many peole feel depression
(despondency) at once, and someone shows aggression, and someone
makes (creates) something destructive on the mental plane, or this
destruction is manifested on the emotional plane... The sky is opened —
there is joy, cosmic energy began to influence us. If the energy from space
went destructive, the clouds enveloped the sky, on the one hand, as if to
prevent the pressure of the destructive cosmic energy on the Earth, and
on the other hand, the egregore of the evil around the Earth begins to
affect (influence) people. Thus, under dual (double) pressure, man is
forced to make (create) different destructions on the Earth. Speaking in
figurative language, we can say that the Earth is a Cauldron (Boiler),
which boils and gurgles with bubbles; only we do not see it. As in the
ocean we do not see underwater currents, underwater "winds", although
they exist, in the same way we do not see the movement of air layers,
and feel it only in the wind and record (fix) the movement of the clouds.
— It's so vividly (imaginatively)... The Boiler... as the jam is
cooked...
— We speak figurative language in order that the explanation would
be more accessible as a person with these images constantly faces in
practice, and practice is the criterion of the truth. Thanks to this language,
a person can immediately see the essence and understand what it is (is
going on).
... If the Lord God is in us, then He has carnal eyes, and astral, and
fiery, and mental, that is, the Lord sees with all eyes at once, and we can
see only with physical vision, spiritually advanced people — with the third
eye. But the Lord sees through each person with those eyes, which are
made (created) by man himself. If a person has acquired spiritual vision,
then God begins to see in a person with these spiritual eyes, although
God is everywhere, always and in everything and sees, hears and knows
everything. He Is the Almighty, All-Seeing, All-Knowing, All-Hearing, AllWise... If God were not in us, you and I would not be in the Kingdom of
God at all and could not approach this Kingdom. If we could not merge
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with god (God) together, then why all this… (What is all this)... why does
everything exist in the world? Is the world a myth, a mirage?
— An illusion...
—Yeah, it’s right, but then it doesn't make sense (the sense of
nothing will work). And here, we can see, there is a sense, dialectics, a
certain orientation of the human soul to something good, kind, joyful,
eternal. We find a pattern, no matter how transient it may be, thanks to
spiritual masters (teachers) [Masters (Teachers)] we realize and come to
the fact that if we do not want to be destroyed and suffer a lot in this
world, but on the contrary, we want to be in pleasure, joy, happiness, we
must always thank the Lord God for everything, because from Him the
Hierarchs-creators (sons-creators, gods-creators) took the creative Energy
and made (created) worlds... For us, the Devil disappears like some
insidious Destroyer... It turns out all devils play a positive role in any
hierarchy (Hierarchy), as microbes do, eat material structures, which are
already dead. Even the devil (Devil), who has been made (created),
engendered by our sinful deeds (acts), plays a positive role of a master
(teacher) with a carrot (sweet) and stick (whip), who spurs us, directs to
the realization of our sins, and rewards with a carrot, if we realized this or
that sin and transformed this sin in love. This evil is insidious, arrogant;
this devil hunts us and beats us from behind (around) the corner, in the
dark, when we are spiritually blind — and he becomes a useful master
(teacher) for us, for this devil returns to us only our things, only the evil,
which has been generated by ourselves. That is why Jesus Christ teaches
us, saying, "Love your enemies..." and the image of the enemy is this or
that devil. So, we must love the devil (Devil) — this is what the Christ
taught us.
— Is it always the divine energy creative?
— Yes, the divine energies are always creative. And there are Devilscreators and devils-destroyers in the Universe. The process of movement
cannot take place without them in the material world.
Would we like (want) it or not, there is a divine energy — creative
and devilish — destructive one in man. Only, the ratio of these energies is
various in different people. Some people have more diabolical energies —
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they often destroy (break down) as warriors, conquerors, rebels, robbers,
etc. And the others: the saints, sages, spiritual masters (teachers), etc.,
manifest (show, have) more creative energies, although the devil as the
destroyer also acts in different situations and under different righteous
masks in them.
— Does the ideal of the future... exist?
— If you want to have an ideal which makes you better, cleaner,
friendlier, kinder, then, for God's sake, look for that ideal which you will
never find in this world. For, everything flows and changes in this world,
and therefore ideals also change. Therefore, to talk about the ideal of the
future — it means "to mess with somebody" — figurative expression,
although it is not forbidden to idealize anyone, because there are many
truths, and ideals are needed for education, it can’t be done without
them.
The ideal of the future is — to live, create (make) and enjoy! And we
are told: "This is the ideal!" And we have just found out that the ideal
changes over time in the material world. Therefore, the ideal turns into a
mirage, fiction in a short period of time. Take a man who speaks of God:
"God is the Ideal!" On the one hand, it seems to be true, it is right, we
understand (realize) all Divine Epithets and moreover the best Epithets
under the ideal. And on the other hand, if we don't mean what I have just
said above, then we are working for the Devil under a guise (mask) of
righteousness. The devil always substitutes God for the Menacing,
Judging, Punishing... And now we know that God is the Creator, and God
will never hurt anyone, God will never humiliate anyone, and God never
sends sickness (illness) upon anyone... He is so Merciful, Meek, Humble,
Good, Generous, Forgiving... We are always helped even if we are
spiritually angry with (at) Him because of our blindness, blaspheme, and
scold (criticize), and He helps us at this moment with goodness,
tenderness, love... It's amazing! Amazing (Terrific)! It turns out, that is
what Ideal!
So, there is no need to run somewhere for an ideal, to be greedy
and grab all the good just for yourself, and to be sated with one or
another ideal. And you just have to live and enjoy with a loving prayer of
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Thanksgiving and repentance to the Lord God, not to be attached to the
ideals, using (to use) them for the benefit of yourself and others.
If you live this way, you will gradually lose the concept of Hell,
Paradise. Paradise, as the ideal of life, which is sought by saints, and by
any layman, it turns out, it is not necessary to seek it somewhere in an
abstract place, and above all, you should seek it in your heart and make it
around yourselves. If you make (create) Paradise in your heart, there will
be Paradise around you. And, when you get to another world, for your
future life, and you will be waited for Paradise there.
Yes, Paradise is made (created) by your Karma, by your deeds (acts).
If your actions are destructive, then your Paradise will turn into hell. If
you do the good in your actions, you create Paradise for yourself. And in
order to learn to do the good, you must always learn to thank the Most
High Lord God for everything, no matter what happens to you and no
matter what people, elements, powers (forces) do to you.
Spiritual energies, our thoughts are constantly transformed. When
we give birth to spiritual thoughts, they seem to rise up, and then fall and
begin to materialize, envelop us with one or another happiness, joy, bliss
on the material level.
At first, we are struck by a thought that, having settled firmly in our
consciousness, leads to the fact that we gather (assamble, pull together)
certain energies. When they gain a certain number, they are transformed,
modified into one material structure, then into another, until eventually
they shroud (envelop) us in this material world by this or that situation,
circumstances from which we will receive either joy, happiness, bliss, or
the opposite, according to our born thoughts.
Therefore, we should never move away from this or that material or
spiritual essence (nature), because it is our energies, which attack (lean
on) us and shroud (envelop) us. If we dismiss them, put on a righteous
mask and say, "I am going to God!" That would be a minus for us. We
seek in God, it turns out, the achievement of our selfish goals, and our
ideal is also selfish. Whoever does like this, it seems to have forgotten
that God is always in us, in our heart. But we must not forget that the
Kingdom of the Lord God is both within us (in our heart) and outside us
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(in other human hearts and in the entire Universe). If we acquire the
Kingdom of God in our heart, then this Kingdom is realized materially and
around us from the outside. This is the ideal of the Creative Process.
Similar thing is attracted by similar thing. The more we acquire the
Kingdom of God in our hearts, the more joy, happiness, beauty, bliss will
be around us. We will communicate with those people from whom we
will get (receive) pleasure, enjoyment. We will always have food, both
spiritual and material. We're having problems with what to eat and what
to wear. The Lord God will always feed us through human hands and give
us the necessary clothes. And everyone will see in practice how the saying
of Jesus Christ comes true: "Look at the birds of the air (that is, you should
always sing the Song of Thanksgiving to God)...", and God always knows
what you need, and will give you this thing.
— And does it concern ... every person?
— Yes, everyone... anyone!
— But I've tried living like this. I can't (It does not work)...
— Oh dear! It must still be earned, that is, to gain a certain potential
of positive energies to see firsthand the implementation of the doctrine
(teaching) of the Christ in practice.
We must always remember that there is, figuratively speaking, a
multi-bowl-machine system in us, which we have filled with our "jewels"
— different liquids and are afraid to pour them out. And a full bowl
cannot be filled with something else, even though it is the best, precious
one. And the best precious one is poured into our bowls when we our
precious waters, which we have accumulated ourselves, we will start to
give generously to those who ask and those who are in need, because our
bowls are full, and the energy runs over (overflows).
If this energy of life overflows the brim of my bowl, it is possible to
give it to the needy selflessly and generously.
— Is there always to someone?
— Of course! There are always the needy who want to drink the
energy of life. But if we are greedy and do not allow someone to drink
from our cup (bowl), it is only because we have not accumulated (gained)
this vital (life) fluid (liquid) and have not been fully sated with this
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pleasure. We always learn to take, to accumulate (gain) for our pleasure
first, and only when we are full (filled), we begin to give generously to
another.
I have already given you an example with a child who lives only by
accumulation. Try to take away his toy, even a bad one — he will cry. But
if he gets, that is, he will accidentally be given by different people three
identical toys, one of these toys, he will be able to give another child from
his generosity. This is a natural process. This is the same natural process
of generosity which comes from the Lord God, only we do not see it
because of our spiritual blindness. If we see it... in everything, then we
offer a Thanksgiviving prayer to God. But if we have not seen it yet, then
thanks to the Master we must learn to thank God, though we are not
aware of it yet. And then the Spirit of the Truth, which enters us through
this Thanksgiving prayer to God, helps us to see spiritually and see how
God through the hands of men feeds us, shoes, clothes...
— So, is there a hope for miracles?
— Sure! Here, for example, the acts of Sathya Sai Baba show us that
the miracles of materialization exist. But! We must remember that these
miracles are performed in order that he who spiritually blind could see
that there is God in (behind) each such miracle. Isn't the treatment of
Jesus Christ a miracle? But it was God Who worked all miracles through
the Christ.
There are many psychics in our time, and these miracles of healing
have become clear to the masses from a scientific point of view. And
these miracles of healing have become something ordinary
(commonplace).
When we cognize (know) the process of God, then miracles become
a natural creative flow. And there are miracles in the works (creativity).
Therefore, God always works miracles.
— They say that the evolution of the Lord God is constant... Isn’t it?
— There is no evolution in that sense, which we are accustomed to
understand, my dear! God the Creator has creative games, so to speak.
There is always an evolution in the creativity, a search for something new
in receiving (obtaining) new pleasures, and it is not evolution in the
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search for harmony and divine beauty. Because Harmony and Beauty are
built on proportionality and, they correlate with each other, give
proportional quantities (values), and among these proportional quantities
(values) there is a constant — this constant quantity (value) is called the
"Golden section". So ask yourself, what is this constant evolution of God?
What does this evolution lead to? After all, there can be no evolution in
divine Harmony and divine Beauty, since these concepts are based on the
quantity (magnitude) of the Golden section, constants, which are
constant, eternal. Therefore, there is no evolution of God. If we say that
God has Eternal evolution, it means that He is not God. Evolution is
inherent in a person who is born in the material world and is looking for a
way to eternal Happiness, Joy, Harmony, Beauty, Bliss... If God constantly
evolves, you will get nonsense: to evolve into infinity, is on the one hand,
and on the other hand, if God evolves, then He has no eternal Beauty or
eternal Harmony, no eternal Happiness, etc. And he who has not got all
these things, can he be called God? No, he is not. For, God is AllSufficient, All-Beautiful, All-Possessing... So, we evolve in the Universe at
a certain period of time, but not God. Similarly, man, for example, in the
Element of the Earth, evolves from the material structure, through the
plant and animal world to the human structure, although on the scale of
the entire Universe Man himself does not evolve, because Man is an
Image, the Likeness of God. Man plays all kinds (types, sorts) of roles in
the Universe. For example, we’ll take the material world again. Here, Man
plays the role of minerals, then through the role of any ore he begins to
play different roles of plants, then different roles of animals, and then he
plays all the human roles, and this game is endless, no matter how much
can it be played, it is still not enough. So Man is eternal, constant, but
different in these games.
Evolution exists where there is quantitative transition and it gives a
new qualitative development, which gains a certain amount again, and
goes (transforms) into another development. And it is possible only at a
certain stage, but not in the whole system. For example, we’ll consider
(take) water. There is water in the form of ice and snow on the top of the
mountain. It takes in a certain amount of heat from the Sun, the snow
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turns into water, there is as if a qualitative leap, then the water runs
down and when it meets similar mountain streams, they flow (merge) all
together — the river is born — it is a new qualitative leap again, a quick
boisterous mountain stream turns into a calm and wide river in the valley.
Then the rivers mouth into one place, and form the sea, there is a
qualitative leap again — the rivers flow in one direction and the sea is in
one place. Then the water in the sea begins to evaporate, and the clouds
are born — and there is a qualitative leap again — the water turned into
steam. And now the clouds, water vapor turn into snow — there is also a
qualitative leap again — the transformation of water into ice, the snow
covers the mountains. So the circle is closed. But we see that water
remained the water, although at a certain point the water as if have been
evolved (undergone evolution) — a gradual accumulation and transition
to a new structure of development. In the same way, Man is the image of
God, he does not evolve in the system of the entire Universe, but at a
certain stage of development, movement, creativity in the material world,
man undergoes evolution.
— If Man is made (created) in the image and likeness of God, then,
does God have the form of Man?
— God is the Creative Life-Giving Energy which has everything in
Itself — all the images (forms) of the Universe, and there is the image of a
Man — the Son of God in the form of an ever-Glowing Candle, a symbol
of self-sacrifice for the benefit of all: to burn out Himself — to hold Light
(Shine) for others among these images. This image of the Son of God in
the form of a Spark resides in every human body, to prompt (encourage)
every person to seek (find) the path to eternal Joy, Happiness, and Bliss.
Because of this Spark of God, man, in the material world, will always be
insatiable in the search for eternal Grace, Bliss. A man may acquire
(attain, receive) this eternal Grace, only when he will merge with God
together. And to merge (become one) with God together, it is necessary
to look for (seek) his Likeness (Similarity), His Image in ourselves. That is
why man is made (created) in the image and likeness of God, so that,
having passed (gone) through all the creative way (path) in the Universe,
he could return to the Kingdom of God.
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If God the Creator has in Himself all the images which will be born in
the Universe, then man himself passes through all forms of development
in the Universe: from the ball (egg) and spermatozoon (snake’s image),
through fish embryo, animal embryo... to the human form, which is
multifaceted in itself. The image of man may also be in the continent
(Africa, South America), in a particular tree, plant, mountain landscape, in
the root structure, etc. And all these things are also made (created) by
God, and the image of man is reflected in these works (creations).
Remember, when someone asks you a particular question, look for
the answer in this question, because any question includes the answer.
And your wisdom in answer to the question will be to find the essence
and bring it to the image in the abstract idea, which you have seen in this
question. And show (reveal) this image to the people, who crave (thirst)
for the answer, in the figurative language, they were able to see the
answer, which would be satisfied for them in all senses (meanings). But
the wisdom is also in the fact that the images can be different, and hence
your answer to a particular question of man, will be ambiguous.
For example, as for me, I answer a question of one person, in this
situation, with one figurative language. And he said, "Great! It’s
amazing!" Another time there is another figurative answer to the same
question, which will also be clear for (to) a man, who seeks. And this man
will say, "Great!" That is the wisdom of the words, that is, everyone is
needed the answer to the question according to his understanding
(awareness, concepts) and the answer (respond) should be in an
acceptable way. And it is possible only with the Spirit of the Truth. For the
Spirit of the Truth helps you to find a wise answer to this question, to turn
abstraction into essence, into a real image.
To continue to answer the question why the Lord God made
(created) Man in His Own image and likeness, let us say that in the
Kingdom of the Lord God enter only the Sons of God — the Great Masters
(Teachers) — whose image in the material world is found in the fifth race
in the fifth subgroup. We must remember that the number 5 is the Key to
the solution of everything: of the Universe, Nature and Man. That is,
through the body of the Son of God, we are transformed, we acquire
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Harmony, proportionate (commensurate) forms, Beauty and, we sparkle
(flash) with our purified (refined) Beauty enter the Kingdom of God. This
Beauty, Harmony, Proportionality of the fifth race will fill the entire
World, the Cosmos, the Universe as the Key through which the Sons of
God will return to the Kingdom of God. He who will follow (take) the path
of Jesus Christ, the path of humility, meekness, patience, non-judgment,
forgiveness, mercy, all-love, will acquire this Beauty, Harmony and
Proportionality in appearance.
Man will acquire other forms and appearances in the sixth race, as
the conditions on the Earth will be changed. Conventionally, we can say
that from the birth (beginning) of the sixth race and at a later date
humanity will degrade on the material basis (level); it will lead to its
destruction, although subsequent races will have their own harmony,
beauty and proportionality.
When we return to the Kingdom of God through the body of the Son
of God, we will be Beautiful and Harmonious, and a new cycle (turn) of
the Creative Process of God will begin with this Beauty and Harmony of
Man in the Universe. And the time will come when we materialize this
Harmony and Beauty in the fifth race of the fifth subgroup in the material
world again. But we must not forget that this Beauty of the fifth race of
the fifth subgroup we make (create) both in the Element of Ether, and in
the Element of Mental, and in the Element of Fire, and in the Element of
Water (Astral).
When we acquire this Beauty, Harmony on the Earth, it will be with
us both in the astral bodies, and in fiery bodies, and in mental bodies, too.
And, for example, my astral human form (image) in relation to the
material form (image) occupies a huge space; it reaches the size of the
Sun. And when I die in the Element of Astral and enter the Element of Fire
(Fiery world), my body, my form (image) approximately occupies the
space (size, form) of our entire solar system (although I feel like an
ordinary person in the Element of Fire [Fiery world]). When my fiery flesh
dies, and I find myself in the Element of Mental, I acquire the body of the
Galaxy, of the Cosmos there. That is, on the one hand, I am the Galaxy,
the Cosmos, and on the other hand, I am an ordinary earthly man. And
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when I enter the Element of Ether (Ethereal world), I take (accept) the
form (image) of the Universe, although my image is still human; it bears
the beauty of the fifth race of the fifth subgroup.
At the final stage, I enter the Kingdom of God as the Lover, the
Beloved Son of God, the Master (Teacher), the Messiah; I am Beautiful,
Harmonious and Proportionate.
So God the Father gathers all His Sons, Lovers, Beautiful Masters
(Teachers) in His Kingdom, and the talk (conversation) begins of (about)
how the Sons coped (dealt) with their Creativity in the Universe. When
the last Son of God enters the Kingdom of the Father, then the life (vital)
energy in the Universe of the mortal worlds will be completely folded and
will disappear in the Kingdom of God and these worlds will be immersed
in the rest (peace), death.
God the Father will discuss in detail with His Sons all-all the
problems they have encountered during their Creativity in the Universe,
He will analyze all the Karma of the Universe, of Humanity. And while
they will analyze everything, in the mortal worlds of the Universe will take
time, which is equal to the night of Brahma, and according to our
information — 55×10 18 earthly years.
After these long discussions, although this discussion lasts from 6 up
to 18-27-36 Divine Days for Them, the Father says to His Sons:"Well, since
you have seen all your mistakes and know what you have to work out
according to Karma, let's make (create) a new Universe in the mortal
worlds and the lives in them."
So gradually, one after the other, each of the Sons leaves the
Kingdom of God and goes into the Universe. When the Son goes to the
Universe to make (create), He first makes (creates) human beings — cocreators in His own image and likeness, who will be like sons for (to) Him,
being ranged (located) in the Hierarchical sequence... This is how a new
Cycle of the Creative Process of God the Creator begins.
Therefore, we have come to the answer to the question of the
improvement (refinement) of the Lord God. Those, who say that God is
improving (perfecting), are wrong. He is Perfection Himself. For,
Perfection cannot be perfected (improved) — it is an absurd... For
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perfection, which is being perfected (improved), is not perfection.
Similarly, God is not being increased indefinitely (endlessly) and is not
being evolved indefinitely (endlessly).
God is the Energy, which pulsates. One pulsation is the Universe and
all the lives in it. When this pulsation has returned, then there is the next
pulsation of the Energy. And as soon as this pulsation returns, a new
pulsation of the Energy from God begins. Therefore, God is always AllEnjoying, All-Generous, All-Good, All-Knowing, All-Wise... Because
everything comes down from Him, everything is supported by Him, and
everything comes back to Him. That's why He is — the All-Blessed, AllHoliest, All-True, All-Loving... (All His best Epithets are His Names.)
If we did not return to God, then we would not have been made
(created) in His image and likeness. That's why it is said in the Bible, and
Jesus Christ said about it, "We are gods", "we are the sons of the Most
High!"
We must remember that if I say, "I am god; I am the son of the Most
High!" — and I will be proud, be vain of it, the devil's energies will
penetrate into me, and I will become not the son of God, but the son of
the devil.
If we say in our acts (deeds), "Everything is for the Glory of the Lord
God," then the power, the energy of God will come (penetrate) into us,
and diseases will begin to be melted and disappear in us. Harmony and
beauty, knowledge and wisdom will permeate us. Gradually we acquire
the Word of God and become preachers. And when we work with the
Word of God, God gives us such a power that we begin to work miracles...
God always keeps watch over us, takes care of us, of our insight
(afflatus, enlightenment), well-being (prosperity) and happiness. He is
always attentive to everyone, guides us through all the channels which
we use at this stage of life. He always gives us Masters (Teachers), sends
His Sons of God into the world to reason with us and point the way to
God through the way of the Son and into His Kingdom of Beauty, Bliss and
Happiness.
That is why the Helper (Comforter), the Son of God, who was
foretold by the Son of God Jesus Christ, must first inform all people of the
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Truth, of the true Knowledge, which will be confirmed by practice, and
then point the living Way to God through the Way of Jesus Christ. Thus,
having informed all people about his Doctrine (Teaching), He gives
salvation to everyone — "wand-rescue". It’s God's Generosity. And he,
who will use this "wand", depends on a person — on his will. But as soon
as everyone gets this "wand-rescue", then the earthly world will be fallen
on by all the sins which, like the egregore, hang over the Earth and want
to destroy the beauty of the earth. So the stage of accidents, disasters,
destruction, changes... will begin on the Earth. Everyone will receive their
sorrow for their own sins. Each one will get (receive) his own sins in the
form of certain sufferings and torments, diseases and death. Those who
will use the "wand-rescue", they will successfully pass (go) through all the
tests and find peace, happiness and joy. A man will pass through fire and
water and copper pipes with this "wand", in order to enter the Kingdom
of God, then. And those who do not use the "wand" will go blindly
through their own sins to suffer and feel unhappy in them. And so, it will
be with them until they cry out, "Lord, help!" And God will point to this
"wand-rescue" through this or that person, the book, the master
(teacher) [Master (Teacher)] again.
— And what is this "wand-rescue"?
— This is a Thanksgiving (Grateful) loving prayer to the Most High
Lord God, so that, through the Holy Spirit He can help us in the material
life to find seven or more divine Epithets, such as humility, meekness,
forgiveness, patience, non-judgment, mercy, all-love...
— But, are there any more "magic wands" for earthlings?
— Yes, there are, but (only) their effect (action) is limited, they
cannot be used by all people.
For example, one of these "wands" is meditation, autogenetic
(autogenous) training, psychoanalysis...
If we take an autogenetic [autogenous] training (one of its types),
then there are two paths (ways) to pass through our diseases, and hence
through our sins to the light, to recovery. One way is to dive into the
ocean to the bottom, and the other, when you pass the first way —
climbing to the top of the mountain.
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When you dive to the bottom of the ocean, you are given all the
"wands-rescue": a flashlight to illuminate the path, and a sword to
protect against aquatic creatures. And a man slowly, under the guadence
of the leader (master) on the mental level, as if through a hypnotic
trance, sinks to the bottom of the ocean, but actually in his
subconsciousness, ih his accumulated sinful world. As you dive into water
you will begin to approach the sharks, octopus, water beasts, etc. All of
them are made (created) by your imagination according to one or
another of your sin. But you have a flashlight and a sword which help you
to fight with them (monsters), and if you win, then this or that disease
disappears on the energy plane, which caused you to imagine the attack
of this or that monster. If the disease is destroyed in the energy plane,
then you recover on the physical plane.
Whoever has cancer tumors, it is better not to dive into the ocean,
because the end can be disastrous, if, moreover, your leader (master) will
be carried away by other patients and will not notice how you
imaginatively fight a battle with a terrible monster — the image of the
cancer — which may drag you to the bottom of the ocean and you will be
annihilated (destroyed). God forbid that your leader (master) could
probably bring (lead) you out of this hypnotic state, because if you are
dead on the energy plane, the death will come into the physical plane.
We must know that the cancer is the quintessence of the sins of
dislike and blasphemy.
Although, a flashlight can symbolize love-light, the sword is as a
weapon in the struggle, alas.
So, it turns out that this way (autogenic [autogenous] training) in the
fight against diseases is not for everyone.
And the second path (way) — climbing the mountain — is also not
for everyone. There is nothing with you during the ascent (ascension) the
mountain, only the path (along which you have) to climb to the top of the
mountain. You will have to experience some other frightening images
during (in) this path (way)...
— Is that your subconsciousness?
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— More precisely, they are the images of your spiritual food
(experience) you have acquired in your life. These are images, which will
stand in your way, will bring (knock) you down (off) this path and lure you
to other places... And if you succumb to their temptations,you will lose
your way to the top. And your goal-to climb to the top of the mountain —
is not realized. There will be all kinds of temptations. But if you have a
Guide, the Holy Spirit, the Spirit of the Truth, then you can go up to the
top of the Mountain and meet a wise Man there, from whom you will
receive great knowledge, spiritual knowledge. After that, you come down
from the mountain and come into the human world as a master (teacher).
But this path is also for a few people only.
— Reach the top... Is Wisdom necessary for it?
— Of course, there are spiritual temptations on this path, which can
hardly be avoided without the Holy Spirit.
— For good reason (No wonder), perhaps, a Mountain is depicted
above the Holy Spirit on the icon of Andrei Rublev. Apparently, it
shows that the Holy Spirit is a constant ascension (ascent)...
— Yes, but here we must take into account that this ascension
(ascent) is associated with a constant bow, that is, when we climb the
mountain, we constantly bow. So it turns out that if you want to ascend
spiritually to the top, then you should not forget to bow constantly to the
Most High Lord God as a sign of Thanksgiving (Gratitude).
— Does everyone have his own God?
— Everyone has his own way (path) to eternal Happiness, and
through this way he sees his God. But God is One for everybody! Only He
has a lot of images (forms, appearances). What energies were
accumulated (absorbed) by a man, such image of God will be attracted,
drawn by him. After all, Energies (energies) are given to all and every one
takes of these Energies, he acquires only those energies he longs to have
for his pleasures, for his own happiness. Therefore, on this path, God
becomes his own for this person, according to his personal spiritual
knowledge, according to his personal knowledge and vision. But this
person does not see that in this path he receives the energies of God and
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the energies of the Devil. What kind of energies a person will accumulate
in himself, and he will see his God according to these energies.
— And what does "as above so below" mean, and how does this
affect the Universe and man?
— As the general one is in the single one, and the single one is in the
general one — all in all.
Let us imagine our Galaxy as a huge fiery layer, which generates
similar fiery layers (formations), which are smaller and smaller in volume
up to our Solar system, and the Solar system generates similar planets,
such as Saturn and other giant planets, and ... thus (so) we reach (get to)
the structure of atom as a microsolar system.
If we go away from our Galaxy in the opposite of materialization
direction, we will understand that the same forms will be in other, subtle
structures in the Elements of the Mental and Ether. So it turns out what is
at the top, the same is at the bottom. And in all these structures, on the
one hand, time is different, and in relation to the entire Universe is the
same.
When we get to the Sun with our earthly standards to see what kind
of life is there, the "people" with whom we will meet there, will have
hight of about a kilometer. Therefore, we will be like a speck of dust for
them. This is comparable to the fact that when we look into a
microscope, we see a cell there and life in it, which reminds us the solar
system. The nucleus of a cell is a prototype of the sun, and all other
elements of the cell are planets of the solar system, and each planet has
its own function, as well as different parts of the cell.
The city is also a prototype of a cell or human body. In the city you
will find the core — the city center, and the nucleolus — government
house, and intracellular filaments — streets, roads, and mitochondria —
quarters (blocks, districts). The city can also serve as a prototype of the
human body. Head – is government agencies, internal organs – are plants,
factories, power stations; arteries and veins – are roads, streets, alleys;
heart – are ministries of economy and distribution; liver – are ministries
of environment and health, etc.
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So, an atom is in a molecule, a molecule is in a cell, a cell is in an
organism, an organism is in a man, a human body is in the body of the
Earth, the body of the Earth is in the body of the Sun, the body of the Sun
is in the body of the Galaxy.
— Is it a structure?
— Yes! It’s the energy structure.
— Is that why we are made (created)... in the image and likeness
of God?
— What a question (There is a speech of it)! And don't astrologers
tell you that this or that planet of our Solar system or constellations of
Zodiac Signs are associated (connected) with these or those internal
organs and parts of the human body? Just as every organ in the human
body has its own functions, so planets and constellations have similar
energy functions.
— So, am I like a microcosm for my organs is God?
— Certainly. The liver itself is god for a cell of the liver, the stomach
itself is god for a cell of the stomach, the muscle itself is god for a cell of
the muscle... but organism itself is god for the stomach, liver, muscle ...
and a man is god for the whole organism, although a Man is god both for
the organism and for the liver, stomach, intestines... and for a cell.
As God Loves all of us, so we must learn to love our whole body with
all internal organs, every cell, and also to love everyone and everything
that surrounds us. If a person does not love himself, then he does not
love all the systems, which are one in (inside) the other, as we are in God,
as a microcosm is in the Macrocosm.
(There was an intence [heated] discussion of this issue by all those
who were present...)
— Does everyone get the Holy Ghost (Spirit)?
— The Holy Spirit is received only by those who turn to the Most
High Lord God through a loving prayer of Thanksgiving and repentance
with inner joy in their hearts.
Remember, everyone is led by the Spirit. Everyone! But don't forget!
Do you think that if you're led by the spirit, is it just (only) the Holy Spirit?
No, it is n-o-o-t. The spirits are different, because there is a Hierarchy of
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Spirits in the Universe. There are evil spirits who have their own hierarchy
at the lower levels of this Hierarchy. That's what we often forget. They
push (incite) us into different evil (malicious), destructive acts (deeds).
— So, who's leading us?
— You are guided (led), first of all, by your desires, your thoughts,
your knowledge, your karma. Take a simple example. You have read P.
Bragg's book on starvation (fasting). And you think, "That's great!"Then
you begin to starve "on Bragg". The question is: who leads you? (It’s a
pause.)
— Prayers – someone has answered.
— Uh, my dears, they are not prayers, in this case. So, I ask: "Who
leads you?" (It’s silence.)
In this case, the answer is twofold. On the one hand, you are guided
by your desires: "I do not want to get sick." These desires, which are
based on your own karma, are egoistic, are aimed at acquiring certain
pleasures for themselves. And, Thank God, that we have these desires.
The hierarchy (the Hierarchy) of spirits (Spirits) is hidden under desires.
But, what kind of spirit or spirits is it? Here we look at: does this spirit
(Spirit) have seven or more divine Epithets. If so, this Spirit is the Holy
Spirit. If, any epithet (apithets) is absent — then, this is the spirit (Spirit)
of a particular hierarchy (Hierarchy). On the other hand, you are guided
by knowledge in the search for the path to happiness and pleasure
(enjoyment).
Each (Every) spirit (Spirit) who leads us through the desire invisibly
and visibly, takes (finds) one or another way on the astral plane, we are
often in touch and talk. So, the Spirit can appear in the image
(appearance) of Our Lady, St. Nicholas Sarov, one or another saint, and
even in the image (form) of Jesus Christ. It does not mean that we are led
by Our Lady, the miracle worker Sarov, a saint or the Christ. For, we have
to find out who is behind this image, what Spirit it is. So when we face a
particular image (form, appearance), we must greet (welcome) him:
"Peace be with you". And wait, we will be answered (responded) by this
image. If we hear the answer, "And peace be upon you," or "May God be
with you," or "God be with you," then you should humbly ask again,
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"What brings you to me?" That is, we must humbly ask questions, which
should not contain our egoistic desires. If we begin to ask the image for
something for ourselves, we can say that we can precisely (definitely) fall
into the net (trap) of the Devil of the Element of the Earth. For, under the
guise of the Virgin Mary, of the wonderworker of Sarov, of the Christ...
the evil Devil begins to work. The Devil knows all copies of the bodies of
Virgin Mary, all Saints, Masters (Teachers) and the Christ and uses these
copies, images for his temptations. A man, without knowing it, thinks that
he communicates with the Holy Spirit and that he is led by the Holy Spirit,
but actually he communicates with the spiritual Devil and he is led by the
spiritual Devil.
Therefore, when we communicate (deal) with the image, who
appears before us in one or another form, we try to find (figure) out what
kind of Spirit is hidden under this image and at what level (stage) of
Hierarchy this Spirit dwells (resides).
— Will he shoot his mouth off?
— Definitely (Necessarily). He'll always shoot his mouth off if he's
talked skillfully (kindly). Only he who has an ear, let him hear, he who has
eyes, let him see, he who has mind, let him percieve (understand).
If you know all seven and more divine Epithets, you're simply talking
with (to) him [image]. You will be interesting, because he (image, Spirit)
knows your whole being, your whole inside story. This spirit will show you
all your self-serving, egoistic (selfish), sinful nature in conversation. And
you should gently, humbly, meekly ... talk to him. We should be glad that
he (the image, the Spirit) reveals to you, your inside story, and we should
thank him. And, when you find out, that this image has not got enough
all-humbleness, all-generosity... you become thoughtfull.
— ...I'm still far away...
— Yes! You're still a long way away and suddenly... One! And the
image disappears. As soon as you yourself begin to show humility,
meekness, the image disappears if the Spirit of vanity, egoism was hidden
behind this image. Therefore, it is necessary to be afraid of no one, who
appears in front of you on the astral plane: neither the Holy images, nor
ugly ones. Remember that it is not necessary to drive away the ugly
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images, most often the bright spirits (Spirits) are hidden behind them. We
are constantly reminded of it in the fairy-tales: "The Scarlet flower", "The
Princess frog", etc. The main thing — to talk humbly, meekly and lovingly
with any image (Image), who will appear in front of you and want to
become your Guide. Therefore it is necessary today to learn to talk to any
person with whom you are thrown (brought) by fate (destiny), and to talk
lovingly, tenderly, humbly, whoever he may be: a slave, a murderer or a
sage.
You, those who are listening to all these things, already have
knowledge, horizon (outlook), information that will help you to talk to any
person. If it is a murderer, without condemning him, very tactfully
(politely) show him a way out of his situation. If you can see the sage —
ask a question, and learn to listen carefully.
You already have seven or more epithets, you know the Path (Way)
to God, you know how to listen to the sage and talk to a bad person.
Learn not to divide people into good and bad: "A-a-ah, you are a slave, I’d
better go to the sage, for, the sage will give me more spiritual
knowledge."
— And what if you can't talk, can it?
— Yes, it happens. But it depends on the amount of the Holy Spirit,
Which is in you. But we already know how to acquire the Holy Spirit in
ourselves. You just need always and in everything to give Thanks to the
Most High Lord God, and a certain portion (part) of the Holy Spirit
descends upon you at that moment (point).
It should be remembered that if I Thank God for food, but not for
sexuality (there is not enough time, or something else interferes), then in
Gratitude for the food the Holy Spirit descends upon me, and then it will
be difficult to tempt or poison me. For before I eat, I say, "Lord, Thank
You for the food... Be My Companion... Your pleasure is my pleasure...
May the Holy Spirit descend upon this food and cleanse (purify) it..!" Then
the Holy Spirit descends, cleanses the food and neutralizes the poison.
And you are saved. But in sexuality, the devil will find how to tempt me
and to catch in his nets. For, I do not Thank God for sexuality, pleasure,
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satisfaction, which means that the Holy Spirit cannot descend upon me,
and I am in spiritual blindness.
— And what is poison?
— Poison is vacuum, which is getting into our body, begins to pull
together (suck) the life-giving energies, the latter are sprayed in vacuum
or, they can say, are burned, and a person dies. And the Holy Spirit
neutralizes the vacuum. That is why many saints who were tried to poison
through food, the poison did not take, because they prayed and gained
(gathered inside them) the Holy Spirit before eating.
But, if God is not Thanked during the sexual intercourse ... Well! And
the devil catches you (tempts), slips into you a beautiful girl (woman).
And during sexual intercourse, thanks to her, dirt penetrates you, that is,
destructive energies at the energy level... And you got (are) sick, because
there are many diseases, which are transmitted through sexual
intercourse (contact). Therefore, I say to you: "Thank God always and for
everything!"
Only in this case (then), the Holy Spirit does descend into you and
enlighten (illuminate) you. Because of this, you begin to see all the
temptations of the devil in your life and at all energy levels. Now you do
not drive away (banish) the devil, do not shun (avoid) him, but rejoice in
him and say to him: "I see who you are, I thank you for showing me my
sin and my sinful essence (nature), for you are made (created) by my
karma, but I have the Lord God, my soul is entrusted (delivered) to Him
and I always Thank Him; I will pray to Him also for you, for you help me to
see clearly at the level of evil, and God helps me to see clearly at the level
of good and All-Love." Then the devil will disappear. He can not stand the
energies of All-Love. He dissolves in all-Love. And the devil is just afraid of
this dissolution. Because the devil has a strong "ego", and "ego" is
dissolved in All-Love.
— Sasha, how did you come to God?
— You may find my answer strange, but I was led to God by
sexuality. (It’s surprise on the faces of those, who are present). What,
haven't you expected to hear such an answer?
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That's unusual. Other people come to God through the clinical
death, through accident, through a miracle of healing, through an angel,
God, Jesus Christ, etc. And I have... I enjoyed learning about sexuality
because I saw that it was impossible to ignore sexuality in art. Especially
(The more) sexuality is different. And here, a few years later, when I laid
(sorted) out all sexuality on the shelves, I have seen that there cannot be
managed without God. That is, the pyramidal structure of sexuality
pointed to God, that it is necessary to seek a solution to all sexual
problems only in (with) God. And then I calmly (quietly) guided my soul
along God's path. I didn't have to prove whether there was a God or not.
Although I must say to you, that I was an atheist, a party man, and it was
sometimes the zeal to prove to the believer, that there was no God.
Especially, it affected my upbringing, because I grew up not at home but
(and) in the state atheistic structure. Besides, I was a Komsomol leader.
But I had no contempt for the Church, and on the contrary, I sometimes
came to the Church to admire the paintings (pictures), as I painted
paintings (pictures) myself, and listen to the singing, as I studied to be a
singer.
So, I confidently, having known sexuality, surrendered myself to
God. Now I say to you and to all: "Until man knows sexuality, he will enter
into the Kingdom of the Lord God, no matter how saint, purified
(cleansed) he thinks he may be." Especially, one can enter the Kingdom of
God the Father only through the Body of the Christ, through the
manifestation of Love for Him. Most importantly, God has revealed
(shown) me that prohibitions on sexuality and anything else will not lead
to the Truth, although at a certain stage (point) of life, it seems to many
people, that prohibitions lead to the truth. Therefore, I'm looking for a
true Master according to his relation to sexuality. If a master (teacher)
[Master (Teacher)] or a Saint, a sage denies sexuality, he is not my true
Master, because he does not know how to get out of the sexual labyrinth
(maze). A ban on sexuality never gives way out of this maze in any case,
but on the contrary, even more confuses it.
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If the entire Universe, the Worlds, Nature are based on the
sexuality, how can I comprehend (understand) the path (way) to God with
ban?
Read the Holy Scriptures of different nations, and you will see that
all of them are based on sexuality, struggle with sexuality, and drown
themselves in this sexuality.
Have not you asked yourself why in Egypt all the pharaohs attached
(fixed) to a beard in the form of a phallus, even the young Tutankhamun,
who only had a fluff on his lips and chin, also attached to himself a phallic
beard? It suggests that man will not become God until he recognizes the
path to God through sexuality, through phallus. We must not deny
sexuality because sexuality teaches us to be the beloved ones.
God says to Jesus during His baptism in Jordan: "You are My Beloved
Son!" You see, God never said, "You are My Loved (Favourite) Son," But
(and) He said, "Beloved." For the words "Beloved" and "Loved" have a
different essence (nature). Beloved bears more intimate side (way) in the
relations (relationships) among people and between man and God, and
(but) Love bears more external, ostentatious side (way).
Yes, all of us are sons of God, sons of the Most High — it is said in
the Bible, and Jesus Christ spoke (talked) about it. Yes, God Loves us, but
so that this phrase would not be superficial for us, we have to behave so
that the Lord God would become Beloved for us, and therefore, we will
become beloved for Him. For whatever a man sows, that he will also
reap; whatever you release, it will be returned. If you sow love for people,
then you will reap love for yourself of these people; if you release love
from yourself, then this love returns to you. Similarly, if you constantly
Thank the Lord God for everything and always manifest (show) your love
for Him, then this Love will flow from Him to you, which will be
manifested in one or another received grace, both on the spiritual level
and on the material level.
Here is God's exemplary speech to you about your love for Him: "I
thank you for you pray to Me and Thank Me and tell Me that you love
Me. But you should always know that your love, to whomever it may be
directed, must always be confirmed in practice in your ordinary earthly
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life in relation to people, fauna and flora. If you say you love Me and you
go to war or kill someone, then your love for Me is just words, a soap
bubble. For, I am also in the one whom you are going to kill. You hate him
when you kill him, which means you hate Me in him. So it turns out that
all your words about love for Me is just an empty sound (phrase)."
Yes, when we see that God is in every person and that God is our
Lover, then we become His beloved sons. We begin to show love for each
person. As the Christ teaches us, "love your enemy!" That is, imagine that
your enemy is your lover. When all people become as lovers for you, then
you become the Beloved of God.
No one has ever seen or will ever see the Lord God, but the Lord
God is poured out everywhere, always and in everything, and therefore in
every person. The Lord God is not a material manifestation, but He is
manifested materially in an atom, and in all living beings... and in man,
and in the Solar system, and in the Galaxy, and in Space, and in the
Universe as a Union. Man is a microcosm in the macrocosm — also a
union (association). Man is the spark of the Universe. Therefore, having
looked at a person, having appreciated his beauty, harmony,
proportionality, we can understand that God has as if the same as we
have, but... we seek Him because He has all Grace, Happiness, Pleasure,
Bliss, and we are just looking for it.
— Are we like atoms in the body of God, like electrons and
protons..?
— In figurative language, yes, that's right.
— And that's why we can't comprehend it, can we?
— That's it. Imagine how the muscle of a particular part of the body
can understand the head, or the liver... can judge a person's appearance.
Therefore, it is difficult for us to comprehend God and judge the
appearance of God.
If God is always, everywhere and in everything and we are made
(created) in His image and likeness, then we should not deny, reject
either a little finger (pinkie) or any organ... For, all together they make up
Man, Harmony, Beauty, and Proportionality...
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— And even if the body has a hundred kilograms,'— Natalia said
thoughtfully.
— We must understand and remember that if we begin to fight in
our body against a little finger, leg, liver... to fight with our thickness,
fatness, we, first of all, sow in ourselves dislike and kill ourselves, and also
kill the very part of the cosmic energy, which is associated with this
human body. But after physical death we will have to get into that part of
the cosmos (space), which is connected (associated) with that part of the
body, against which we fought.
And as you disliked (fell upon) any part of your body, in the same
way you will be fallen upon by all the troubles in the next life. Therefore,
those people who fight, give birth to dislike (make [create] negative
karma for themselves) — according to this dislike (negative karma), they
prepare themselves a new transformation with a bad life. Is that clear?!
— But they don't understand it...
— So for them, as for you, this information is given so that a person
knows what he is doing with his struggle for himself. And if your
interlocutor does not understand it — pray for him, wish him all the best
and spiritual insight (afflatus, enlightenment).
Yes, let them rejoice that they have achieved some results in the
fight, for example, they have become slim, slender, charming... Let them
for their own good learn to thank the Most High Lord God for their
acquisition. That's all. We are not against those ways which make a
person more handsome (beautiful), younger, better in terms of health.
— Is this also the way to the Lord God?
— Yes, it is. Certainly, go on this way if you like it. But you just
should know that we are moving towards God and along the cosmic path,
when we live in certain planets, constellations, galaxies. And if you
struggled with something here, then, according to these energies you
descend into a different world where you get for your further existence
according to your karma. Will you be happy about it? Will you wildly react
(respond) to those misfortunes (adversities), troubles which will
overwhelm (befall on) you there, and exclaim: "what am I guilty of,
because I have done nothing bad in my life and why am I unlucky?"
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Now, if you saw your Karma, then the Karma would say to you: "And
who in a past life fought with so-and-so, then killed so-and-so, then
poured dirt on so-and-so, condemned this or that (so-and-so), etc.? There
you go, you has made (created) this evil yourself, now you reap your
evil!"
The whole truth is that a person becomes really (truly) happy only
when he gets (acquires) the Lord God in his heart. Though God is always
in our heart, but only we don't see Him. But thanks to books, spiritual and
religious masters (Master), a person spiritually sees the light and opens
his door in the heart, and sees God there, and begins to communicate
with Him. His soul is filled with joy and happiness. A man begins to see
God, Who works miracles (wonders) through his hands, through his
mouth. Such a person understands (realizes) that joy, happiness can be
obtained now in the wilderness (desert) and in a hut... and in
communication (dealing) with people. Thanks to God, a person will see
that it is not necessary specifically to run (get) away from society for the
sake of spiritual advancement to God, because the essence of all the
phenomena of life is manifested in the social structure (system). Minerals
live in their societies, plants — in theirs, insects — in theirs; birds, fish —
in theirs, and animals — in theirs. A man comes out of the animal world,
herd ("social") lifestyle, so a man — is a social being and should live in
society, and should not run away from it, deny the material world and
society, should not settle in a cave, wilderness (desert), renounce this
world, although we are not going to deny this way. Yes, the way of man
to God lies in society (community), but I want to tell you that the way lies
through solitude (loneliness). That's the whole secret.
— Is it possible to feel lonelier in society?
— No, it is just that we are bound by different kinds of pleasures in
society, and when we are left (remained) under the circumstances alone
and do not get this or that pleasure, we are afraid of our own loneliness,
because we feel our helplessness. The poet would utter (say) these lines:
"Oh, solitude (loneliness)! I love you and hate you." This is so, because, on
the one hand, when a person makes (creates) something, he wants no
one to prevent him from concentrating (focusing) on what he wants to
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make (create). On the other hand, when we have no creative urge and we
are alone, then we are attacked by fear, terror. But if people will find
their eternal Interlocutor (Source) in the heart — the All-Good Lord God,
then it will be nothing scary and even loneliness for him. He who
communicates with God, he is never alone, for God always takes care of
this man and will always lead to him such a man, with whom he will be
happy and will not feel his solitude (will feel civic participation).
— So, does a person become more independent with God?
— Yes, this man gains freedom as the Lord God. God is independent
of nothing, and a person who has acquired Love for God acquires
independence, non-attachment (detachment).
We have found out that there are two energies in a person at once
— divine and diabolical. And if a person says that there is no God, the
devil immediately begins to master the heart of this man. And what
consequences will be — you already understand.
— Does it follow that we should not allow even doubt?
— Thank you! Admit it! Nobody prevents or prohibits you. For God's
sake, you may doubt if you like it. I only teach you that you always and for
all Thank the Most High Lord God, even if you doubt that He is. But if you
will Thank God for everything, then, thanks to the Holy Spirit, you will
begin to see clearly and see spiritually that God is always, everywhere and
in everything, and He is in your heart.
— Apparently, they say because of ignorance, don’t they?
— Yes, but this ignorance we engender in ourselves at the expense
of the egoistic (selfish) acts (deeds), and hold the slogan in front of us:
"Man is the king of nature!" We must always remember whatever we will
sow that we will also reap.
— And if there was not God, would it be necessary to make
(create) Him? And there is void (emptiness)...
— If there was no God, there would be nothing, including you
and me. Man does not see God in everything only by his spiritual
blindness. And if we are in this world, but spiritually blind, we will
still mke (create) an Idol for ourselves — an invisible Force from
which we will ask for protection, assistance (help) in deeds, for
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these forces are manifested around us. But without God in this
world, you and I will always sink (dive) into the mud (dirt) of our
own deeds, actions (sins) and one fine day (time) we will cry out
(exclaim): "Lord, help!" And God helps. He begins thanks to
(through) the Spirit of the Truth, to open (reveal) your eyes to the
world, to Karma, to Samsara. And that you have to pay with your
own health, your suffering and anguish for all sinful acts (deeds).
And until you yourself work out, transform all your sinful deeds into
all-love, you will not be happy. As, Jesus Christ said: "Most certainly
I tell you, you shall by no means get out of there, until you have
paid the last penny." — That is, speaking in figurative language, we
have to pay for all the sins, in order not to be a debtor to sin, then
we will attain (gain) happiness.
— Oh, ow...... (Someone takes a deep breath.)
— So, (it turns out) if you look at the evil on the other side (the
reverse side of the coin) that evil is something good, anyway. Evil will
surround you on all sides, stifle (choke, strangle) you, drown you in your
own sinful deeds, and make you cry out, "Lord, help! I'm tired of these
failures, grief, disease, and suffering. Reveal (Show) me the way to
Happiness!" And then for a brief (short) moment of your concentration
on God, the Lord will visit you, as if, help you in this difficult moment and
bring you to joy, happiness for a short period of time. And He will tell you:
"Go in peace! You have earned this ‘piece’ of happiness. I have shown you
My Strength, My Power, I have shown you the way to the Light so that
you can start working again to acquire My energies in yourself. Acquire
Me in your heart, and always communicate with Me, then you will gain
My good energies, joy and happiness together with them. Remember,
quantity always turns into quality. But quality of everyone is different
because it depends on the number of the certain gained, acquired
energies. The more you acquire My energies, the longer your joy and
happiness will be." So the Lord God seems to teach us from within, or
through the Master (Teacher), and your energies will lead you to him,
although in fact you are led (brought) by God.
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The Lord God permeates everything-everything what is here. He is
the subtlest Energy, which is always poured, everywhere and in
everything.
In order to understand, to realize God somehow, I give (bring) you
different schemes, so that on the figurative plane you could understand
— this is on the one hand, and on the other — so that you do not become
attached to one scheme. For, God is not only a scheme. Do not get
attached to anything, and the otherwise at one fine time you can "have
lost your marbles", that is, you will gain the energy of confusion,
madness. Sages who looked at the sky and tried to accommodate the vast
sky in their mind go mad. And we can already, thanks to the schemes,
figurative and symbolic language, accommodate in the brain (mind) not
only the sky, but also the Cosmos, the Universe, and the Kingdom of God.
Always remember that you should never be greedy in the
knowledge of the Universe and God. Do not rush (be in a hurry) to grab
this knowledge, because they are given to you in the figurative and
symbolic language, spirals, springs of knowledge are gradually unfolded in
this cognition. They, having unfolded in our minds, can break all our
dogmatic foundations, that is why we seem to go crazy, or, as they say,
we "have lost our marbles". Therefore, when you listen to this or that
knowledge about the Universe, God, you take (accept) only what is
consistent with your outlook (worldview) for this period of time, and do
not cram the rest into yourself if you do not understand and do not
realize it. Remember, no knowledge will pass you by, for God dwells in
you, and God is — All-Knowing and All-Wise.
— It’s interesting, it was always thought that "Yang" is a plus, and
"Yin" is a minus. And it turns out that "Yang" — it's like plus and minus.
And "Yin" is both a minus and a plus. Apparently, is this the Harmony?
— You know that the Yang-Yin symbol (icon) is not Harmony itself,
but the symbol of Harmony, which is in motion, and this Harmony is
sought in the Creative Process in the creation of the Universe, the
Cosmos, Galaxies, Solar systems, Nature and Man. Harmony is Beauty,
Proportion, Proportionality of the interaction of creative energies; and
Pleasure, Joy and Bliss are received (got) of them. Therefore, the harmony
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of which a person receives pleasure will be different (its own) for each
person. These energies will also make (create) him their harmony. And
since Harmony is in the Creative Process, and the process is movement,
change, we will always look for Harmony. Here we have found Harmony
and recorded it in sound, smell, painting, sculpture, architecture, but
(and) time has passed, and we are drawn to seek (look for) a New
Harmony. Therefore, we will not find Absolute Harmony with you, for It
exists only in the Kingdom of God, the Kingdom of eternal Beauty, Joy,
Bliss. And in the Universe, this Harmony is manifested only in the Creative
Process. Therefore, people-creators also seek this Harmony in the
creative process. On the one hand, Harmony is constant, perceptible, and
on the other hand — changeable, elusive because of the Creative Process.
Therefore, although we will find harmony, stop it, fix it, but Time will do
its own, it will destroy the Harmony, which is fixed by us.
He who lives in step with the Creative Process, he is always in
Harmony. And this is possible only if you become a co-creator of God.
Then you will see in the Universe the action of two streams – one of them
descends from the Lord God and the other ascends to the Lord God,
which on the figurative and symbolic plane forms a circle as a symbol of
Harmony, Proportionality.
If you separate this circle in several places, you will get chaosdisharmony. He who lives only thanks to the downstream (descending
stream) destroys the harmony of the upward (ascending) stream (flow),
and he who lives only thanks to the upward (ascending) stream (flow)
destroys the harmony of the downstream (descending) stream (flow).
Therefore, we do not find a single Harmony, because some people
live in the descending (downward) stream (flow) and other people — in
the upward (ascending) one. Only he acquires Harmony, who
harmoniously combines these two streams, and it is possible only under
the guidance of the Holy Spirit. And the Holy Spirit is acquired only
through a prayer of Thanksgiving to the Lord God. Therefore, the more
we Thank God always and for everything, the more the Holy Spirit
penetrates us, the Spirit of the Truth, which becomes our Guide to the
Universe, shows us the way of harmonious development in society,
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nature, leads to God, and contributes to the acquisition of Harmony,
Beauty, Happiness, Joy and Bliss.
So, it turns out that, the more all of us pray, the more... (I looked at
everyone, and then at the table with food) and our table will be tastier (I
laugh and others laugh). And if you pray any more ... you'll go to Hawaii or
New Zealand. Here is a Paradise for you (all smile).
— And do we stay there?
— Not-n-o-t! Only, if we have karma there, which we need to work
out.
— ...Shall we eat any coconuts and bananas..? (It’s laughter.)
— For God's Sake! Just Thank God for everything!
If we always communicate with God and Thank Him, then our life,
wherever it may be, will be as if in Paradise and this state will be
constant...
— Are there any chances?!
— Everyone has a chance! Sure! The most important thing is to
understand, to realize that all of us, as the Spirit of God, are immortal.
— And what do you think of the reincarnations?
— This is our life in different parts of the Universe in different
Elements, worlds, to see and absorb all the information about the
Universe, to understand the way of Harmony, to see all kinds of Beauty,
to experience all kinds of pleasure, happiness, joy, to realize that
everything in this World is transient, but in God, in His Kingdom
everything is eternal. God is in us, and He reveals (shows) us all His
Universe and all His Creative Process in this Universe, reveals (shows) us
the Way to Happiness, Beauty, Harmony, Pleasure and Bliss.
If you are always with God, He will lead (bring) you out of your
world of suffering and torment, help you to work out your sinful karma,
help you to acquire in practice seven or more divine Epithets, so that the
Universal Door to His Kingdom thanks to (through) the Son of God, in the
Kingdom of all-all-all the Benefits will be opened in front of you, so that
your soul would like to be satisfied.
So while I'm telling you all these things and answering questions, at
the same time I have been (stayed, visited) here and there, on certain
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planets, in certain Solar systems, in one or another Galaxy, in one or
another Element of the Universe and looked at the creative process, their
life structure. And at the same time, along the way, I told and revealed
something to you here at the table and even visited God the Father at the
meeting of all the Masters-the Sons of God.
(The audience has a joyful laughter and jokes).
Yes, it is an indescribable bliss when the Holy Spirit, the Spirit of the
Truth, becomes your Guide. It is always interesting, happily with It.
Therefore, you should also Thank the Most High Lord God always and for
everything, then you will get the Holy Spirit as the Guide, then you will
know what bliss I dwell in, then you will have the knowledge which is
given to me by God.
May the grace of God be with you!
Amen.
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Chapter 3
KARMA

The praying for the bowl
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— Sasha, will you tell us how Jesus Christ revealed His true
Mission: to show the Way of the Son of God?
— When we come to this world, we bring all the experience of our
past incarnations with us, but in one person we accommodate several
dozen human souls, which are united in our body by love.
Similarly, when the Holy Spirit descends from God the Father into
the material world, He lets in (admits) the energy of the Christ and the
souls of those earthly masters (Masters) who had to work out (fulfill) their
Karma in His body through humility, meekness, forgiveness, and nonjudgment... They prayed to the Lord God of it, and God hears (listens to)
their prayers, because He is — All-Merciful, sent down the Spirit of the
Truth to them, Who will acquire the name of Jesus and they will enter His
body to work out their Karma.
When Jesus grew up and acquired spiritual and religious knowledge,
He thought, that He was a Master (Teacher), here, on the Earth, Who was
called to give people new knowledge of God and to reveal (show) the
Way to Him. But it turned out that He had to be the Messiah, that is, He
had to point the Way to the Kingdom of God with His actions, in His
practice (experience): "I am the Way and the Truth and the Life."
Therefore, when Jesus was in the wilderness (desert), He was revealed
(shown) His way of life through the crucifixion (Cross) to prepare His
consciousness (mind) for these torments. During the prayer for the bowl
(cup) in the Garden of Gethsemane, He was revealed (shown) the whole
way of the crucifixion and how He should behave in this case (way), so
that after the crucifixion the people, and then other peoples, would see
the Son of Man, the Son of God in Him. The angel, who instructed
(taught) Jesus, explained to Him the role of the Master (Teacher) on the
Earth and the role of the Messiah, the Son of God on the Earth, to reveal
that these two roles, though similar, but the role of the Messiah is — allembracing (all-encompassing). For, it is necessary for Him to show by His
own example the Way to God not only for a certain caste of people, but
for all mankind: from a slave (servant) and to a sage. The angel explained
to Jesus that He could abandon (give up) this Mission and be just a
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Master (Teacher) for certain masses (of people). But Jesus may become
the Master, the Christ for all mankind only in the fulfillment of this
Mission, for, there is no other way. And this Mission for the first time can
be performed (fulfilled) only by Him and by no one else. "Only You, as the
Christ, have the potential, the Spirit of the Truth which will allow you to
fulfill this Mission. You, — the angel instructed, — now know all these
things, may (can) abandon (refuse) it and leave the Garden of
Gethsemane and escape (hide) with Your disciples in another (secret)
place. But You will not be the Messiah, and You will not get the title
(office) of the Son of God, then."
When Jesus Christ realized His Mission and accepted it, He took the
bowl from the hands of an angel, then He was shown (revealed) minutely,
in all details the last part (hours) of His earthly life as a Messiah, on the
astral plane. Jesus realized that for the first time He should reveal (show)
for (to) all mankind seven or more divine Epithets, because a person will
never enter the Kingdom of God without acquiring (gaining) them in
everyday life. Therefore, Jesus Christ took upon Himself the sins of all
mankind, that is, those souls of men, which have been inside Him (in His
body) for love. Although we should know, that no one can take his sins on
someone else, but (and) he will fulfill (work out) these sins both in this life
and in other lives (incarnations).
If the flesh of Jesus Christ is ‘accomodated’ (united) approximtely
10,000 human souls according to their karmas, it turns out that Jesus
bore their sins, the burden of all mankind. It's as if (a kind of) on the one
hand. On the other hand, it is the Karma of Jesus as the Master, because
we know that each person bears his own karma, and not the karma of
other people.
The Christian doctrine (teaching) says that Jesus is Pure (Clear)! Yes,
indeed, as the Holy Spirit, the Spirit of the Truth, Jesus is Pure (Clear), but
as a man in the flesh, Jesus can not be Pure (Clear), because, here, on the
Earth, which is in sins, is shrouded in sins, no one ever comes Pure (Clear,
Clean), especially, when he is in human flesh. Even the Sun has dark
spots. Purity can only be in the Kingdom of God.
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But if you leave the Kingdom of God and come to the Universe, to
the Earth, then it is not necessary to talk about Purity. It's gone.
Moreover, when you come down to the Earth, other human souls enter
into you (into your flesh), and although they are united with you for love,
they bear (bring in) their sins. And sins — are they pure (clean)?
People say under a righteous mask: "Pure heart, pure soul..." And
when you ask them, "what does ‘pure’ mean?"— And the division begins:
for the slave — ‘pure’ is something one, for a thief — is something the
other, for the killer —is the third thing, for the wise man — is the fourth
thing.
— Does everyone have his own truth?
— That's it! As gold or silver are different samples, so the same can
be said about the "pure"!
Jesus Christ did not come into our world to show how Pure and
sinless He is, and we are so bad... we took (arrested) Him and crucified
Him. No, we are not. He was incarnated into sinful human flesh, so that
every sinful person through His way to the Father could see his way to
God. That was the great Mission of the Christ. Many people think that He
came into this world, sinners tore Him to pieces, He was crucified on the
cross, on the pillory, and He gave the way to salvation thanks to it. Many
followers also wanted to enter the Kingdom of God through the
crucifixion on the cross. But, alas, salvation is not to be crucified on the
cross (pillory). Jesus Christ, through His crucifixion did not want to say to
Mankind: they say, the way to God is only thanks to crucifixion on the
cross. No, no and no! And those who began to copy the way of the Christ,
made a mistake, they became entangled in their karma, they got in a
muddle, they led themselves to self-destruction. He, who deliberately,
even under a righteous mask, directs himself to self-destruction, that is,
he works for the devil and can not get into the Kingdom of the Lord God.
Jesus Christ showed salvation that it is necessary in practice in
earthly life to fulfill seven or more divine Epithets, all these Epithets Jesus
clearly showed during the last hours of His earthly life, which resulted
(are expressed) in the procession and crucifixion. Of course, this way of
the cross, that is, it is the fulfillment of the seven Epithets, can be gone in
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life gently and without physical crucifixion or for a few reincarnations. But
this is the way of people with different spiritual and religious potential,
but not the way of the Christ, which should be short and bright, so that
this Path will be engraved on memory for millennia to all mankind and
Shine like a beacon, to orientate (direct) humanity on the Way to the
Kingdom of the Lord God, to the Kingdom of Grace and Happiness. Jesus
Christ showed how it is possible to shorten (‘compress’) the Karma in
working out of the sins, to be exact, in transformation of the sinful acts in
all-love to escape from embraces (clutches) of the wheel of Samsara — of
life, sufferings and death. The Way of the Christ is the way for Buddhists,
Brahmanists, zoraastrians, Jehovah's witnesses, and other people of a
certain religion. For, each person must acquire seven or more divine
Epithets, and how much time he will need for it depends on himself:
either for a life of 33-37 years, or for a life, which is equal to the sum of
1000 reincarnations (conditional value [quantity]). Therefore, one who
wants to shorten the life path to the Kingdom of the Lord God should
concentrate as much as possible on acquiring seven or more divine
Epithets, especially when all his sinful karma, which is accumulated for all
the reincarnations, which he will try to jump over, will fall upon him.
Jesus Christ showed how to take on all the Karma of the Cosmos,
the Universe, which falls upon us thanks to shortening our life in the
Universe, at the expense of our new incarnations here on the Earth.
Therefore, this shortened path to God becomes a path of self-sacrifice. In
the search for greater happiness one should sacrifice of happiness in
other things.
— Did He love Himself?
— Yes, He loved Himself very much. Yes, rather! Only we do not see
this love behind His all-love towards us, people, and the environment.
If a person in search of a spiritual path to God escapes (runs away)
from society (community), he does not fulfill (work out) the karma, which
is given to him as the opportunity to work out in society. And he who
does not work out karma, he directs himself to a new incarnation on the
earth in order to fulfill (work out) this karma.
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Jesus Christ realized it after passing (going) through all the spiritualreligious schools of the East. He understood their dogmatism and realized
for Himself that the Doctrine (Teaching) should be alive, according to the
saying: "Behold, I make all things new!" Therefore, Jesus returns to
Palestine, to His homeland, and goes to the people, lives together with
the people and indicates, reveals to this people the way to happiness, joy,
to God's Kingdom.
But the generation of the Holy fathers after the Apostles of the
Christ, in order to enter the relations (contact) with Jesus Christ, began to
run away from society to be alone in the wilderness (desert), in a cave...
in the monasteries, monastic cells in the hope to be able to reach the
Kingdom of God faster. And the Holy fathers were wrong. Unworked out
social karma will not give them such an opportunity, but will bring
(return) them back to the earth in other bodies, peoples, races, so that
they can not escape (re-run) from society again and embark (come up) on
a spiritual path in a secluded place.
— Man cannot know what the truth is. And if he says that only his
doctrine (teaching) is true, does he show vanity, pride? Does he take too
much upon himself?
— When a master (Master) comes to the earth, he (He) always tests
in practice the different teachings of other spiritual-religious masters
(Masters). After all, any doctrine (Doctrine) should always be tested (tried
out) in practice, for (because) the practice — is the criterion of the truth.
And it takes from seven to twelve years to test the verity of the spiritualreligious doctrine (teaching), that is, a cycle. Time and practice will show
— is this doctrine (teaching) true or not. And if there is this or that share
(part) of the truth in the doctrine (Doctrine), this doctrine (Doctrine) lives
for centuries, millennia. And only a great Master reveals (shows) a weak,
negative aspects (sides) of this or that doctrine (Doctrine), and builds his
Doctrine on the very best that there is in other doctrines (Doctrines).
When a master (Master) gives his doctrine (Doctrine), he must take
into account the karma of all people. And all people have different
karmas. Therefore, the doctrine of the spiritual master may not
correspond to a particular social group of people, a particular nationality,
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and nation. And if this master says that his doctrine is true, without taking
into account these karmas, he can be trapped or persecuted by the social
(public) force (power) with his doctrine.
And if I say that my Doctrine, which is revealed to me by the Lord
God, is true, then it is only on the sole foundation (ground) that, in the
first place, I constantly test this doctrine in my daily life and live with (by)
this doctrine for my own good, happiness, pleasure. And secondly, the
people who sit here and those who have come into contact with this
doctrine confirm its truth. And I am not going to scream (shout) at all
intersections that my Doctrine is true, because the truth does not prove
its truth, but (and) only lives by it. In this Doctrine, I reveal this truth to
those who thirst and seek, and will they take this doctrine for their lives:
it is their own business. You won't be forced to be nice (Love can not be
violent)!
Therefore, you also test, feel, try on a tooth, look: is my Doctrine
applicable to your daily life, or not. Time and practice will show. Every
doctrine (Doctrine) is based on the commandments. My Doctrine is also
based on the one Commandment of All-Love, which gives me freedom,
but this freedom is possible only with the Lord God. ["Act (Do) according
to your desires, aspirations, circumstances, which are dictated by the
heart and mind, but always Thank the Most High Lord God."] When I
began living according to this Commandment, I can afford anything to my
heart, and always (be sure to) take into account social moral norms
(standards) and national (state) laws. Only I can not do that, because I
have no desire to shout at someone, to deceive someone, to steal
something... Thanks to the living, loving prayer of Thanksgiving and
repentance to the Most High Lord God, there is an accumulation of
positive potential in the soul, which keeps me from certain sinful acts or a
splash of dirt — if we speak in a figurative language.
Why are we splashing out?
Well, it’s because we gradually accumulate and accumulate (hoard)
"dirty" energies, and then there is this or that unpleasant situation for us,
and we vent our anger upon somebody, that is, there is a splash of our
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"dirt" on someone. And after all, this "dirt" which we splashed (threw)
out on someone, will also return to us again. And how will we feel?
And I do not splash dirt on someone, for God helps me thanks to the
Holy Spirit, the Spirit of the Truth to transform my negative beginnings
into the positive potential of all-love.
— Is that fire extinguished all the time?
Yes, Yes, Yes ... if the fire is understood as our negative
manifestations, which are extinguished by love, humility, meekness,
mercy, non-judgment (non-condemnation)... We must learn to accept
(take)!
The main thing for me is to learn to accept the situation which is and
which falls upon me. And then already in it, in this situation, it is
necessary to begin to pray and Thank God... And gradually you begin to
see clearly that everything develops in the necessary way, troubles leave
(go away), disappear, dissolve (vanish)...
What I would do in a particular moment, in one way or another
unpleasant situation for me, I don't know. But I have God, I hope for Him.
And I will wish all the best and spiritual insight (afflatus, enlightenment)
every person, from whom this trouble will come. For, he who bears
(brings) evil or a nuisance to someone; he sows this evil and trouble in his
soul (heart), first of all. And we already know that the one who sows evil
will reap this evil himself, and he will perceive (know) this evil on himself.
So, I try to fulfill the covenant of Jesus Christ in practice: love your
enemies, bless those who curse you, do good to those who hate you, and
pray for those who spitefully use you and persecute you.
— And do people, masters (teachers), do the right thing when they
divide the world into hell and Paradise?
— He who divides the world into heaven and hell, he is mistaken.
Although, no one is forbidden to divide the world into heaven and hell to
find knowledge of good and evil, good and bad, positive and negative. But
we must remember that division is the devil's essence. If you divide
something, you should learn how to join (unite, connect). All is one!
Similarly, heaven, hell and purgatory are one. Similarly, our life is one, and
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all our incarnations help us to recreate a Single image of the creator, who
dwells (lives) in our soul (heart).
We play and make (create) different roles in different situations, in
our reincarnations. All the more we want to play the main role. For
example, one of you will play the role of a king, ruler, governor, minister,
prince... in the next life. Go to another energy-information space to
continue your life, and you will play the role of Lucifer, warrior, destroyer
there, and move to another world for your new life — your role will be
new.
So we move from one space-world to another energy-information
field-world and play different human roles, from slaves (servants) to gods.
Children, for example, all of them play the role of gods-creators and
devils-destroyers. When children make, model — they are, as if, gods.
When a child made (molded) something and he did not like it, and he
broke it to sculpt something new, as he wishes (wills). Only these roles of
gods and devils children play unconsciously, and when they become
adults — they forget it. Jesus said: "become as little children", sculpt,
make (create), have joy, happiness, pleasure! It is only necessary to
understand, to realize your life path, your role in this life and not to give
up this role if you do not like it. We must humbly, meekly, mercifully fulfill
this role.
Take a look into your souls, who is (dwells) in you? How many
human souls dwell in you and what roles they have played? For example,
maybe a carpenter "sits" in me...
— Still would (You bet)! Shelf (Unit) has been done in one day!
— An artist! — There is another exclamation from among those
who are present.
— ...A masseur, perhaps, some doctor who healed and worked
miracles, an artist, a tailor, a dancer...
It is possible to find images of these or those people with any
professions in each person at a certain period of his life. Get the Spirit of
the Truth, and you will see who is in you: a king, an artist or a laundress
(General laughter).
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— Only laundresses and cooks! There was one of the women's
voices.
— Yeah, why? If you're a wonderful cook in this life, then where is it
from? Of course, it is from the past life. You were a cook of a tsar, king
or... (It is laugh.)
Then it becomes clear to us why we are talented in a particular
human activity. Yes, it is because there is the experience of those people,
whose souls are in our flesh. They are talented, and our flesh is a form of
realization (implementation) of this talent.
— And how did we join (‘contain’) these souls into ourselves?
— We joined them in our flesh only through love, through the
desire, the desire to merge together with the loved one.
— Why does a person become an actor?
— Any person who wants to become an actor or has already
become an actor is being incited (pushed) to this profession by his past
reincarnations and the experience of those people who reside in him.
Now the actor wants to share his experience with us in the experiences of
certain life situations, to show both bad and good sides in these
situations. In order to find ourselves in such situations, we know how to
get out of them for our own good (benefit), rather than suffer.
If I, for example, played about a hundred or more roles in this
earthly life, it indicates (points) that the souls of the people whose roles I
played reside in me. That is, the actor in his past lives experienced these
situations, acquired the energies of certain eras or similar energies of
certain historical heroes (characters), which we try to imitate (emulate).
— Is it possible to become a devil in the acting profession?
— I cannot say in the affirmative and unambiguously
(unequivocally). The Buddhist doctrine and Sekyo Asahara say about the
acting profession negatively that, they say, this profession is from the
devil. No! If we take (stand on) the side of this opinion, we can come to
the conclusion that all professions are from the devil. And what do we do
then, not to have any profession at all, if all of them are of the devil? Then
how do we earn (make) our living? How, then, can we live in this world
without a profession?
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If the devil and God are (reside) in us, then our deed, in a particular
profession, will have either creative (constructive) or destructive aspect.
Thank God that there is a theater, because an actor, thanks to the
play (performance), shows us, people, this or that practical situation,
activities and what they lead to, what emotions we will have to go
through (survive) from such acts.
— We weep (cry) and lament together with a hero.
— Yes.
— We also go through purification, catharsis, and experience the
situation together with the hero of the tragedy.
— Of course!
— And I see that the actor is deceiving me. So, how can I survive
sometimes stronger and differently?
— And let him deceive, for he deceives himself first of all. But, when
he deceives himself, he still shows us this or that image, which we will
believe, imitate, copy it, or we will deny, reject, and will not accept (take)
that image.
— And if a person has several souls, how does he live? How are
they combined (united, joined) by him? How are they manifested and
which of them is the master (in charge)?
— If there are several souls in a person, they are arranged in a
hierarchical pyramid according to the energy system — in the figurativesymbolic plane (terms). And in any hierarchical system there is always a
chief, as a ruler in the state structure, as a chairman in a public
organization, as a director in a factory or enterprise, as a father (mother)
in the family. But this chief is not a usurper for the rest of the souls; he
would rather a master (teacher) for those souls who dwell (are) in man.
Therefore, the souls in human flesh live as disciples with a master
(teacher) [it’s the best option], or as (like) a big family where everyone is
ready to apply his skills in the situation. A master (teacher) or a loving
father only directs his disciples or sons, but never interferes in their
manifestations, in their activities. Every soul in a person pulls together
this or that situation, this or that circumstance, to work out its karma in
the given flesh of man, and the other souls in the flesh, help this soul to
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realize its karma. If souls in human flesh work cohesively (together) as a
single (one) mechanism (system), then a person will successfully work
out, or transform, one or another his sin, karmic act. If the souls in human
flesh work separately, do not show respect for each other, then a person
in the working out (development) of one of the karmas accumulates
another sinful karma and becomes entangled in the spiritual-religious
information.
So, we must remember that every soul in our body, either it is male
or female, has the right to its manifestation to receive certain pleasures.
Then it becomes clear to us why we want one thing today, tomorrow —
the other, and the day after tomorrow — the third one, because it is our
souls who show their desires in turn (sequence), according to their
karmas. And since these souls reside in our body, their karmas and make
up our karma, which we work out (fulfill) in this life.
When we love someone very much, then our souls will merge
together in the nexy incarnation, and we will enter into one flesh for
continuation of our existence. Thus, through love, new souls with their
desires and wishes (volitions) flow into our soul. These are all souls in one
body form the spirit. For example, if the body has gathered up to a
thousand human souls, these souls will be able to form one divine Spirit,
that is, one drop of the divine Spirit, figuratively speaking. And when one
more (another) thousand souls are united in a person, then the second
drop of the divine Spirit will be formed. And as soon as ten drops of the
divine Spirit are formed in a man, then he becomes the Son of God, and
after the fulfillment of his Mission on the earth, he enters the Kingdom of
the Lord God. Only thanks to (through) the flesh of the Son of God we
enter the Kingdom of the Lord God, and there is no other way into this
Kingdom. This Way was revealed (opened) for all mankind by Jesus Christ.
— And how will this process go? How do I merge together with
another soul?
— This process, as I have already said, takes place through love
according to the law: the similar thing is attracted by the similar thing and
merges together with it.
— Is the soul divisible or not? May one soul be in different people?
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If there is a World Soul in the Universe, and all veriety of the other
souls are born of it, then the Soul is divisible. But as there is a reverse
process of joint (uniting, unification) of souls through the flesh of man
and this process is followed by the World Soul, the Soul becomes
indivisible.
If one soul of the fiery man is transformed into the souls of astral
people, and one astral soul is transformed into the souls of earthly
people, so it turns out that one fiery soul or astral soul dwells (resides) in
different people.
The very same human flesh is formed in such a way as to join (unite)
in itself as if in one family all the souls: the souls of minerals, the souls of
plants, the souls of animals and human souls. Especially active are the
souls, or rather the hierarchy of souls, which are United (Joined) into a
Single family in a particular spiritual master (Master). It turns out that the
master (Master) has one soul, but that soul, it appears (turns out), is a
conglomeration of different souls, and together with these human souls
there are also the souls of animals, plants and minerals. When this master
(Master) leaves his material flesh, that is, dies, his spirit rises (ascends) to
the highest element, and sets free (lets go) souls of people who have to
work out (fulfill) low energies, but already their own and in the other
human flesh. It turns out that the soul of the master (Master) resides
(dwells) in several people. But, when the spirit of the master (Master)
goes to the material world to fulfill the next mission (Mission) again;
those souls who came out of him merge together with him again, to be
on the earth in one flesh. Thus the souls are united (joined) in the flesh of
the master (Master) in order to continue their further purification from
their sins under the guidance of the master (Master) again.
— And that soul which has merged with the master (Master)
together, does it become, as if, the master (Master) itself?
— Yes, because your soul is inside of the master (Master) now.
— And can your soul be in different people?
— Yeah, it can be (could happen).
For example, when I leave this world, those souls which are in me, I
will release according to their "egos", and these souls will be incarnated
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again, as if they indicate (point) that my soul was incarnated in different
people. And the other souls, which always want to be with me, will be in
me, in whatever worlds I have entered to fulfill my karma. Although my
karma is a conglomerate of the karmas of those souls, which dwell in me,
but as soon as I return to the Earth for my new reincarnation, those souls,
which I have set free (let go), will enter me for love again, so that under
my leadership to continue their purification from their sinful karmas. But,
I will attract new people thanks to love, here, on the earth, so that after
their and mine death, they can merge with me when I return to the earth
again, to find flesh for my new existence.
Thus, we unite (join) different human souls through the four
channels of love. The first channel — young people (he and she), who
love each other, like Romeo and Juliet; the second channel — he and she
lived in joint love to a ripe old (advanced) age; the third channel —
homosexual love, as flamboyant, so and prolonged one; the fourth
channel — love of the disciples to a master (Master). The most embracing
(comprehensive) of these four channels is the channel — Master –
disciples. But the master (Master) in his new incarnation, unites the souls
of these disciples, after his physical death sets free (lets go) the souls of
the disciples who want to show their "ego" without observation
(supervision) and control of the master (Master); they hope for their
experience, which is gained in the body of the master (Master).
The master raises the soul of each person (disciple) in his body,
which merged together with him, to a new stage of its spiritual
development.
Those souls (disciples) who came out of the master (Master)
because of their "ego", go to the earth again and find male or female
bodies and attract other human souls thanks to love. And that's when the
master (Master) is in incarnation on the earth once again, he will join
these disciples, but with new human souls. So, the master (Master) joins
(‘contains’) thanks to the disciples new human souls and transform them
into the divine Spirit.
— Does it turn out that today one person appears in me, and
tomorrow — the other?
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— Yes! Today you do one thing, tomorrow you do another thing,
because that's the way things (circumstances) are. And you find yourself
in such situations which are necessary for working out of your sin, the
fulfillment of this or that karma, which must pass this or that soul which
resides in you.
— Man joins (‘contains’) the souls of minerals, plants, animals,
having passed these stages in the formation of human flesh. But why
are animals "more righteous" than man?
— We cannot say that animals are "more righteous" than man, although
no one is forbidden to think so. Only we will come to the conclusion that
plants are "more righteous" than people, animals (Laughter...
clarifications and comments on this issue from those who are present).
We must remember that in the search for the one who lives more
righteous, we begin to condemn others. And Jesus Christ taught us:
"Judge not, that you be not judged!" Therefore, it is better to learn to
Thank God for everything and pray than constantly to condemn
something and someone. For with what judgement you judge, you will be
judged!
— So, do all the souls which have gathered in me, must work out
their energies, their karma, and each soul will go its own way?
— Yes, every soul has its own karmic path, but only now in one body
(flesh), for it is given some time to work out its sin in this body. Each
person with his souls comes to the earth to fulfill his mission.
Let us consider the question: what is the meaning of the selfsacrifice of Jesus Christ?
Self-sacrifice was known for a long time as a way of purification
(cleansing), but the true side of self-sacrifice was revealed and shown
only by Jesus Christ.
If a spiritually advanced person will shout, "people, I want to make a
sacrifice for your happiness!"He is already mistaken in his act. For, he
(consciously or unconsciously) wants to be extolled (exalted) by this selfsacrifice, to think of himself as a Master (Teacher) and thereby to
engender pride... And the spiritual devil does not sleep, as he is a genius
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in temptation. He will always urge you on this selfish sacrifice in order to
make (create) even more vanity in you.
It turns out that if you're a master (Master), then you just have to
live with other people, and to reveal (show) people the way to happiness,
joy, the way to God by your act, your doctrine. But always, at every
moment, you must be ready to make sacrifice of all what you have, and
never shout that you sacrifice yourself for the good of others. Let it will be
said by the people among whom you live, but you won’t.
We must remember that you gain spiritual strength, purity, light on
the way (path) to God, which seems to sweep out of you dirty, sinful
energies, and the latter pull (together) their own kind. And here you are
come down (fallen) upon by huge external destructive power (force).
That's what happened to Jesus Christ.
All of us come to the earth sinful, and those or other troubles,
destructive (devastating) energies come down (fall) upon us in this life,
and we suffer, feel unhappy, are tormented and die of them. And Jesus in
His flesh joined (contained) more than a thousand souls of men: different
spiritual masters (teachers), rulers, priests, sages, generals with their sins.
On the basis of it, we immediately understand the words that the Lamb of
God (Jesus) takes away the sin of the world... Of course, these are not our
sins, but the sins of those whose souls have entered the flesh of Jesus
Christ. For, each man bears his own sins, and he cannot shift his sins to
the shoulders of another. For whatever a man sows, that he will also
reap. Only our sins are like those sins of the souls who have entered into
the flesh of Jesus Christ. Here is only on what basis we can speak, that
Jesus bore (took away) our infirmities and sins.
Jesus Christ was the first, Who revealed (showed) the way in which
each person will have to go through the crucible of torment, suffering.
Do you want to be happy? So that no one will offend (hurt) you with
their dirt, won’t you? Do you want to pass through this world clean (neat)
to gain eternal pleasure in heaven? Alas! That does never gonna happen.
Our sinful karma will not allow us to be clean, perfect [ideal] (according to
the highest moral standards) in this world from the beginning (birth) to
the end (death).
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Wherever we are in the Universe, we try to make (create), that is, to
be (stay) in creativity (work). But we do not notice how in creativity
(work) we engender certain sins, which make (create) our sinful karma.
Now, in order to return to the Kingdom of the Lord God, it is necessary to
work out, to transform this sinful karma into all-love. For, no one will
enter God's Kingdom with sins.
God makes (creates) with Thought and Word, and God’s creativities,
creations are always good, but people make (create) on the material
level, and this or that creativity does not always bring the desired success,
especially since we do not see how we commit sins in this creativity.
Here is, Jesus Christ came to our world, to say, that half of Creative
Cycle (Space Year) of the Lord God has already passed. Now all energies
will be united, folded (turned), purified and transformed into the Bosom
of God through the flesh of man. It means that a person will work out his
own karma through various torments and sufferings, pains and anguish.
Jesus Christ, through His life has revealed (shown) that you will not be
able to live, to teach and be clean (neat) here, on the earth, and then go
into the hereafter (other world) without any pangs (suffering)... Now
everyone will go to God only through self-sacrifice, that is, through the
acquisition of seven or more divine Epithets.
Why do we read or watch certain tragedies?
It is because, when we worry about the character, we go through
catharsis, purification. When a person suffers, is racked with pain and
dies, we together with him experience all these feelings on the emotional
plane and together with the character we pass through death. Only the
character dies, and we express our death through tears. Our tears (death)
are also our purification (cleansing). The process of purification is born in
us thanks to sympathy (compassion). So we, together with the character,
learn to take on all strokes of bad luck.
That is, our path to purification is (lies) through tragedy. Our way to
God is through working out (practicing) of our sins, which are associated
with different torments. Many saints and sages have found this way. They
take the path of self-sacrifice, which gives them the opportunity to climb
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(ascend) even higher on the spiritual ladder. But they have not known
what Jesus Christ revealed for (to) us yet.
If a particular saint has left this world quietly and peacefully — that
he has earned with his positive energies, without being attached neither
to evil nor good. Perhaps, he could have been a master (teacher) in a past
life and he has done much good to people. This or that karma brought
him back to this world, and he has lived his life thanks to the beneficial
energies and died peacefully and quietly.
And Jesus Christ revealed (showed) us what lies ahead, we have a
lot of reincarnations before we get into the Kingdom of God. It is
necessary to contain (join) about ten thousand souls of men, in order to
get into the Kingdom of God. That's why Jesus Christ had karma. That is
why Jesus Christ took the conscious path of self-sacrifice. Jesus Christ
showed a huge layer of psychic energies during His short earthly life,
which we have to live and go through. And how many earthly lives we will
need for it, no one knows, but (except) God.
— Should we know the suffering which must be passed through?
— We will never know them, for suffering falls upon us through our
sinful karma. But if we acquire high spirituality, then we can read
(imagine) information about our future sufferings on the astral plane. But
I do not advise you to use your spirituality to guess or see your future
sufferings on the astral plane in order to prepare for them on the psychic
plane. Remember, the devil does not sleep, and through the astral plane
he will brilliantly tempt you. Therefore, live simply and rejoice, look for
the way (path) to happiness only with God. That is, you should always
learn to Thank the Most High Lord God for all your thoughts and actions.
— Why Jesus, having known yoga, could not switch off on the
cross, so as not to experience terrible pain?
— The point is that Jesus might have been able to switch off the
pain, but for that it is necessary to focus specifically and use a certain
type of breathing. And the Christ had no such opportunity. Moreover, we
already know that this or that pain is connected with our karmic study of
this or that sin. If Jesus went through the yoga system, He did not fully go
through the whole practice. After all, it takes from 15 to 30 years to learn
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to switch off any pain in any situation. You would not feel pain when you
are stabbed, are hammered in the nails. In order not to feel that pain, we
must learn not only to go to the astral plane, but to move (shift) your
astral body from the physical body. For pain is experienced by the astral
body, but not by the physical body. A venerable yogi in the place of Jesus
Christ would go out into the astral plane and would not feel pain.
— But, did Jesus have to go through this pain, this suffering?
— Certainly. That's it (What’s the speech about). It is not for nothing
that the Indians themselves say that a person is sure to experience all the
emotional experiences, which are associated with certain torments,
suffering that he is destined to go through. And we already know it,
because it is connected with his own (private) sinful karma. A man wants
it or does not want, and (but) he will suffer, as much as it is necessary
according to karma. All our sufferings are connected with the emotional
plane. What are emotions? — They’re psychic energy, fire plane, fire
energy. And, how many "dirty" energies are scattered by us to the left
and to the right, here, on the earth through emotions, and they are sins?
After all, we are all emotional!
— Sasha, tell me, please, because Jesus was not sick, for he was
purified by prayer of the astrl plane, and everything came down (fell)
upon him, why?
— It was programmed so by Karma, which was made (created) by
the souls, who were (resided) in the body of the Christ, for their
purification. That is why, everything came down (fell) upon Jesus Christ —
all human torments and sufferings during the last hours of His earthly life.
— Is that 33 years and then death? Is it once, but to the death?
— Yes. Everything what is done (happened) with us is done
according to our Karma. Remember that when we come back to the earth
in this or that body (male or female), we program death according to our
Karma. For, death signs, who you are: a saint, a sinner, or a Messiah.
— Is this a moral study (practice)? And, has the Christ already
purified Himself?
—Yes! Many people who have been in the body of the Christ have
purified their bodies and souls. Now it remains to purify the spirit of the
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state and public karma for them. The very Spirit of the Christ was pure
and helped to purify other souls in the body of the Christ. Those souls
who entered the body of the Christ, had unworked out public and state
karma that this Karma also came down (fell) upon Jesus Christ. Any of our
good deeds are transformed into one or another moral study (practice),
and the latter does not allow us to take the sinful path. That's how we are
gradually purified.
— Sasha, and if circumstances are developed like this, that
everything in life is getting worse. What's the matter?
— It means that either you reduce (shorten) karma according to
your spiritual achievements, or you are come down (fallen) upon by your
karma, by the situations and circumstances, which you yourself gave birth
to in a past life.
That is, now we are in a double vicious circle. We are beaten by
karma because we are purified and take the spiritual path, but we are
also beaten by karma for our past sins, which were committed by us.
Therefore, if we take (are on) the path of purification or we do not take it,
we will still be beaten by our own karma. But it is better to take (be on)
the path of the spiritual purification, because thanks to God we begin to
realize and see our sinful karma and thanks to (through) seven or more
divine Epithets to transform into all-love, so that it (karma) faded
(withered) away and did not come down (fall) upon us anymore. In
addition to all these things, thanks to (through) the acquisition of divine
energies, we shorten (reduce) the agony and torment (pain) of karma
which has come down (fallen) upon us.
He who realizes all these things, he will understand that he has no
choice but to accept (take) the path of finding the seven divine Epithets
for his own good. For, no matter how we try to escape (get away) from
the hassle (squabble, skirmish) with our karma, it will always ambush and
come down (fall) upon us.
— So, we were chained together, weren’t we?
— We were not chained by anyone, and we ourselves tied to our
own karma, our own sinful deeds.
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— And if now we learn to take (accept) everything as it is, will
everything be fine then?
— It all depends on the portion (part) of sinful karma which you
have planned to work out (fulfill) in this earthly life. The sooner you
transform this karma into all-love with God, the sooner your earthly life
will begin to flow (be) in grace. Be always with God and Thank Him always
and for everything!
— But a person can fall through on the way to God and then he
does not get (receive) what he wants.
— This path, or a thin thread, the thread of Ariadne we weave
ourselves, and we ourselves will go in search of happiness. We ourselves
make (create) certain situations and then get into them.
— Is it very difficult (hard) to get out of them?
— Naturally! As you turned your situation and so you are going to
unravel, come out of it. This situation, which comes down (falls) upon
you, reveals (shows) you how and when you gave birth to it. If you
humbly accept (take) this situation, it reveals to you the mechanism of
your own sinful act. And if you stay (are) with God, and use the loving
prayer of Thanksgiving and repentance, then God helps you through the
Spirit of the Truth to find one of the divine Epithets in yourself to
transform this situation into all-love. This is how our sinful karma is being
fulfilled (worked out).
— Sasha, if purification (cleansing) and the path (progress) toward
God is everywhere, why are we talking only about the Earth?
— We will consider mother-Earth as a basis only because we live
here. The question is: is the Earth the lowest instance, or are there
planets where a person passes a lower level?
You should know that life exists on the Mercury, on the Venus, and
on the Mars... even on the Sun. All worlds are inhabited. Each planet is
physically settled (populated) in its own way. We, earthlings, think we
have life on the Earth and other planets are dead. That's exactly what the
Martians and Venusians… think. The inhabitants of each planet see only
their own life (vital) structure and life (vital) structures of other planets
seem dead for them. But if a person of this planet throws (takes) off the
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material shell and will get on this or that "dead" planet in the astral body,
then, to his surprise, he will see life there with its characteristic material
bodies, nature, and social structure. It is possible only under one
condition, if you, being in the astral body, can make up his mind (dispose
himself) to the vibration waves of this planet. For each planet has its own
range of life (vital) vibrations, which inherent only in it. A certain life is
built in this range on this planet.
There is information about the path to God, Happiness, Pleasures
wherever we live, whatever planet we continue our life on. We gather
(gain) this information, we are enriched by it. And we work out (fulfill) the
karma, which was born here, on each planet. That is, we work out (fulfill)
the earthly karma on the Earth, the martial karma — on the Mars, the
mercurial karma — on the Mercury... So, the path (way) to God is in each
planet, but the path to God has a karmic connection with a particular
planet, the Sun, the Constellation. Our path in the Universe is always built
according to our own karmic energies.
For example, karma gives me the opportunity to get to the higher
planets for my good deeds, here, on the Earth. I become a master
(teacher) there. Life is going great there. But I don't see how I gradually
commit sins there. And life there – is long, fertile. One year goes on
(passes), here, on the Earth, and there are a hundred years there. There is
another time! Take the image of the funnel: the number of revolutions
(rotations) at different levels for one period of time is different. Time as if
is shortened (compressed) on the Earth, and it is — dragged on (stretched
too far) there.
We may not realize that we are sinners, while we are well, until we
are going to fall into one or another trouble, into one or another pain... If
everything is good (fine) in our life, then it seems that everything in our
deeds as it should be. Thus, the sins, which we committed, without seeing
them, are gradually accumulated in us and prepare our death on the
higher planet. Those sins, which we have generated on this planet are
materialized, force us to return to the mother-Earth again, where they
will be revealed (opened) before us in this or that situation, which is
unpleasant for us. It forces us to analyze and look for the way to
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happiness. And happiness is in God. The path of the master (teacher) we
have lived on that planet, now we pass through here again, but in those
situations that are associated with our sins, which have been born on that
planet. Thus, being purified (cleansed) of our sins, we lead other people,
to reveal (show) them the way to happiness, to God, and we take on the
mission of the master (teacher). And on the basis of this life, we build our
next life on this or that planet, according to our karma, our achievements
(developments, studies).
— Does our soul develop in the other world, or does it develop only
here, on Earth during the working out?
— The soul always develops wherever it is, both in this world and in
other worlds. Everything flows and changes in the Universe and this
process can be stopped by no one. So, there is also development of the
soul in this process of creativity. At first there is the development of the
soul in its reproduction, and then — in the process of merging (merger,
joint, unification, union). Development comes from the Lord God the
Creator, and everything returns to Him again. And if the development
comes from the Lord God the Creator, and everything returns to Him, and
if we talk about the development down the stairs (ladder, steps), and
then — up, it is only a convention, which is taken into (adopted) by us for
our understanding and awareness. Time always begins and ends with the
Lord God. Therefore, when they say that a person falls, it is only in
relation to something to symbolize a particular height. But in the plane of
the Universe, man came out of the Lord God to make (create), and
returns to the Lord God again, when his creative energies are exhausted.
— If you first climb (lift) up, so will your fall be the same, then?
— It may be so in the material world, but in relation to the Lord
God, to His Kingdom, where your path is directed, you fall into the matter
a step higher, because all the energies seem to be directed up to God,
figuratively speaking. But in the overall picture of the development of a
man moves only forward, to God or rises (ascends) to God.
— If you pray, is it a probability you do not fall..?
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— The fact is that working out of karma as though forces (causes) a
person to fall. But do not be afraid of this fall, if God is with you. In the
fall, we experience and test two stages: the first — is the flight...
— Do you test (check) yourself, how well do you fly?
— Yes (laughter). It is in order to test your freedom in flight and get
pleasure from (of) this flight, and not to experience fear and horror. But
the second stage is connected with a touchdown. This second phase
(stage, step) also affects horror and fear for the first stage of the flight. If
you are with God, you will have wings and you will land gently like birds.
After all, it is always easier to fall in flight than to climb up the mountain
— to pant (puff) and sweat.
— And is it the same way in the world?
— Of course!
— Is any work (creativity) destructive?
— No. Only the Work (Creativity) of the Lord God is not destructive,
for the Work (Creativity) of God gives life to everything.
— And where and at what stage is there destruction in work
(creativity)?
— We have already said that the whole Creative process of the Lord
God and man is divided into three stages: the first — thought (idea),
mind, thinking about any act: what benefit and what pleasure can be got
(obtained) from this creativity; the second — fire-chaos, the creation of
[primary elements (‘bricks’) — of different materials, of which everything
will be made what we want; the third — the creation of various material
forms for your own benefit. There is nothing to be destroyed, from the
point of view of materiality at the first creative stage, because there are
thought-forms which flow into one another without damage to
themselves. But at the second stage, which is connected with creating of
different primary elements (‘bricks’), and begins the process of
destruction, but it is invisible for (to) us yet. For, the division (breaking up)
of certain materials into certain forms, of which the conceived (intended)
form will be built, we already commit (make) destruction, but without
these destructions we will not be able to make (create) the necessary
(desired) form. These "righteous" destructions, if they can be called like
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this, we just do not take into account and forget about them, and they
are accumulated; they begin to act independently on us. Therefore, when
we live in the material forms, we are forced to make (create) one thing
and break the other thing under the guise of different righteous masks.
So, in the elements of the Ether and the Mental, we as creators do
not see our destructive actions in the creativity. In the element of Fire,
our destruction under the righteous masks pass into the external factor
— galactic explosions, but due to these explosions all sorts of galaxies,
stars, solar systems are born. But in the elements of Water and Earth
destruction occurs, both from the outside — through the natural
disasters, and through man. Therefore, when a person appears on the
Earth, he is already followed by a long tail (trail) of his destructive acts,
which we have called sinful karma. Now, in order for a person to get into
the Kingdom of God, it is necessary to transform this long tail (trail) of
karmic acts into all-love, so this path to God turns into a path of selfsacrifice.
Even before Jesus Christ, this way of self-sacrifice to God came into
being (was born, sprang), but it was built by a wise man from his point of
view, according to his spiritual and religious workings (practices), and
therefore did not have the truth, which was brought to us by Jesus Christ.
Now, our path to God is only through self-sacrifice. God does not need
our self-sacrifices, as many spiritual and religious people, holy fathers,
masters (teachers) of the Church think (believe), but these self-sacrifices
are necessary first of all for us, since now we will learn to acquire seven or
more divine Epithets in them: humility, meekness, patience, forgiveness,
non-judgment, mercy, all-love... Therefore, the man who says that God
the Father gave His Only begotten Son to be torn to pieces for our sins
already commits perjuries the Lord God, All-Good, All-Loving, and AllWise. It was not God Who gave His Son to torment, but the Son Who took
upon Himself the duty to fulfill the Mission to open the spiritual eyes of
people on the Path to Happiness, Joy, and Bliss, which leads to the
Kingdom of God. The Son of God takes from the Father the Spirit of the
Truth, the Holy Spirit, and, descends into the earthly world; He has
(contains) about ten thousand human souls with their karmas. He gathers
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them in all the Elements from Earth to Ether. The Christ transformed this
Karma into all-love and gave birth to the path of self-Sacrifice. The Christ
in practice showed (revealed) how to acquire these seven and more
Epithets, without which a person will not enter the Kingdom of God.
Moreover, it is necessary to be able to distinguish the true path of
Sacrifice, which was revealed (shown) by Jesus Christ, from the false path
of self-sacrifice, which was used (applied) by some sages, hermits, saints.
The true Way of self-Sacrifice is that you do not kill your body with
someone else's hands or with your own hands for the benefit of others,
but humbly take (accept) all the blows which kill your flesh from society,
state. At the same time, you show love for (to) your enemies as much as
possible, wish them all the best and spiritual insight (afflatus,
enlightenment). And you, what would you not be done with the hand,
Thank the Most High Lord God for insight on what's happening to (with)
you, for the love which God sends you, was poured out by you at your
abusers, at those who persecute, beat, and kill you.
If you yourself are calling (urging) your death for the sake (benefit)
of others, this self-sacrifice is selfish, which is covered with masks of
virtue. Although, on the one hand, this self-sacrifice also purifies
(cleanses) you, but, on the other hand, you set invisible traps with this
selfishness and fall into them in other incarnations.
— In the movie (film) "The Last Temptation of the Christ" Jesus
persuades Judas to betray Him to help Him pass (go) through this selfsacrifice.
— This film is the Director's thoughts, his vision. It shows the selfish
path of the Christ to self-sacrifice. Jesus read the prophecy of the ancient
prophet Isaiah that He would be crucified. And how it should be made
(done) that this prophecy came true on Him, He did not know. So, He tries
to persuade (talk into) to betray His best friend Judas, as he is among the
other disciples according to this film, had a strong character and could
perform (fulfill) every (any) will of the Master. This film shows the path
(way) of self-sacrifice for the sake of the Scripture, not for the sake of
people. It's a diabolical approach. In fact, the historical Jesus Christ did
not do it and did not think about such selfish self-sacrifice.
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The Christ knew everything what would happen to Him, for, He was
shown (revealed) all of His crucifixion on the astral level (plane). But He
Himself has never specifically sought (wanted) to go on self-sacrifice. He
became a Victim according to the circumstances. And He fulfilled the
word of the Scripture, though the Scripture was written long ago. This
Scripture is written by both God and the devil. Therefore, Jesus bears the
energies of the Scripture, gets (falls) into these energy flows (streams),
which were manifested on the material level. Our self-sacrifice depends
on the number of the souls and what kinds of souls are concentrated in
our body.
— If there are several souls in me, what will happen to them after
death? Do they wander off (disperse) or..?
— It all depends on what kind of mission you have come to fulfill
(perform). If you come as a spiritual master, then you give freedom to
these souls, because you know that they will certainly join you again in
the new incarnation on the earth. And if you are not a master (teacher),
you don't let them go (dismiss them) according to your ego and are
forced to remain (stay) them in your kingdom for your own benefit, and
use these souls as your servants or slaves. Only the Master (Teacher),
who goes to the All-Generous All-Good Most High Lord God lets the souls
go (dismisses souls). This Master keeps (holds) His souls only with Love
and nothing else. And other masters keep (hold) their souls with love and
flattery, deceit and force. And the power of love for different objects is
different. Every soul, which is in us, is bound to us by some love of a
certain power. But this soul has this or that love for other objects. That's
why we do different things in our lives. Suddenly today we do what we
would not have done at another time. And who's to blame for that? —
One or the other soul that is (sits) in us and wishes that manifestation, to
receive pleasure of it or as we say, to experience love. Other souls at this
moment learn to show all-patience, all-mercy, non-judgment... That's why
we learn to love everything from what we experience pleasure
(enjoyment).
Imagine that you don't like your foot or hand, or...
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— What if you don't love yourself? Why doesn't a man love
himself?
— We need to find the reason (cause). We already know several
reasons. One of them — we were taught in a past life to give up material
life, it is emphasized the illusory nature of this world, taught us to think
that the body – is the outer shell and in relation to the soul does not play
a major role. Therefore, we are taught to pay more attention to our soul
than to our body. Spiritual people teach us not to become attached to the
material things. So, energetically we accumulate (develop) this dislike,
and when we come to this earthly world again, our dislike for ourselves is
awakened. And God teaches us to love. We are cosmic beings. And
through this cosmos we find our body. Every part of our body, every
finger... this is part of the cosmos. The harmony and beauty of our body
also point (indicate) our love for everything...
— …Because, we have the spark of God, haven’t we?
— Of course! But this spark of God is transformed into the universe,
the cosmos, the galaxies, the solar systems, which are concentrated in us.
That's why we say that man is a microcosm in the Macrocosm.
And if I deny the leg, that is, I show my dislike for the leg, then I
mentally reject, destroy a huge amount of energies in space, which will
affect me again. My leg in the next incarnation will be unsightly, ugly or
sick, or in a certain situation, due to injury, gangrene I will lose this leg.
Here are the consequences of dislike (not loving) myself.
— And if a person loves himself very much from an egoistic (selfish)
point of view. How it may be explained?
— It suggests that you loved some divine energies, harmony, and
beauty in the past incarnation. For example, you were the first beauty
(most beautiful woman) in your past life. It is not by chance that we enter
this world through a woman. For, the Lord has incorporated His inner love
in a woman, so in a woman this love is manifested through self-love: to
be beautiful to please the world and the people around her, especially
men, whose energies help her to keep this beauty. Therefore, when we
enter this world through a woman, we find this love for ourselves. The
more opportunities to love herself is laid in a woman than in a man, as
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God — is man, He singled out a woman of Himself, He concentrated love
for himself in a woman. If a woman gets in the way of man, she ceases to
show this love and so she becomes a butch woman and gradually turns
into an ugly creature like Baba-Yaga. If a woman loves herself, she keeps
the beauty for many years. A man, if he does not love himself, he burns
faster in public service, gets sick, gets old and dies. They need a job, a
party, a "ring" - where they can show their ambition. A man lives in the
power of ambition. He goes to ruin (is destroyed) of it... or becomes
drunkard. And it is not allowed to become drunkard for a woman, as she
quickly loses her human face (form), and no one wants to look at her.
So we come into this world then women, then men and learn to
love ourselves, and then we give love to another.
— Is it always when you communicate with God, there are the
divine vibrations?
— It is always. Only we should know that our antenna, which tries to
pick up (catch) all the vibrations, is arranged by us in such a way as first of
all to try pick up (capture) the energy of karmic study (practice) of the
"contaminated" soul which is present in us. When we receive such "dirty"
flows (streams), vibrations, we cannot feel the divine vibrations. And
since there are many souls in us, each of them is purified (cleansed) at a
certain time, day, in a certain situation, in a certain act in our body.
— And how do they feel in us?
— It is difficult to say, but, apparently, through our act in a given
situation, which is associated with obtaining the desired pleasure. I speak
all these things in figurative and symbolic language, so that people
understand the diversity of their energy workings.
— But I always feel myself as “I”, don't I?
— Yes, you will always feel like "I", even if you merge with someone
together. Man will always consider himself: "I am!" This 'I' in man will not
consider that there are many souls in him! That's it! After all the sea
considers itself a sea, but not a union of many rivers, although these
rivers feed the sea its waters. There is so in man. But man sometimes
manifestly feels some force to rip it up on the opposite acts. This is the
effect of those or other souls who are in him, who want to make (create)
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this or that act in order to receive the desired pleasure. These souls have
different experiences and mentally shake man, destroy him (his “I”).
— And what should be done in this case?
— Thank the Most High Lord God for all and always.
— That is, in relation to eternity, our "ego" is not eternal, does it
flow into another channel,"ego"?
— Yes. It is like a little stream which has its ego and loses it when it
flows into the river. After all, the river, for example, the Oka merged with
the Volga, and it will not longer exclaim: "I am — the Oka!" Because it is
not the Oka already, and (but) it is the Volga.
— So (Hence), does not "I am" last forever either, does it?
— Yes. To continue our example, we can say that I am the Volga
only to the sea line, but as soon as I fall into the sea, my "I" merges with
another "I" together. Therefore, all the small rivers with their "I" flow into
the sea, into another "I". And although the rivers — "I" are in the sea —
"I" of these rivers can not say that they are — the Oka, the Kama, etc. In
the same way we can talk about those souls which are in us. If I am
Alexander Pechyonkin, then the souls in me can not say that "I am
Macedonsky" or "Nevsky", even if these souls are in me.
— Does it turn out, "I am" — only to the sea?
— Both yes and no. As "I" you are always present, for example, as a
small river. And when you flow into a big river, then in this big river there
is your bed within this river, and when this big river flows into the Volga,
then within this river Volga there is your bed. On the one hand, you
remain "I" — independent, and on the other hand — you are already in
the general (overall) flow, and this general flow affects you and limits you,
although it gives more scope for an action, more freedom.
— And, do you still, as a small "I", feel like a big "I"?
— Yes, of course, but only your consciousness does not fix it! For
you — the little "I"— become one of the facets of the gem — the big"I".
— But do you merge together voluntarily?
— Both yes and no. There is a current of the river, and it makes you
merge together with another river. You as "I" necessarily merge with
other "I", because there is energy, the bed (channel) of Love. This channel
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of Love will also make us merge together. If it were not for this energy of
Love, this current, this channel, we would not merge together. But no
matter how a person is fenced off or secluded, God will still instill in him
such energy of Love, bring to him such a person, in whom he will fall in
love and want to merge with him. So our little river, our "I" comes closer
and merges with the river which we love, and then in a joint love we look
for an even bigger river and merge with it, and then we merge with the
sea. The sea is the sea, it is not the Volga, the Kama or the Oka. And here
is the Sea, which combines a lot of "I" is the Master (Teacher) who,
ascends to God, let them go at the certain levels of the study (working
out). The water evaporates in the sea, and through the clouds, through
the rain, some amount of the water gets to other lands to form their
rivers and merge with others, and some sinks on the mountains in the
form of snow, then it melts, and so small rivers are born which merge
with other ones. This is one way of water from the sea. And another one
— there is water in underground reservoirs, which under the pressure
through capillaries of the ground, through small rivers lift (rise) from
under the ground by fontanelles and also merge with land rivers. Here,
there is a cycle of human souls in our body from a small "I am" and to a
great "I am".
— And those souls which are in me, don't they have their form,
flesh? Don't they have pleasure (enjoy) as much as I do?
— Why? Every soul, which comes in your flesh, is related (part, in
communion) with the construction of your shape, the outer flesh (‘shell’).
The more souls in the human body are united (combined) according to
their similarities. Therefore, if you are in pleasure, other souls also
experience this pleasure. Only each soul experiences quantitatively as
much pleasure as it wishes to experience. As a small river has its shape in
the form of a large river and gets its pleasure in the general flow of a large
river, so human souls feel themselves in one flesh. Everyone exists! And
everyone makes (does, creates)! But everyone does it on a certain level.
Therefore, no wonder they say that a person is like the House of Soviets
(laughter).
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— When you die, can you not be merged at a certain level? But is it
still, it seems when the time comes, a certain moment, when...
— Yes, Yes. You're just put (slipped, shoved)... (laughter).
— Don’t you deceive (sheat) already..?
— Of course! How can you deceive your own energies of love, which
are looking for their own kinds and want to merge together? No way!
— It happens like this some energies are roamed in you and a state
of mind is some joyful! Bliss! Why is it all of a sudden?
— It is so in nature. Here, it was rained and thundered, it was dark,
and suddenly... the sun. That's good! Joy! Bliss! So it turns out that
everything what exists in nature, just as energetically exists in man. There
is an energy spiral which unfolds in us and attracts similar energies to us.
Here, "dirty" energies went upon us, but then cheerful energies began to
appear in our spiral, that is why the state of mind changes sharply from
the influx of bliss.
— Is it God’s working?
— Yes. God always works. But the devil also works.
— Is it like the Sun and the storm?
— Yes. But, in order to get (have) bliss more often, we should
always do a prayer of Thanksgiving to God.
— "Thank You, Lord! You have revealed (opened) me…"
— Something like that.
— ...The clouds are gone, and He is in us.
— God is always in us. He is everywhere, always and in everything!
— Can’t the merging of souls go in the likeness of intellect?
— Both yes and no. If the love for beauty and harmony is hidden in
the intellect, then, yes it is. But, if it is the bright selfishness, then, no, it is
not.
— And what about experience of the soul?
— Yes. After all, love is the acquisition of certain energies of love
experience in a particular act. Man makes (creates) and acquires a certain
experience. New creativity makes a new experience. And according to this
experience, he attracts a similar person. The experience of these two
people in life together is united because they are united by love. Similar
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thing is attracted by similar thing, interacts and merges together with it —
the Divine Law, regardless of, that one person has one intellect, and
another person has — the other intellect. But their experiences are
similar, and these experiences have been transformed into certain facets
of love, which attract these people to each other. Does the love for
servant or a slave depend on the intellect of the king? Of course, it does
not. And his love is driven by the joint action (experience) in a past life. If
these two people, having met, live in love and die with love to each other,
then their souls merge together and are incarnated (embodied) in one
flesh, to seek their similarities again.
— Do the husband and wife often look like..?
— Outwardly, maybe not, but inwardly Yes, because they are united
by similarity, but not by the opposite. After marriage they become like a
mirror to each other to reflect in themselves the sins of the partner.
Before marriage, these mirrors are not at full strength, so to speak. And
they are satisfied with the merging (merger) thanks to the power of the
shared love, as similar (like) one with similar (like) one. But as soon as the
marriage is made (concluded), then the "dirty" energies of wife will flow
into her husband, and Vice versa... Here's, so that the first love wouldn't
drown in these dirty energies, we also need to show (manifest) each
other patience, respect, forgiveness, mercy, compassion, non-judgment...
— Are the children our mirror?
— Yeah, and the kids are also our mirrors. And our own sinful
energies return to us htrough children. Therefore, when we love our
loved ones, wife, husband, relatives, children, we learn to show patience,
non-judgment, mercy to them ... in that case, when our own sins come
back to us through them. Only we do not see it, because we live without
God in the soul (heart).
— And does it go the connection, which is based on the
professional experience, or... according to the same interests?
— Imagine that you were a shoemaker in your past incarnation. He
also was a shoemaker in a particular incarnation, in a particular country.
— You were drinking together in a tavern... (It is laughter.)
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— Yes! You were attracted (drawn) by something to each other... (It
is funny loud laughter!)
— Have they decided to be united?!
— Loneliness is tortured (I laugh).
— Is it to be (Are they) united by the intellect?
— Both that and another thing (he said with a smile), if only it was
good. Of course, you see sexuality here (laughter).
You should understand, love arises not only because sexual feelings
started talking in us. Though, sexual feelings also attract us to each other.
But we are attracted to each other by the common experience in the past
life, joint actions.
For example, Dima and I, relatively speaking, in a past life — were
shoemakers or architects, that is, we worked together, formed a chain of
interactions, showed love for work, and respect for each other. In the
next life, he's a man and I'm a woman. And we find each other and... we
fall in love! It is not because he's a man and I'm a woman and our sexual
instincts are on fire, no, it is not We were magnetized to each other, were
brought together by the experience of joint actions in the past
incarnation, regardless of the fact that he has his intellect, and I have
mine, which is another. And there is the joint (connection).
— Two boots of a kind (of the same pair)! Dima said ironically.
(It is laughter! Burst of laughter!)
— Here is a bottle has fallen on my daughter. What's that? Did she
"deserve" that? One of the women asked.
— You may understand! Just like that, for no reason, nothing will fall
upon us. If there is a consequence, then, always look for the cause
(reason), even if this reason (cause) is hidden from our physical vision
(sight).
Maybe she did something in a past life... (It is laughter.) Perhaps,
have you remembered the tavern again? So, if you drink in a tavern, and
then you begin (start) to beat (hit) other people and throw bottles at
someone's head, then in the next life, the bottle will fly on your head. (It
is laughter!)
— And where does a brick fly from?
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— Brick is everything... (I think for a moment and then knock on the
table.) One of versions is: you are said, that you should do like this, and
you — zero attention. (Knock on the table). You are said again and are
even knocked on your "oak" head, and you again — zero attention. (I
knock again.).. And you don't get (understand) it through, and you
commit (do) a sinful act (thing). And these mental and physical blows to
the head also pull together the energies of the falling stone.
— Is it in the head?
— If a person does not come to his senses from a blow with a hand
or a stick on the head, then, probably, he will understand from a blow
with a brick, if he remains alive (I speak with irony).
You should understand! All the bricks, which fall upon our heads, we
have drawn ourselves certain acts in a past life. Everything that falls upon
us, it is ours, they are our native things. We ourselves have made
(created) similar energies in past incarnations.
Look carefully at your life, which you have already lived, and your
actions in it. Then you'll see what karma you have gained yourself. But
your next life on the earth will be built according to this karma. And what
kind will this new life be like, won't it be a bit heavy? Therefore, is it
worth to complain about your life today, if you built this life yourself
according to past incarnations from the beginning to the end?
—When you're cursed, what does that mean? "Bless those who
curse you..." How?
— As you do (act), so you will be done (acted) — this is the law of
karma. We must remember this teaching (exhortation). If we are cursed,
it means that we cursed someone, if it was not in this life, then it has
been in the past life. The curse we let out (set free) in the past life has
returned to us in this life now. And most often the curse comes back to us
of the person to whom we sent it. But the curse does not grow
spontaneously, as it is born and grown by energies such as resentment,
anger, frustration, the desire for evil to another person, etc.
I personally do not envy our Orthodox Church and other churches
which anathematize someone. Anathema is a curse. To anathematize is to
dislike, and that is a great sin. Don't the fathers of the Church understand
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that?! Did Jesus Christ teach someone to curse? No. The Christ taught
Love, even when you are cursed: "Bless those who curse you!.."That is,
pour out Love on those people, who are burned by anger, malice, envy...
wish them all the best, and most importantly, spiritual insight (afflatus).
Therefore, when you are cursed, you should pray to God like this:
"Oh, All-Good Lord! Thank You for opening (revealing) my blind eyes to
my actions in my past life. For I have also cursed this man, or these men,
who, now, in this life return to me my curse (curses)..."etc.
Remember, curse is a strong energy blow (impact) on mental,
psychic level, which is directed (aimed) from one to another person.
People gather on the mental-emotional plane all anger, envy,
resentment... turn all these things into energy spears or poisonous
arrows, and shoots in the opponent, enemy. Where this energy spear or
arrow gets - is unknown, but it is a place in the human body where similar
energies are gathered. This curse in man can cause terrible pain, disease.
It can cause even death.
— And if I'm perfectly (completely) calm and there is harmony in
me, what is then?
— That's great! So, it means you have energy protection. But this
energy protection we master (assimilate) only on the way to God, for
harmony and rest (peace) we receive (gain) of God and from God.
But we must remember the following. If you are cursed, then you
have the energy of the curse, so you have ever cursed the one who curses
you now, or you had in relation to him a great anger, hatred and wanted
to hurt (harm) him. But only in this life, in this period of time, did your
own curses begin to return to you... As soon as curses come (fall) down
upon you, you need to do (create) a thanksgiving prayer to the AllKnowing Most High, and you should wish all the best, send your love,
spiritual insight (enlightenmen) to the one, who curses you. And if you
pray to God with that prayer of Thanksgiving, which we have partially
cited as an example above, then... the curse, which was sent to you will
disappear, and the part of the curse that is not energetically yours will
return back to the one who sent it. So the curse will return to the owner
and painfully hit him.
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— But how the curse is removed by psychics?
— The curse of the proxy can not be removed. This is an illusion, a
mistake (error).
And in general remember forever that if you are told: "I can burn
your bad karma, I can dismiss (reduce) your karma, purify (cleanse) your
karma or take this karma on myself; including lifting (removing) of the
curse, damage" – all this is fiction, a soap bubble, beautiful in appearance,
but when it bursts, there will be an empty space (place).
A psychic or a healer does not remove (take away) the damage or
curse from us, but gives us those positive, life-giving energies which
transform our gained (received) damage or curse from the material plane
to the astral plane, and the damage or curse, as if it disappears from the
physical plane, from the body. It is based on this option that psychics say
they take away (remove) damage and curses. Though the damage and
curse did not disappear and continue to affect (to act upon) a person but
invisible way yet. But they will come back to the physical plane as this or
that disease, this or that torment again in the near future.
— And what about a person, who goes to God and prays?
— It's better! Then any damage (corruption), any curse is
transformed and gradually disappears in the energies of all-love.
Let's see how the healing process takes place thanks to (through)
the prayer.
When we pray to God, we are connected to His positive wave, lifegiving energy. If your energy channels are pure, then God's energy flows
freely into you, and if they are blocked by your own sins, then, God while
responding to your request: "Lord, help!" is looking for other ways to help
you. God, through different channels, begins to inform you about the
healers who cure diseases, and among them there is a disease from which
you want to get rid of, so as not to be tormented and not to suffer. And
you are pulled (drawn) to a particular healer, a psychic by your internal
energies, for God directs you inside, for your own good. Yes, God knows
with whom of the healers you are karmically tied (attached), so that this
healer gave you life-giving energy for your healing, and you are cured of
your disease. But, it doesn't mean that this healer or psychic took your
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sins upon him, and cured you, no, it does not. It seems so from the
outside. In fact, this healer is a material guide so that God can complete
His treatment of you through him, thanks to your prayer. The healer
passes through himself the last portion of the life-giving (divine) energy
from God to you, that is why, your illness fades (withers) and disappears
for a while. But if a psychic says that he cured your disease and that God
has nothing to do with it, then the energies of the disease (illness), which
were in you, will flow into a psychic and give rise to this disease already in
him.
— And is there a prayer of protection?
— O my dears, do you think the devil has not got prayers? The devil
also cures people through prayers, but those people who use these
prayers become servants of the devil. If the devil cures you, then you are
obliged to work for him, to become his slave, servant. Otherwise, the
devil returns you your own diseases, and you die of them.
If a psychic is an egoist, then the devil's essence or diseases of those
patients whom he treats always penetrates (into) him through the ego
channel. That's what you should remember. Therefore, if someone cured
you of a serious illness, for example, a witch, a surgeon, a psychic, a
healer, a devil, a God, you should always Thank God and the one who
cured (healed) you for this cure.
— It is received as a gift...
— Yes, if you received a gift from God to heal people, then you
should give this gift to people, as God gives His gift to all, all, all beings in
the Universe, without demanding something from someone in return.
God sees that such a channel is the divine, life-giving energy, which
can penetrate us, has a psychic, a healer, and God directs us from within
to this healer. God always instructs us from within or through His Sons,
Masters (Teachers), that we should always and for everything, including
for our healing, Thank the Most High, All-Good, All-Generous, Healer…
— May everything go back to normal?
— Of course. It'll be back. For example, you think, you were cured of
one or another serious illness by a psychic, a healer to whom you came,
and not by the Lord God. If you thank a psychic with money or a gift, you
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don't Thank God. Then you yourself do not open the channel to God, so
that God will reason with you, what for, for what your sinful deeds this
disease came to you. Your disease disappeared, there is joy in the heart,
and the reason which gave you this disease is not removed and remains
in you. If you do not communicate with God, because the disease does
not bother you anymore, you become spiritually blind, because you do
not know the mechanisms of sin which caused this serious illness in you.
These mechanisms continue to work in you and force you to sin again in
certain acts. Negative, devastating energies begin to penetrate (pour in)
you, which accumulate and form the same disease in you again. You've
been feeling good for a year, two, maybe three... But the following year,
the sinful energies, having been accumulated to a certain amount (a
certain potential [capacity]), will be transformed in a new qualitative
structure — a serious disease (illness).
And now, when you run back to the psychic who cured you, he will
try to treat you again, but this attempt will be unsuccessful. All efforts of
the psychic will sink into hopelessness. You will begin to rush and run
around in search of other psychics, but they will be powerless to help you,
because you are looking for them without God, but (and) from the
confusion of your soul.
Now we understand the words of Jesus Christ to the healed one:
"Sin no more..! And remember Me!" And since Jesus Christ is the Son of
God, He is the Guide (Conductor) of God the Father. The Christ taught us
with these words not to sin and always to Thank God for everything, that
is, all our thoughts and deeds (acts) to turn (direct) to God.
Remember, our sin is transformed, is encoded into this or that
disease, and purification of (from) sin is possible only with God...
— The sin... we've passed through? Has it been purified (cleansed)?
— We pass through and purify sin only with God and thanks to
(through) the acquisition of seven or more divine Epithets.
You should understand! Our karma has already been written for all
our following incarnations. And there are those diseases in these Karma
(which we have formed by our sinful deeds in past lives) that we need to
go through and purify them (only a certain part of them) in this life.
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If you, thanks to spirituality and the way to God, have acquired
those keys that help you to form sinful karma, then the disease, which is
programmed in this life, begins to gather (attract, pull) a similar disease of
(from) your future incarnations...
— That is, is it concentrated in one point and becomes karmic?
— Let's try to learn to listen to the thought to the end, because you
will find what excites you in the answer below. You may understand that
all the diseases that come upon us are karmic diseases, because they are
born by our sinful deeds.
We program for this, our life, for example (say), one disease, but it
will be heavy and painful. But we have received the keys to Light, secrets,
God in this life, and therefore — to recovery from this disease. God sees
that with this key to recovery, you will successfully cope with this disease.
But, this disease is waiting for you in a new incarnation, and perhaps it
will be not in one but in several incarnations. Thanks to your prayers to
God, He helps you to work out (fulfill), in this life also those similar
diseases which should fall upon you in the future.
— Are you given diseases?
— No! God does not give you a disease, but (and) you attract to
yourself such a disease of your future incarnations due to the divine
energies, which heal you. These healthy energies, which are gained by
your “I”, tell you, at the energy plane: "If we have coped with this disease,
why wouldn't we transform also future similar illness as now we have the
keys to the disease, from which the disease fades and disappears? After
all, we will have to look for these keys again in the next incarnation. Is it
not better now, while we have these healing keys, to "burn" such
diseases of (from) new incarnations?"And your inner "I" is agreed with
your earthly consciousness "I" for your own future benefits. After all, we
all want to live happily and without disease in the future.
— And how is it that you have not sinned here yet, and diseases
will have been programmed for future incarnations?
— My dears, you're not listening to me. After all, I told you that we
have made (created) such Karma by our past incarnations, which is
distributed (divided, assigned) among our subsequent reincarnations. And
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your new sinful deeds in this life are only added to that karma which will
fall upon you in the next life. Therefore, it turns out that your way of life
has already been programmed.
— So you won't sin according to this plan, will you?
— Why do you think so? The sinful acts, which you have already
programmed, cause you to commit even more similar sinful acts. But the
diseases which arise from these acts force you to seek a way out of these
sufferings and torments. And this search leads you to God, and hence to
good deeds that extinguish your sinful deeds.
Jesus Christ said, "I am the Alpha and the Omega, the Beginning and
the End." And if you realize these words, you will understand that the
whole program of our life is written from the beginning to the end, from
leaving God to coming to God. Only this program after the coming of the
Christ can be done either in one earthly life or...
— For a million?
— It can be also for a million reincarnations. Or it can be little by
little, from incarnation to reincarnation, until all the energies return to
the Bosom of God. Or — at once, as Jesus Christ did, that is, such an
opportunity is given only to the Sons of God. A man has only a choice how
to build his life...
— Is the date of death still fixed with the ‘compression’ of karma?
— Yes. It is because the date of your death you fix (put) yourself to
sign the "sentence": who you are. Yes, you are given the opportunity to
shorten (compress) your karma or extend (drag on, expand) at the
expense of your new incarnations, but the date of death is the result in
working out of the karma which you have planned for this life. For
example, take the earthly life of Jesus Christ. He had programmed His life
on the Earth, 33-37 years. And He shortened (compressed, clenched) His
karma of His next reincarnation in this rigid structure. But, nobody
extended His life, no one day is added, regardless of the fact that He Is
the Son of God. If the Son of God cannot extend (lengthen) His earthly
life, what can be said about us, mere mortals. Jesus Christ had to
transform in all-love all His earthly karma literally for the remaining 18
hours of the earthly life. And how to do it, God the Father showed
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(revealed) Him: "You were the Master, set (instructed) people on the
Right path (the path of the Truth), now You have to show (reveal) for the
whole humanity by Your example the Way to Me; that is You have to
acquire seven or more My Divine Epithets in practice by Your Own
example. For, until a man acquires these Epithets, he cannot enter My
Kingdom. And how to acquire these Epithets in practice, You, O Jesus,
also should show (reveal) people!" Jesus realized to the end the depth of
His Mission and began to acquire these Epithets in practice in the last
hours of His earthly life. But, alas! His disciples were not with Him; all
disciples scattered (dispersed) after His arrest. There were only women
during the trial and crucifixion. But women live by emotional energies
which block (overlap) their consciousness. Therefore, when they are
worried about Jesus, they did not see how Jesus gave to all mankind the
mechanism for the acquisition of these seven or more divine Epithets in
His sufferings and torments. And Judas, who was also present during the
national (nationwide) trial and crucifixion, was already energetically blind.
The duality that, raged in him, closed his awareness (realization) of the
true Path, which the Christ revealed in the acquisition of seven or more
divine Epithets. Judas followed the Christ in the distance, Who carried His
Cross, and did not understand the main thing. It was hard to take it in (his
head): "how can God suffer in such terrible pain. After all, He is the Son of
God, Who is able to beg (persuase) His Father, and a miracle will happen."
But this miracle did not happen, and Jesus in the eyes of Judas turned into
an ordinary man, even in a miserable, despicable servant (slave), and God
does not want to help him. Thus, Judas did not see the Truth, which was
made (creted) by Jesus Christ; he did not see the Way to God, Happiness,
and Freedom...
Thank God that at least now we are revealed by the All-Good Lord
God this Truth in the real life example of Jesus Christ. We will pass (go)
through this hard way of the Christ, only someone will pass (go) through
this way for one or several reincarnations (the Sons of God and
Hierarchs), while others will protract (drag out) this way of the Christ on
Calvary for millions of years.
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To transform your grave way of the cross, we are given prayers from
different spiritual and religious masters (Masters). God has sent the book
"The Last Hours of the Earthly Life of Jesus Christ or the True Messiah" for
us, so that we can be convinced by the example of the Christ once again
that we will not enter into God's Kingdom without seven or more divine
Epithets, where there is Joy, Happiness, Freedom and Pleasure. The way
to bliss will not be opened and will not be a miracle of healing without
these seven Epithets in our lives. All of us have to realize and understand
it when we read this book, so that to try not to make those mistakes
which lead us to one or another suffering and torment later. But even
after unknowingly committing a sinful act in a past life and coming into
this world disabled, thanks to this book, we must realize why we are
crippled in this world, which our sins in the past have affected our
physical form in this world?!
And if you learn to communicate with the Most High Lord God, then
maybe a miracle will happen to you.
Remember the bent old woman who suffered for so many years.
But the prayers led her to God and brought her to Jesus Christ. And He
only touched her, and she straightened up, became slender, and the
torment disappeared. Here it is! There is a miracle (wonder) definitely
there! It exists! For the Lord God always works miracles! And I believe in
miracles, because God worked miracles of healing through my hands,
regardless of the fact that I haven't fully believed in God yet.
And Sathya Sai Baba does miracles. And in his own way he treats
people, although this treatment is not like the treatment of Jesus Christ.
Even the miracles of the Christ are different from the miracles of Sai
Baba. But, Thank God, there are people on the Earth who work miracles
and thus direct (guide) us to the Lord God.
I don't think the Apostles exaggerated much in describing the
miracles of Jesus Christ, nor did they exaggerate in speaking of the
crucifixion of Jesus Christ.
You should understand, crucifixion in those days was a common
occurrence, and people were already tired of going to see the execution
through the crucifixion. But why did people come to this crucifixion of the
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Christ? It is because the crucified man had to die in a few hours, instead
of (not in) a few days, as it was before. Hence, there must be another kind
of crucifixion that will allow people to see new suffering and torment of
man. After all, we are always drawn to look at the suffering and torment
of the person who is in a worse position than we are. We look at it in
order to calm (comfort) ourselves with it. It was under the old crucifixion,
one could stand and freeze, without moving, so as to cause less pain. And
through the crucifixion, which the Christ and the two robbers were
executed, one will stand no longer, but will rush up and down like on fire.
That’s truly the hellish torments.

Crucifixion (shot from the film "The Last Temptation of Christ")
— I want to continue the thought of sinful karma and its
recognition to ask: we must remember that every person, who is in
contact with us, is he a mirror for us?
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— Yes. Every person who comes into contact with us in this world
has had contact with us in the past incarnation. Therefore, he who
communicates with us, he is a mirror for us, a mirror of our internal
energies.
You should understand, we do not accidentally meet [with] this or
that person here or there. Everyone has contact with us according to our
karma.
Therefore, whoever you have contact with, short or long, with a
beggar, a politician, a sage... you should always look at yourself through
the prism of this man and be attentive to his words to you. Since in the
answers, the speeches of this person will be given for you by this or that
information which will reveal to you your inner energies, that hide your
karmic acts, or those acts, which are already manifested in your daily acts.
It also happens that, when you answer the question, he asked you, you
answer yourself on the problem which you solved.
— So, you just keep watching what's going on with you?
— If you want to find answers to your questions, Yes. Watch and
analyze! If you don't want to find them, it’s your business — you'll be
spiritually blind.
There is always a spark of what corresponds to us and reveals our
inner essence in speech toward us, in the response of another person to
us...
— So if they tell you – you're a swine or something like that, is that
it?
— Yes, of course, regardless of the fact that we do not want to take
it in our address. After all, we always consider ourselves "clean" and put
on a righteous pedestal. Our task is to learn to take (accept) everything
what is said to be bad to us, no matter who says it: a wise man or a slave,
or... If we’re on strike, resent (indignant against) those words that are
directed at us, it means that we are spiritually blind and do not see that
grain of truth, that refinement of karma, which we have been shown for
our own good.
So, we gather (assamble, master) here tpgether not just so, but to
understand and realize that everything is interconnected in this world and
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comes down (falls) upon us only what is ours and belongs (is inherent)
only to us according to our own karma, by our past sinful deeds.
— On the one hand, you pray for the spiritual enlightenment of a
person who calls you a bad word or condemns you, and on the other
hand, do you reveal another facet of your personality?
— God willing (grant), if you take (accept) it humbly and do not
show aggression in response, but on the contrary, thank this person, and
then thank God that through these lips your inner hidden essence is
revealed to you.
You may understand, if someone called you names, it means that
the essence of this energy is hidden inside you. And so that this negative
essence in you disappears, dissolves, be always with God and pour out on
this person love, affection, mercy, forgiveness, patience, non-judgment...
— Will that negativity come back to him?
— Of course (Naturally). Everything that we pour out of our mouths
or make (do) with our deeds comes back (returns) to us. Only we do not
recognize this "creation" and reject it away [from ourselves], and it comes
back to us again and brings us pain or suffering. That is why we should
pray: "Oh All-Wise One, thank You, for You reveal (open) my spiritually
blind eyes to the situation... God forgive him, a sinner, for he knows not
what he says... Lord, send him all the blessings and spiritual insight
(afflatus)."
— Is it one thing to myself, but I can tell him directly anything?
— It will depend on the situation and the circumstances, which you
will be (reside) in. If he asks you for an answer, you should answer as your
heart and mind tell you. But whatever you do, be always with God. If you
are told and you are not required any response, then it will be better to
be quiet, be meek (gentle) and humble and pray a thanksgiving (grateful)
prayer to yourself. If he wants something of you, then he'll ask you...
— So, do I part to be daggers drawn with him?
— If you answered rudeness to rudeness, and you parted with him,
then, Yes. And if you humbly and meekly took (accepted) his entire
negative “fuse” and pour out love on him, then — no.
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— And if I, having listened to him, answered him:"Everything will
come back to you". What will be, then?
— Oh, honey, you're not forbidden to say that. Only, perhaps, he
does not hear your words, or they will piss him off (anger him). You have
to talk when he wants to listen to you, to get information for his own
good. If he's angry with you, your speech will only add fuel to the fire.
Why do you provoke with good answers to the new anger of your abuser?
This negative energy under righteous masks will return to you again, as it
is born in this situation by your lips, but it is covered by righteousness.
— But if I want to get my way?
— Here, you will get yours, and if you'll like it, we don't know. To
achieve one's goal is an egoistic manifestation. We do not notice how
negative energies penetrate into us at this moment. But certain negative
energy will pull together also different pain and suffering (anguish) for us.
— But is selfishness good or bad?
— It depends on your point of view on this issue (problem) to
watch.
It is necessary to know that the whole creative process is based on
the selfishness. All art rests on selfishness. So, is it worth looking at
egoism as something negative? After all, without his own "I" man would
not be a man. If a person is without "I", he is already a robot, a machine.
You just have to learn to control your ego, your self, for your own good.
But only the one will learn to control his "ego", who will always Thank the
Most High Lord God for everything. No matter who you are — a slave or a
wise man, each person in his own way shows his "ego": openly, selfishly
or under a righteous mask. We make (do, create) ourselves and grow our
"I", our "ego".
If someone of the spiritual-religious people speaks to you about the
"ego" only from the negative side and teaches you to give up your "ego"
and to become his (teacher’s) obedient instrument, you should know that
this teacher (master) is in error and misleads you.
You should understand, God never demands anything from us and
does not make (force) us to do anything by force (forcibly) if we do not
want to. God simply invites (offers) us to be His co-creator, in order to
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dwell (be, reside), as He dwells (is, does), and in His Creativity He receives
Joy, Pleasure, Bliss in Eternity. And our creativity is short, and hence the
joy, pleasure we get for a short time. In addition to all this, we have to
pay either money, or in kind, or body, or disease, or suffering for all the
material pleasures which we want to receive, to experience.
— Are there claims on comfort?
— Yes, we all love comfort. Civilization is developped by the human
race to have comfort. Comfort is our materialized desires from which we
feel this or that satisfaction, pleasure. And our ego, our self, is based on
our desires. Our "ego" with our similar desires also brings us together in
certain unions, companies, and communities... like kindred spirits (souls).
— And, does the fact that we sit here, confirms the kinship of our
spirits (souls)?
— Necessarily. If we gathered (together) here and talk about high
matters, it means that we have met many times in different incarnations.
And it has been not just here, on the Earth. Even here, on the Earth, we
have met more than once in past incarnations, and in different countries.
I know about myself, which countries I lived in past incarnations:
China, India, Persia, Palestine, Egypt, Greece, Rome, Spain, France,
Holland, America, and Russia... I do not know who you were in these
countries, but, in all probability, my disciples, if you have come to me
then. Many disciples who loved me very much are in me, and those who
have come into contact with my doctrine (teaching) are in you now.
You may understand, we are drawn to each other according to our
own likenesses. For example, we have similar energies of minerals,
precious stones, the same vegetable, animal energies, and common
energies on the way to God, etc.Therefore, when we are united around a
certain Divine doctrine (teaching), we are looking for ways of
transformation and merging of souls in order to gain divine ecstasy, to
find the way that allows us to receive pleasure, joy and bliss. Our
aspirations (longings, strivings) for God unite us on this or that material
level, and through love for each other we merge and look for our own
kind for new mergers. If we, all of us, come out of One World Soul, we are
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all relatives, we are all brothers and sisters, and therefore we will merge
into One Soul again.
— If a person appeals to you with a complaint, should you just
(only) listen to him humbly and silently and wait..?
— Yes, as long as he does not ask. For, when he asks you anything,
he gives you the opportunity to say (talk). But if the offended person asks
you nothing, and you want to help with the word, then remember the
action of Jesus Christ in relation to Magdalene. The Christ said: "Sister,
the dawn of heaven! Find the strength to listen to Me..."And if there is no
protest of the offended person, then tell him what you want to say. And
what to say to the offended person, we must learn from the Christ! The
offended person should not be spoken about his insults and humiliations,
from which he is suffering now; he should not be spoken about morals
and righteous behavior according to public morality, your words should
be permeated with affection, tenderness and love, to support the dying
spirit in the offended person. You should not be a master (teacher) but
(and) a loving healer, a gracious friend towards the offended person. Will
you watch Jesus say to Magdalene, "Sister, don't think you're a sinner..."
We must first strengthen the human spirit in (of) the offended person, so
that he feels like a man. And for that, with the help of words, you need to
remove the stone of sinful gravity (severity), which turns him into a
wretched, pathetic creature.
— But, will you try to give your warmth while a person can accept
it? Othewise you won't be a lover...
— ... and obsessive — "it was another voice.
— You should understand that it is possible to give warmth to a
person not only by an act, by a word, which is clearly noticeable on the
material level, but you can also give your love on the mental level through
a prayer to God. Through this channel, you can transfer your warmth to a
person as much as you want without prejudice to you being obsessive,
not being beloved...
You should know there are five senses in our body, through which
we receive information from the outside, which (information) we attract
by law: similar one is attracted by similar one. Each of our senses is
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associated with the Element. And if we come into contact with an
external situation which affects us negatively, creates trouble, torment or
pain, illness for us, then we should pray to God in Thanksgiving prayer.
And thus we purify in ourselves the Element which brought us destruction
by our own karma, by our sinful deeds. So we gradually purify within us
the Elements, from Earth to Ether thanks to the prayer to the Lord Gord.
And when our next life (reincarnation) will be (take place) in the world
and civilization of a particular Element, this life will be prosperous for us,
without any serious torments and sufferings.
For example, our eyes are connected with the element of fire, it
means that here, on the earth we see something bad, negative and pray
to God and wish everyone all the best and spiritual insight, and we gain
(find) in ourselves humility, meekness (gentleness), non-judgment,
mercy… and then, thereby we purify the element of fire. And when, after
series of reincarnations, we get into the world of the Element of Fire, in a
particular civilization, our life will be happy in this world. In the same way,
if we hear negative information and pray to God, then we have the
element of air cleared, which means that when we get into the world of
the Element of the Mental, our life will flow in joy and happiness there.
My dear ones, will you always remember [that] if this or that
negative information comes to you through these or those senses, or this
or that trouble, offense, grief comes down (falls) upon you, — all this is
yours on the astral plane and returns to you according to your own sins.
You may show (manifest) seven divine Epithets at this moment in yourself
and communicate with God through Thanksgiving prayer, then you will
come out of any negative situation...
— But if in my address it will said something bad, I can get stuck on
it, pull these energies to think about myself that I'm bad, blame myself...
— It is necessary to learn in such situations not to blame yourself,
but to Thank the All-Wise Lord God for the fact that through the negative
words, which are directed at you, a sign comes to reveal to you your inner
essence: who you are, that is, what negativity is hidden in you. For
according to the law: similar thing is attracted by similar thing; our inner
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negativity attracts to itself the outer negativity, which we have made
(created) ourselves once; it was either in this life or in past incarnations.
If you pray, when a flood of negative words comes down (falls) upon
you, "Lord, Thank you..." — then this loving prayer will not allow "dirty"
energies to penetrate into your body. But if you don't pray, then the
crafty devil under the mask of the righteousness teaches you to blame, to
scold yourself, to have penetrated even more destructive energies in you,
and later you will suffer of them...
Therefore it is necessary to try not to get stuck on anything, and it is
better to learn to do a Thanksgiving prayer to the Most High Lord God.
And the obsession with the bad things fills you with similar energies,
which are transformed inside you in a particular disease, torment.
— Do women get particularly stuck?
— They are more predisposed to it, as essentially female —
medium-antenna. She is born (built) to receive and store information...
— Where are the criteria of purity of prayer?
— The exact criteria of the pure prayer do not exist (There are no
exact criteria of the pure prayer). But a pure prayer can be considered the
one that contains the words of the Loving essence of the Lord God, which
is permeated by His Beautiful Epithets, and allows a person to experience
inner joy of this prayer in the heart.
When you're happy, you're not going to say bad words, scream, cry
and swear, are you?
Will you try to thank while swearing?
Somehow it does not work. For, love is born (engenders) in our
Thanksgiving.
— And if we criticize with love?
— Sometimes love kills (Someone loves and kills). The Ogre wouldn't
eat people if he doesn't love them (laughter).
Love can exist in two aspects at once: in creation and in destruction.
Everything depends on us what (which) aspect of love is more acceptable
for us. Although we should not forget that our oral cavity (mouth) is made
(organized) so that we destroy something delicious, sweet, and beautiful.
For, we gain energy for our flesh through this destruction.
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— Are people always — vampires, if they provoke a quarrel
(fight)? May be they come to reveal (show) you only yours?
— If people can not get through (live) a day without food, material
food, he is a vampire in relation to any food. Because of this food he gets
(draws upon) energy for his existence. And since man is a multistructured entity, to ensure the viability (vital activity) of this structure, a
person becomes a vampire both on the mental level, and on the
emotional and material levels. Therefore, to divide people into vampires
and givers — it means not to understand the encompassing essence of
the human being, which always works on vampirism — the search for
happiness and pleasure. But as (since) there is a spark of God in the
person, thanks to the All-Good, All-Generous God, a person also learns to
give the energy for the benefit of (to) someone or for the benefit of the
society, state, mankind.
Yes, when a person provokes a quarrel, although he is a vampire,
but this way he shows (reveals) us how we used to be in a similar
situation, provoked a quarrel to vampire "dirty" energies from other
people, and, perhaps, from the one who provokes us to quarrel.
— And how will he be purified?
— Just as you are looking for certain ways of purification, so he will
look for these ways of purification, when at a certain time, a person,
being tired of pain and suffering, will begin to look for the way to
happiness, joy. Especially then the purification will go at a rapid pace
(fast), when a person realizes, thanks to (through) books or a master
(Master), that those torments and sufferings which come down (fall)
upon him, are born by his own sinful deeds (acts).
Each person creates (builds) his own subsequent life according to his
sinful karma in order to go (pass) through his stage of purification through
torment. But, without a spiritual master (Master), the path of man’s
purification is intricate (confused), a man follows it, with the help of his
deeds in the struggle with torments (throes) engenders new sins, karma.
According to this karma, a new life will be created (built) in another
incarnation with new torments as a new stage of purification. Thus, a
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man is in the Wheel of Samsara in the world of suffering and death, and
he cannot escape from this vicious circle without a master (Master).
We are taught to separate (divide) our actions into good and bad,
into lower and upper levels, and to fight with low sinful energies through
various prohibitions. Through these prohibitions, through this division
(separation), which generates a negative attitude to all sins in man, we
build ourselves traps of different tortures, in which we fall, and in
addition we blame others for being caught into these traps and suffering.
It is necessary not only to learn to divide and rule — it is the egoistic
(selfish), vain principle, which is taught to all people, that’s why humanity
suffers, it turns out, everything must be united (integrated) into a Single
entity through the process of All-Love. For, everything came out of, was
born by All-Love (of God), everything will also come back, return to God
through All-Love. That's the Law!
Remember, my dear, the world in general is unique and amazing in
that energies merge, and with a certain amount they acquire a new
quality. Positive energies are united, make (create), give birth to a new
light, color and good. But if negative energies are united, then at certain
amounts, at different potentials, different destructive both natural and
social (public) phenomena are born. When evil accumulates, it can turn
into a particular bomb which will destroy itself. That is, a new quality
from the accumulation of a certain amount of negative energies is
emptiness. And in this emptiness, in whom and in what negative energies
have been accumulated, they are scattered, sprayed like a grenade, a
mine, a bomb, like a person who got into the epicenter of the explosion.
That such or a similar fate awaits the killers (murderers) in the afterlife
and in the new incarnation.
— And, do our cells also fly apart at the time of death?
— At the time of physical death, our astral body (life [vital]
structure) is collapsing, and we may feel ruptures at the cellularmolecular level. Only a sinner would seem that he was stung by
thousands of scorpions — and there is a cause of agony in man, and the
saints — feel the blessed vibration. As well as the astral body experiences
misery, suffering, but not the physical body, then you may imagine what
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anguishes will have those people who killed. I do not envy these people,
but regret them and wish them to find a God of Love, Mercy, and
Forgiveness in their souls...
As soon as a person, who killed, leaves his flesh, his astral body
begins to be torn as if from explosion in the other world, and thus he feels
terrible pain, just as if pieces of flesh are torn of the live person... And
every piece of astral energy, having flown aside from such a blast is
looking for an incarnation on the earth in any living being, plant or animal
which have to die by human hands or in the family friends,
acquaintances, relatives, to whom they nourished (nurtured) love or hate.
We must not forget that love is also hidden in hatred— it is a desire, a
wish for revenge, and there is our love in a wish and a desire.
If the astral body is shattered into pieces and aspires to incarnations
as similar one to similar one, then the fiery body of this person aspires to
gather (collect) all these astral pieces together through different
reincarnations. This responsibility may take another man who was closely
associated (and possibly with love) on fiery plane with this man. Then all
the scattered astral pieces of the body (energies) will gradually merge
(flow) into this person. So we must remember that if there is a process of
separation, splitting, there is always a process of unification, connection
of separated energies into a single entity. And more, our body in the
astral world is shattered into separate pieces only if the critical sum of
negative energies exceeds the power of love, which keeps (holds) the
astral body in a single system. The more critical potential of the
destructive energies in man, the greater the amount (number) of the
energy pieces the astral body shatters. Here we must also remember that
the more spiritual was a person who committed a lot of evil, the more
likely that after physical death his scattered astral pieces of energy will be
incarnated not only in certain plants or animals, but also in people with
lower spiritual potential as slaves, beggars, sufferers. So a king, a
emperor, a commander will work out his crimes and be purified through
the life of plants, animals, slaves, beggars, sufferers, etc. And until
everything will be tormented and suffered to the end, he will not be able
to unite (join) all astral scattered pieces of life-giving energies into a single
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entity with the same spiritual potential to become the king, the emperor,
the commander once again, but another step will be higher on spiritually.
In this way, man is constantly purified (cleansed) of his own sinful
activities (deeds, acts) through suffering and torment in order to make an
advance (move) towards the Kingdom of God, where there is eternal
Happiness, Joy and Bliss.
You should understand, it is only to us, in terms (from the point of
view) of earthly life, it seems that one person degrades and as if he comes
(falls) down into the society of bad people, into so-called dregs of society,
and the other or others rise up (ascend) and are an example (a model) to
follow how to live properly. In fact, if we see the development of man as
a whole in this Universe, he moves to the Lord God as if in a spiral, then
he rises up, then he comes (falls) down to rise up (ascend) again.
— Is it because always the quantitative accumulation of light leads
to a qualitative leap?
— Yes, it should not be forgotten. Each person will work out (fulfill)
his slaughters (murders) through different sufferings and torments in full
until he realizes that it is better to live with love for good deeds than for
destructive ones. We work out our sinful deeds on all energyinformational fields, in all elements, on which different worlds with their
civilizations are based.
For example, if I am a king or a tsar here, on the earth, then, in the
astral world, according to my sinful deeds I will enter the world where I
will be a slave. And then, when I enter the fiery world, according to my
sins I will be a slave there again. Similarly, in the mental world, I will be a
slave. Then, when after all these things I will be incarnated on the earth
again, I will not be a king or a tsar, and I will be an average person to have
a material, earthly level to fulfill (work out) the sins of the past
incarnation. If I can do it successfully, with love and respect for
everything, then after physical death in the astral world I will be able to
become a king or a tsar again in this or that civilization...
These jumps and falls force us to acquire both knowledge and
experience in order to direct gradually our soul to the All-Existing (AllBeing, Almighty) Lord God.
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But if we determine (define) for ourselves the existence of God, with
Whom it is necessary to look for protection and assistance, one should
not forget: what you will ask God for, that you get. If a man prays: "Lord, I
am your servant!"—that man becomes a slave in a particular world, in
one or another civilization. A person gets into the wonderful worlds for
his beautiful prayers to God, but he will be a slave there, will bring and
serve, while working on (for) his good master. The wise men will visit this
master’s place, but this man-slave will serve them, listen to their wise
speeches, but he will not be able to eat with them and drink delicious
wine, for he is a slave. Then he can afford to take the rest (remained)
food after the guests had gone, and if the master (landlord) allows to do
it.
You should understand, God does not make us slaves, but we
ourselves make it, and then we take offense at God and blame Him for
the fact that we have such a slave life.
A man can be a slave, or he can be as a child, as well as a brother
and a sister, a husband, a wife, a mother, a father, a friend, a beloved (a
lover) for God. That is why the Sons of God are born by fathers and
mothers; they have brothers and sisters, friends and beloved (lovers).
This is all done to make each person feel like a father or a mother, a
brother or a sister, a friend or a beloved (a lover) in relation to God.
Whatever one wants to have, he also receives (gets) it. And if the holy
fathers (saints) passionately want to become slaves of God, they receive it
at their request. But the Lord God is All-Loving, and He explains to
everyone through the Spirit of the Truth, through His Son of God, the
Master, that every man is the son of God, the beloved for God. God
explains that only the person who will find the energies of the Son of God,
the energies of the Beloved (Lover), also will be able to enter His Kingdom
and merge with Him together in the Blissful Ecstasy. For, only Beloved
(Lovers) want to merge together. Thus the Beloved Son of God, having
fulfilled his Mission on the Earth, returns to the Kingdom of God, merges
Together with God and becomes Himself as God the Father, the Lord God.
The first and the only one who revealed (showed) this way for all
mankind is Jesus Christ. The Christ revealed (showed) that the Way to the
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Absolute, to the One Most High God is (lies) only to (through) God the
Father and only through the merging together with God the Father in a
Single Entity.
That's just brilliant! Amazing!
— Where is our karma recorded? How can we know where our
working out (practice) is?
— Our karma is recorded on all 36 bodies, which we have: 7 etheric
bodies, 7 mental bodies, 7 fiery bodies, 7 astral bodies and 7 terrestrial
(earthly) bodies. Our astral body with its karma generates, makes
(creates) our flesh through the genetic structure. Therefore, all our
earthly karma is recorded on the genetic spiral, which having unfolded,
on the one hand, forms our flesh with certain proportions, beauty and
diseases, and on the other hand, — pulls from the outside those
situations and circumstances which give us different pleasures, or grief,
torments, sufferings of (from) various (different) troubles. This karma is
imprinted on our desires (wants) and wishes (wills), and our heart is
disposed on it, like an antenna. Therefore, in figurative language, we can
say that our karma is recorded in our heart. Here we want one thing, then
another... And the fulfillment (working out) of our karma is written in our
desires and wishes. And the devil is a crafty (sly) genius only because he
knows all our desires and wishes. In these wishes and desires the devil
also places (puts) traps for us so that we would have been caught in them
and would have turned into his servants, to play a role of destroyers. That
is, in an effort to satisfy our wishes and desires, the devil leads us on such
a path that we would have destroyed something, would show greed,
anger, in other words, would commit a particular sin or sins. And the
more we commit sins, the more we are drawn to them, and so we
become slaves of the devil, slaves of our karma. But if we know our
wishes and desires, aspire to them to receive this or that pleasure, and
we communicate with the All-Good Lord God, saying: "Lord! Thank You...
Glory to You, All-Generous... "– then the Holy Spirit, the Spirit of the Truth
descends upon us and very carefully guides us through this or that
temptation. Only if we go (pass) through a sin with the Holy Spirit we can
be made white, melted down, and purified (cleansed) of that sin. But if
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we struggle (fight) with a sin through various prohibitions or run away to
the wilderness (desert), cave, monastery, in order not to commit this or
that sin, it does not say (mean) that we have won this sin and that this sin
will no longer bother us. No, no and no. A sin is dissolved only in the AllLove thanks to the Holy Spirit, and there are no other ways of the
disappearance (extinction) of a sin.
Jesus Christ is right in pointing out that the Kingdom of the Lord God
— the Kingdom of Bliss, Beauty and Joy — must be sought first of all in
the heart. You have to change yourself above all, and then the world
around you will be changed.
He who leaves this world in search of the Paradise (heavens)
happiness to another world, he unwittingly (inadvertently) attracts (pulls
on) the energies of greed, selfishness, dislike, neglect, disdain, etc.
So how can one go to Heaven, if he commits such sins, even under
the righteous mask of virtue?
No, such a righteous man will not go to heaven. For, Paradise must
be built first of all in the heart in this world and in this society, but (and)
he should not run away from this society.
As long as I live in this world, in this society, I will always try to
Thank the Most High Lord God for everything. For, if I learn to acquire
seven or more divine Epithets in myself in all situations and circumstances
in this world, it will help me to give birth to peace, grace, and to make
(create) the temple of God in my heart. It means that wherever I come
from different worlds, external grace, joy, happiness, paradise life will be
built (based) according to my inner grace.
So if you are told: "There is a mystical experience there! There's
Nirvana! There is a world of Paradise! There!.. And the earth is an illusion,
a myth, it must be abandoned and strive only for the Kingdom of God!"
Remember, this is a trick of the devil, the genius of the devil, to lure you
into his net under a righteous mask. He who runs away from society for
the sake of a bright future, he already avoids his karma, which he must
fulfill (work out) in society. And there is no way to escape from karma,
and in the next incarnation, instead of going to heaven, this righteous
man will get into the life he escaped (fled) from, and will pass through the
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tests (trials), sufferings and torments, he escaped (fled) from. What a
surprise! He aspired to Heaven and went to hell. No wonder they say:
"Man himself paved the way to hell with good intentions." Here, the holy
fathers, the righteous people, recluses, hermits, monks, et cetera also got
into the traps of the devil.
Jesus Christ taught people not to run away from this world, from a
sinful society, but on the contrary, He taught people, while living in that
society, to build the Kingdom of God in their hearts. And, as you can see,
it is not understood by Christians from the Doctrine (Teaching) of Jesus
Christ. Christians together with believers of other denominations blindly
rushed to the illusory Paradise, Nirvana, and Emptiness and forgot that it
is necessary to build this Paradise in the heart. So, humanity itself became
confused (entangled), and blames (accuses) God.
God is not to blame for your bad life, but you yourself. Whatever a
man sows, that he will also reap!
— Does every person have some kind of mission? Should a person
realize this mission? If he does not realize this mission in his life, will not
a person gain additional bad energies?
— Yes, every person has his own mission on the earth – the
transformation of the materialized energies through himself on the
material, emotional-mental and mental levels. Each person fulfills his
mission according to his karma. Therefore, there is no such a thing that a
person does not realize his mission. He always realizes (implements) it.
Only this mission is carried out quietly and calmy by some people, it is
fulfilled as life of the common (general) mass of people by others, and
this mission is carried out brightly on a certain piece of life by the thirds,
and they become well-known for the public in all spheres: society,
science, culture, sport, etc.
If our mission is inscribed in our karma, and karma is based on our
wishes (wills) and desires, then it is no longer necessary to talk about the
failure (non-fulfillment) of our mission on the earth.
— But if I do not fulfill my mission on the earth, will my unworked
out karma still come down (fall) upon me?
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— We can not fulfill our mission on the earth only if we jump up to
work out another mission, which is more spiritual. Something similar
happens to hermits, recluses, monks who want to retire from the society,
the state, to live only for God or for Nirvana or to enter the Absolute,
Emptiness. Those who jump from one mission to another, higher mission,
under righteous masks, will still have to go back to the earth and fulfill
(work out) the mission, karma, from which they refused. For, this mission
or karma is their own act (deed), which is born by them once. Therefore,
they will not be able to enter the Kingdom of God or Nirvana until they
fulfill this mission, karma, that is, until they turn the acts (deeds), which
are recorded in this mission into all-love.
You need to communicate with the Most High Lord God through a
loving prayer of Thanksgiving and repentance in order to see your
mission. Then the Holy Spirit, the Spirit of the Truth, will descend upon
you and reveal to you your mission on the earth. But whatever your
mission on the earth is, it leads you to gain (acquire, find) seven or more
divine Epithets.
The more we communicate with the Lord God, the more we see
through the Holy Spirit, through inner afflatus (inspiration, insight,
enlightenment, illumination), and begin to see our way through life with
our mission (Mission) and with our fulfillment (working out, practice) of
karma (Karma). If we see clearly with the help of the Holy Spirit, we do
not jump from the lower mission to the more spiritual one, but humbly
and meekly work out one mission and under the guidance of the Holy
Spirit move to another, higher mission.
— And if you came to the earth immediately spiritually sighted,
what’s then?
— No, dear (honey), it is not gonna happen (it will not happen).
Now, if people are born thirty years old on the earth at once, at the age of
spiritual prosperity, then it is another matter. But it is impossible. And
what else, if I came to the earth immediately spiritually sighted, I would
clearly see the good and evil, dirt and purity, good and bad things and I
would avoid those "dirty", bad situations, which would come down (fall)
upon me. And if I avoid these situations, I will not work out the karma
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which I need to work out in them. If I do not fulfill this karma now, my
energies in the next incarnation will make me spiritually blind so that I
cannot avoid working out my own sinful karma.
Therefore, all of us come to this world spiritually blind, only each
man – at his own level, for, each man has his own karma and his own
mission.
— Sasha, how can I realize my mission on the earth, how can I
understand whether I fulfill my role or "chill out (take it easy)"? Do souls
have to do the same work in order to return to the Lord God? Does
everyone have their own work: one lies (is) on the lawn and prays (as in
Paradise), and the other works hard?
— You should understand that, as it has been said, each person
carries out his mission, not only on the Earth, but also on other planets
according to his karma (Karma). For, the mission of man is to transform all
energies through him, to transform them into light, so that, speaking in
figurative language, the light returns to the Kingdom of the Lord God,
since it is said that the Kingdom of God is the Kingdom of Light.
And how do you know if you are fulfilling your mission or you are
not? Don't worry! Almost everyone fulfills their mission, whether they
know it or they do not. If your mission is written in karma, and karma is
based on your wills (wishes) and desires, then in all situations and
circumstances you are forced to fulfill your mission.
One can realize one's mission (Mission) only with the Holy Spirit, the
Spirit of the Truth. Let's not forget that the devil wants to impose your
mission — working out (fulfillment) your sins.
— But is there laziness?
— So what?! After all, laziness is an act, the essence of which is to
do nothing. And any act is connected (associated) with karma. Hence, you
gain laziness according to your own karma. If you do not have the
opportunity to lie on the lawn and show your laziness according to your
karma, you will never be able to do it. Though, no one will ban you to
dream about it. No matter how you physically rush to the lawn, your own
circumstances and situations will not let you do it. There will be such
forces, which will simply throw (shove) you out of this lawn.
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You even cannot acquire laziness in your house, except for those
hours of sleep, which are sent by the karma to you. It seems that you did
all the work, lay down to rest, and then...
— The phone rang!
— Or the doorbell rang!
— Or a husband came home from work...
— Yes! Get off the couch and do what you're supposed to do. That
is, your own karma will force you to live so that you fulfill your mission.
Whether you want it or not, you will transform the materialized energies
through yourself, but only on your energy level, in your narrow circle, but
if a person acquires a higher spiritual potential, then this circle of
transformation increases. And this circle of transformation among highly
spiritual people and spiritual Masters is even greater, but it has a
different level from the bottom to the top. But whoever you are: from a
slave to a sage (Sage) — you always fulfill your mission (Mission).
— I do not only fulfill (perform), but do I also make (create) a new
karma for myself?
— Yes, darling! According to our deeds (acts), our new karma is
made (created), which will affect our new incarnation in the next life.
Everyone fulfills his karma according to his spirituality and his past
deeds (acts). But when a person lives (passes a certain life) here, in the
material world, he acquires a certain amount of knowledge, spirituality,
so that in his next incarnation the circle of energy transformation in the
range from gross (coarse) to subtle is extended (expanded) and shifted to
"subtle" energies, spiritual energies. So little by little and gradually,
having worked out one karma, a person acquires the opportunity to work
out another karma in the next life, thus he ascends (climbs) the spiritual
ladder to the Kingdom of the Lord God, and gradually fulfills all his
missions from the slave to the sage (Sage), Master, Messiah, Guide, Son
of God.
Look at the seeds, especially at the plants of the same kind (species).
They are similar to each other, and in our opinion, there are almost no
differences among them. But different plants grow of them: some are
high, others are low, some are weak, others are powerful, etc.
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So is humanity. It has always existed, it is eternal. But the seed of
this humanity is 36-54-108 Masters, Sons of God, who contain the Karma
of all people. 1,000 people-masters are born by each of the Son of God in
the first circle of the Element of Ether; each of these people-masters in
the second circle of the Element of Air gives rise to another 1,000 people,
including masters (teachers). Thus, in the second circle of the Element of
Ether there will be 1 000 000 (million) people-masters. And in the third
circle of the Element of Ether there will be 1 000 000 000 (billion) peoplemasters. And since there are only seven energy-informational circles in
the Element of Ether, then on the seventh circle of the Element of Ether
there will be 10007 or 1021 people-masters. But the Element of Mental
(Air) also includes seven energy-informational circles. So, on the seventh
circle of the Element of Mental there will be 1042 people-masters — this is
the World Mind, the Mind of the Universe; the Worlds begin to be born
according to the World Mind, first — in the Element of Fire, then — in the
Element of Astral (Water), and after that — in the Element of Earth. And
here, in the Element of Earth different human fleshes are made (created),
in which dwell the energies of the ether, mental, fire, water, earth,
minerals, plants, insects, animals, birds... so that a man started his work
on transformation of all materialized energies through himself, to fulfill
(do) some mission within the range of his power circle, according to his
karma.
So, each Master in the Element of Ether gives birth to other 1,000
masters, distributes between them the fulfillment of certain karmas, and
there are billions or more... such various karmas.
Therefore, each of the 5.5 billion inhabitants of the Earth fulfills his
karma, according to his energy hierarchy, and he is directed by one or
another Master of the Mental Plane.
Karma unfolds through Masters in the Universe and Karma collapses
through Masters again, and the Universe also collapses according to
Karma.
144 thousand of righteous men according to the Bible are the last
Masters in the Element of Ether, Who may be transformed into 36-108
Great Masters, the Sons of God, the Holy Spirits, Who will enter the
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Kingdom of God. But these 36-108 Sons of God will contain all the
Humanity of the Universe, all the people not only of the Earth, but also of
other planets, constellations, galaxies. For, everything comes from and is
born by the Lord God, everything is supported by Him in the Universe,
and everything returns to Him through the flesh of man, through the flesh
of the Master, through the flesh of the Sons of God.
If we consider the development of man in the Universe from Master
to slave and from slave to Master, the Universe will appear figurativelysymbolically before man in the form of a flower: tulip, rose, cornflower,
aster, dahlia, etc. And that's until a person works out (lives up) every leaf,
every petal of a flower, because a certain karma of life is recorded on
each petal and leaf, he will not be able to enter the Kingdom of God.

Galaxy. Nebula in the form of flower
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It is supposed (Let's say), our Universe is a Rose flower. And so we
work out the life of each petal, which is, figuratively speaking, a particular
Galaxy with their lives. In one petal we will not be able to work out all the
Karma of the Flower at once. We do it gradually, having moved to live
from one petal to another, for, the first one dies, and we find life on the
other petal. So, we will move from one petal to another until the whole
rose is (becomes) dry. Then the Universe of the Rose collapses, and after
a while the Universe of chamomile is born. Now humanity will work out
the Karma of chamomile. And we gradually work out Karma of
chamomile, petal by petal, leaf by leaf. And since a certain part of
humanity is distributed throughout the petal, then all people will not
equally work out the karma of this petal, for each section of this petal
bears different karma, both horizontally and vertically.
Humanity will never be able to work out the karma of the Universe
equally, for the Universe itself is different in power (energy) structure: the
Flower of the Rose, the Chamomile, the Dahlia, etc. Here we must also be
able to realize that, while working out the Karma of the Daisy, humanity
makes (creates) karma Cornflower. When a new Universe is born in the
form of a Cornflower, then, having worked out this Karma, humanity
makes (creates) Karma of Rose.
That is why the Lord God the Creator has eternal Karma.
Why is eternal karma necessary for God the Creator?
It is necessary for us to be (stay) in eternal life, in eternal creativity
(Creativity), in eternal search of various pleasures, joy and bliss.
If the Lord God did not have Karma, then there would be no us,
there would be no Galaxies, Cosmos, and Universe. Then there would be
no God. That's what the sages and religious-spiritual masters (teachers)
[Masters (Teachers)] of that time and our days did not understand. He
who aspires to eternal Rest, gets to eternal vanity. This is the law in the
Universe, which is based on the Creative Process of God the Creator.
God is Joy, Pleasure, Happiness, Rest (Peace) and Creativity. God is
All-Love. This All-Love we also should look for in the world where we are,
and not somewhere alse, in Mirage lands, countries, planets,
constellations, worlds.
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You should find the God of All-Love in yourself, and then Joy will
illuminate you, and you will be Blessed!
— Sasha! How I want to love you — forever! (Laughter, smiles,
applause..!)
— My dears! I am an ordinary man, like you. And if God through the
Holy Spirit, the Spirit of the Truth gives a lot, then I want to share with
you the Joy, Happiness, Knowledge which the Lord God reveals to me.
It is not forbidden to love me forever, but it is better to learn to love
God in your heart. And God will give you love both to those people who
surround you and to me. If you learn to love your enemies, to pray for
those who spitefully use you and persecute you, then your love for me
will be true, and it will not be expressed only in (by) words.
You may understand, many thousands people loved Jesus Christ
when He healed them and gave them knowledge. Many people also told
Him: "I want to love you forever!" But what has happened with those
who spoke these words, when Jesus Christ was condemned to a shameful
death, when a crowd of thousands spat upon Him and slandered
(blackened) Him with various swear words?
Remember, it is easy to slander any person, even a righteous one.
But will you be able to bear your love to the end to the person whom you
loved and to whom you spoke about your eternal love for him, will you be
able to keep your love at a time when the whole society will condemn
him and lead him to a shameful death? But it can happen to me. And
where then will your eternal love for me be? "Do not be offended
because of me," The Christ warned his disciples.
I am grateful to you for your love for me, and I want to give you
Light, Joy, Love, Knowledge during this time of communication, Thanks to
the Most High, All-Generous, All-Good... Lord God
(There was a slight pause)
— Sasha, why are there bugs, cockroaches, mosquitoes..? Why do
they bite us?
— Oh, my dear, if there is Karma of the Lord God the Creator, then
there is Karma of the Universe, Cosmos, Galaxies, Solar systems, Planets,
moons. There is karma of stones, plants, animals, man. That is, all have
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their own karma and their purpose. And each creature has its own
development of karma on its energy and material levels.
Remember, just because everything exists in this world for a reason
(not in vain), everything is born by our thoughts, and these thoughts
acquire certain forms in different living beings in the material world.
It can be said on the base of this information that bedbugs, lice,
mosquitoes, cockroaches... — these are all our "biting" thoughts, "dirty"
thoughts, various small sinful thoughts, all kinds of condemnation,
censure, abuse, discontent, resentment, etc.
The whole "small fry" in nature is made (created) by us, according to
our various small (mean) energies (thoughts).
Everything is made (created) by our thoughts – everything in nature:
from minerals, plants, insects, animals to humans (men)... Therefore, if
you destroy something, you are trying to destroy your thought, which has
acquired certain material forms.
Moreover, we already know that the struggle (fight) does not lead
us to happiness. For in the struggle (fight), when we make (create) dislike,
we reap suffering.
— What shall we do with (about) them?
— No matter how you dealt with them: mosquitoes, bedbugs,
cockroaches — always Thank the Most High Lord God and the wish all the
best (benefits) and spiritual insight (enlightenment) to the murdered
(slain, killed) ones.
And it is better to pray and be friends with them. Be humble, meek,
and patient. Then they will leave (go away from) you.
— But if they will increasingly multiply and bite?
— A prayer is still stronger than chlorophos! But if you are
unbearable, then use all means, just Thank God for it.
Remember, when you throw away or kill mosquitoes, cockroaches,
bedbugs, your thoughts are changed.
— Is it purposefulness (focus)?
— Yeah, homicidal tendencies. We kill first on the mental level, then
we kill with our hand. So we accumulate the sin of murder, which grows
imperceptibly from killing of a mosquito to murder of a person.
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But if you tell water and spray (sprinkle) it around the room, then
after several such procedures, the cockroaches will go away from your
apartment.
— Do they go to a neighbor? (It is laughter.)
— Nothing can be done, when we use hex water, it also changes
energy plane in the places where cockroaches live, and such a power
plane is not suitable for them, they are unable to live in it and so they
crawl out to other places.
— Do they think?
—All think! Both stones, and grass, and plants, and insects... You
should talk (speak) to everyone and everything gently and with love. They
who can not live in your energy plane, they will leave your place of
residence, without causing you harm.
There were such monks who by their presence in the cell forced to
leave the cell multitude of bedbugs.
— What do people mean when they talk about purification
(cleansing) of karma?
— Since karma is the whole set of human actions, from the most
sinful to the most good, then to purify karma means to transform sinful
actions into good ones. Therefore, it is best of all to purify (cleanse)
karma (Karma) with the Most High, All-True, All-Knowing... Lord God. That
is, the Holy Spirit, the Spirit of the Truth, which comes from the Most High
Lord God, best of all will reveal (show) you how to purify your karma. And
since everyone has their own karma, then the ways of purification will be
different. God works in mtstrous ways (The ways of the Lord are
inscrutable), and therefore the ways of purification of karma are different
for all people. Therefore, we are provided (presented) by God's freedom
of choice in this or that act, for in our desires and wishes, the fulfillment
(working out) of our karma is recorded (written).
To purify (cleanse) karma means to get rid of its bad sides, replace
them with good ones. Karma gets out only in the process of acts (deeds)
and no more, because there are no other ways. It turns out that in order
to purify (cleanse) your karma from a particular sin, you must not be
afraid, when this sin comes down (falls) upon you, you should not repel
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(push) this sin, you should not run away (flee) from this sin and humbly
take (accept) and enter into this sin, and through a prayer of Thanksgiving
to All-Good God to sanctify (bless) this sin by humility, meekness,
patience, non-judgment, mercy, all-love... Then in the rays of All-Love,
due to the Holy Spirit, the sin is dissolved and disappears, and karma is
purified (cleansed, cleared).
If people try to purify their karma without the Holy Spirit, the Spirit
of the Truth, to use other spiritual means, which permeate (pervade) all
the spiritual and religious currents of the East, they will never be able to
purify their karma to the end with their prohibitions, if they turn away
and run away from sin. They will necessarily come down (fall) into the
traps of sin, from which they fled (ran away), in (during) their new
incarnation.
You may understand, if you want to save a drowning man, you have
to go into the water; if you want to save a man from a burning house, you
have to go into a burning house. It is just the same (likewise) with sin. If
you want to get rid of this or that sin, then do not run away, but take
(accept) this sin humbly and meekly and illuminate it with the Light of
divine Love. Then this sin will be dissolved in All-Love and will not bother
you.
May God help you!
— Sasha, how do we burn karma?
— It all depends on how a person, who talks about burning karma,
understands it. If he means the destruction of karma under this process,
that is, its complete disappearance, then he is deeply mistaken. For this
man, although well-read about karma, but apparently did not understand
what karma is.
Karma is a complex of all human actions, from destructive to
creative (constructive), on all energy (power) levels: physical, emotionalmental, mental, acts (deeds), which are accumulated for all the
reincarnations in this Universe.
Therefore, the one who wants to destroy (burn) his karma, only
increases its negative aspect, because the fight against evil gives rise to
new evil, and hence new karma. Similarly, the one who is going to "help"
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you in burning your negative karma is probably spiritually blind himself,
and he makes you blind.
The Eastern sages saw that karma is an act (action). So, non-action
will give the opportunity to destroy, burn karma. But these wise men
were wrong, as they have not seen that the act was hidden in non-doing
(non-action).
You have to understand, there is no such thing as "non-doing (nonaction)" in the Universe, for the Universe is based on the Creative Process
of the Lord God, that is, on a constant Act. And a sage can not change the
Act! The only thing that a wise man can do is to join the Creative Process
of the Lord God, that is, to become the co-creator of God the Creator. But
without the Holy Spirit, the Spirit of the Truth, it is impossible to become
the co-creator of God. And the Holy Spirit is acquired only through a
prayer of Thanksgiving to the Most High.
Thus, it is better to talk not about the burning of karma (Karma), but
about the transformation of karma from sinful to all-good. And this
transformation of karma we can carry out only with the Holy Spirit, the
Spirit of the Truth.
— Sasha, that's what I don't understand. We can consider the
following situation. A man feels (senses) God and sees (watches)
signs, grows up to some information. And he begins to
understand that theoretically it is possible to shorten (compress)
karma, no matter through the Holy Spirit or in another way. But
he has no inner Joy yet. Then he can say to God, "Come on (Give
me)!" And God can give him as Almighty, but as All-Loving —
No! Because he did not fully experience pleasure (enjoyment) in
the material world (in sin)...
— But this man aspires to God, and there are all pleasures there...
— Don't deceive (lie to) me! I must first feel, touch, and then I can
say: "there is such a pleasure!"
— Then why ask God to shorten (compress, squeeze) your karma?..
— What I ask God is my business! I want to say: "Here is – the
devil's wiles (machinations)! Let me gorge me with my satiety (from ear
to ear)! There you are! That's all. I am burst. Enough!" This is a life
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experience. This sin passes through you, it is necessary to live, to pass
through, here is also pleasure! It is in a sin! It destroys. The spiritual
thing makes (creates). And I'm talking about spiritual enjoyment. God
can not give the opportunity to shorten (compress) karma when a
person, having stepped on the path, made sure that there is – nothing
there! And you say He will give...
— God is always — All-Generous, All-Merciful, All-Good, All-Kind...
He always gives, gives and gives; only we do not know how to take.
Jesus Christ said that he who asks is always given! But does he
himself (who asks) see that he is given from God? It is hardly. You should
have the Holy Spirit, the Spirit of the Truth, to see how God gives us what
we ask for. And we all the more do not see how our own sinful acts close
for (to) us our way to the acquisition of what we ask (of) God.
Please ask God for everything, you are not forbidden to do it. And in
the Universe, in all the worlds, you will always stumble (come) across the
devil's wiles (machinations), from the most coarse (gross, rude, flagrant)
to the spiritually sophisticated. Gross (Rough) wiles (intrigues) of the devil
we can still make out (understand), but to make out (understand)
spiritually sophisticated wiles without the Holy Spirit, the Spirit of the
Truth — is unlikely.
Understand, the door of the room where there are all those riches
which we want and ask God, is closed on different locks by your own
sinful acts (deeds). As soon as you have fulfilled these sinful activities,
then the door will be opened for you and you will be able to enter and
take these riches to gain (obtain) the desired pleasures.
Imagine that thanks to your compression (contraction) of karma
through certain spiritual studies (Christian or Eastern) you were lucky, and
you entered this room, where there were all the riches which could
delight your desires. Energy, which you are filled, will force (compel) you
to take certain wealth: gold, silver, diamonds, jewelry, etc. If you are
greedy, and grasping, then you will begin to gain, "to seize" everything
that catches the eye. And the more you get (acquire), the faster you
forget the code to the door, which was closed behind you, it reminds the
fairy tale "Ali Baba and forty thieves (robbers)." It also can be such a
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situation: your bags are filled with wealth (riches), but as soon as you take
them out, they will turn into black things, a stinking essence, as in the
fairy tale about the doe, which made gold coins from under the hooves.
Or you will be just killed by robbers or burglars because of this wealth....
This is what "good (benefit)" you will bring to yourself by your greed if
you enter the room of all riches (wealth). But you did not see that your
greed was hidden in the burning of your karma. You want to shorten
(compress) your karma for the sake of acquiring some new benefits. Even
if you seek after spiritual riches, you must not forget that they are
transformed into material riches in the Universe. And the devil is always
hidden behind the material wealth. The spiritual devil is hidden behind
the spiritual wealth. These devils have been made (created) by your own
thoughts and deeds.
So, what do you want: to feel, touch, taste and enjoy at (on) the
material level, or to strive for spiritual riches, pleasures which you can not
touch, and cannot sniff? In this regard, you will always get into (find
yourself in) a dead end, especially when you learn that there is a devil
behind all the pleasures, both material and spiritual, he is (represents)
your karma.
So it turns out that, if you strive for spiritual wealth, shorten
(compress, squeeze) your karma, you want to deceive someone, whom
do you want to deceive: me or yourself? Most likely, you are deceiving
(cheating) yourself. And those people, who live only by material riches,
material pleasures deceive themselves. Only the first ones deceive
themselves subtly, and the second ones — more rudely (crudely,
roughly).
And if in all pleasures, both material and spiritual, devilish
machinations (wiles) are concealed, so that, because of this, now we
should not aspire to different types of pleasures at all?
And who will be able to forbid a person to aspire to these or those
pleasures? Nobody! A person always has his own field of activity to
acquire different pleasures, even if he is a slave.
The search for different pleasures in different situations and
circumstances is the engine of life. And no one can stop this process.
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Now let's talk about our development, our path (way) to God, the
compression (contraction) of our karma (Karma).
We have already found out that the role of man in the Universe is –
to transform through himself all the energies which surround him,
through the acquisition of different knowledge and accumulation of
information about everything, and then gradually to turn these energies
into the Holy Spirit. Every energy, accumulates in a person to a certain
quantitative value, passes into another energy entity, which is a step
higher in the hierarchical structure. This is a new energy entity
accumulates to a certain quantitative value, passes into another energy
entity and moves one more step up. In this way, the energies are
transformed and purified in a person on the hierarchical steps, and at the
last stage of this hierarchy the energies in a person are transformed into
the Holy Spirit. And as soon as a person has accumulated a certain
amount of the Holy Spirit, then he can enter the Kingdom of the Lord God
as the Son of God, the Messiah, the Beloved, who has acquired seven or
more divine Epithets. But in order to do (make) it, a person will need a lot
of reincarnations. And as soon as a person in his reincarnations will gain a
certain amount of all energies or experience at the level of the master,
then he is given the opportunity to shorten (compress) his karma in the
next incarnation. Similarly, if a person through love unites in his flesh a
certain number of human souls, where each soul will have its own
potential of the accumulated life experience, then he will be given the
opportunity to shorten (compress) his karma. Therefore, people, each at
their own level, can shorten (compress) their karma within the limits of
the permissiveness, which the complex of their own energies has, within
the knowledge at their disposal (the limits of the knowledge that they
have).
Jesus Christ, saying, "I am the Alpha and the Omega, the Beginning
and the End..."— just had this knowledge, which helped Him to shorten
(compress) His Karma of a thousand reincarnations (relatively speaking) in
one earthly life. Thus, each spiritual and religious master (Master) can
shorten (reduce) his karma according to the knowledge he (He)
possesses. But no matter how a person shortens (reduces) his karma due
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to his experience, skill, until he gains the energies of humility, meekness,
forgiveness, mercy, non-judgment, patience, all-love, he will not be able
to enter the Kingdom of God. But besides all these things, it is necessary
to fulfill the Mission of a Guide, a Master, a Healer. He who can fulfill all
these things, he will compress (squeeze) his Karma of several incarnations
into one earthly life, and he will go to the Kingdom of God after the death
of the flesh.
Only Jesus Christ, the Son of God, was able to accomplish (carry out)
such a Feat. Jesus Christ opened the Way to God and showed how to
compress (shorten) Karma, but humanity, the Christian world, apparently,
did not understand the essence of the Truth, which was brought to the
Earth by the Christ. Everybody rushed to shorten (reduce) their Karma in
one earthly life to get to Paradise forever, and has forgotten that it takes
practice to acquire seven or more divine Epithets, which should be
accumulated in a person to a certain potential. Such a person should go
through and work out (fulfill) in his incarnations the entire hierarchical
structure of the masters (Masters) in the Universe. And as soon as he
rises to the last level (stage) of the Hierarchy of the Masters, as Jesus
Christ did, then he will be given the last Mission, which he will have to
fulfill on the Earth — to reveal (show) all people how in practice it is
necessary to acquire seven or more divine Epithets, and to give people,
mankind Knowledge about God and the Way to God.
Therefore, before Jesus Christ reached a high (the highest) level
(stage) in the Hierarchy of Masters, He was incarnated several times on
the Earth in different Civilizations as a Master, and accumulated
knowledge and experience in the understanding of the Truth. God the
Father could not send the Holy Spirit to the Earth in this or that human
flesh until such a Hierarchy of the Masters, Gods was built on the Earth.
But when Jesus Christ came to this top of the Hierarchy, then God sent
the Holy Spirit into the flesh of Jesus. So Jesus becomes the First Son of
God, the only Begotten Christ here, on the Earth. The Christ completes
the Doctrine (Teaching) of all Masters of the Hierarchical structure, and
reveals (shows) Them and all humanity, how it is necessary to shorten
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(compress) the Karma of many future incarnations in one life on the earth
and in what way we must go to God, to Happiness, Joy, Enjoyment, etc.
And most importantly, Jesus Christ showed that we can enter the
Kingdom of the Lord God only through the flesh of the Master who has
reached the top of the Hierarchy of Masters and is preparing to descend
down to the Earth to fulfill the Mission, as the Christ did. For, the Masters
of this Hierarchy from the top to the bottom will enter into this Master,
into His flesh. If these Masters-Hierarchs will be ten, each of them
includes a thousand human souls, souls of the other masters. So it turns
out that we enter the Kingdom of God through Masters, through the
Master-Messiah. And it just did not see the Christians, while taking the
Doctrine of the Christ as a basis. Although it should be noted here that
the Christian doctrine (teaching) is rather based not on the Doctrine of
the Christ, but on the doctrine (teaching) of Peter and Paul and other
Apostles, as well as on the doctrine (teaching) of the Holy Fathers of the
Christian Church. Moreover, we already know that the disciples (Apostles
and Holy Fathers), interpreted [interpret] and modified [modify] the
Doctrine of the Christ according to their spiritual understanding and
experience.
Therefore, Jesus Christ and God the Father send to the world the
Helper (Comforter), Who will be in the flesh, like Jesus Christ, "to convict
the world of sin, and of righteousness, and of judgment." It is "Of sin,
because they do not believe in" the Christ. Of righteousness, because the
Christ entered into the Kingdom of God and merged with God the Father
in the One, and that you will not see Him. Of judgment, because it is the
ruler (Prince) of this world prosecutes and punishes those who are guilty,
but not God or the Christ.
If Jesus Christ revealed (showed) how to shorten (compress) Karma,
it does not mean that we will be able to do it.
Aren’t we going to overstrain ourselves, if we become like the Son
of God? Won’t our own Karma crush us, if we start to shorten (compress)
it? Who knows our strengths and abilities to compression of Karma?
Only the Holy Spirit, the Spirit of the Truth knows it (that).
Therefore, we should not seek to shorten (compress) our Karma, to
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imitate (become like) Jesus Christ in self-sacrifice, but to learn through
loving prayer of Thanksgiving and repentance to acquire the Holy Spirit,
which should become a Guide to our life. The Holy Spirit, the Spirit of the
Truth, will help us shorten (compress) Karma so that we do not make a
new sinful karma under the righteous masks.
Of course, we have the freedom to shorten (compress) and drag out
our karma. But in this selfishness, egoism, we do not see how, through
the compression (contraction) of our karma, we develop a new karma
which will lead us not to Heaven and not to the Kingdom of God, but
rather to Purgatory or hell as a master (teacher) for sinners.
All mankind is struggling with sin under different righteous masks,
and this is a brilliant trick of the devil. Therefore, those righteous people
who zealously fight against sin, like the Inquisition, turn into servants of
the devil, into people-murderers. And here there is no question of God's
Providence at all.
I Thank the Most High Lord God, for He revealed (showed), that a
certain devil of the spiritual Hierarchy is hidden (lurked) under any
struggle with a sin.
There are no sins, but there is a desire to receive (obtain) different
pleasures, joy and bliss. It’s the devil pointed out to the original sin in the
(sexual) relationships between a man and a woman. All Nature lives
through sexual contact (intercourse) between male and female essences,
and to call this process as a "sin" is a brilliant trick of the devil. All the
sages and Holy fathers, the pastors of the people, hermits, monks, etc.
have been swallowed (caught) by this trick.
It is necessary for all the righteous people, people who strive for
virtue, to understand that they generate new sins when they fight against
sin, only it is under the righteous masks. If a sin is evil, then in the struggle
against evil, the righteous man will always produce a new evil, it is just
covered by a righteous mask.
You should understand, struggle is an act, which is aimed at
destruction, abolition, and the act gives birth to karma. This destructive
karma will come down (fall) upon you then, either in this life or in the
next incarnation.
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If you take (accept) those destructive energies, which are born
(engendered) by you in the process of search and in order to receive
certain pleasures as the sins — it's your case (right). But the fight against
such sins will not allow you to get out of your own karma.
The only way out of this tangled labyrinth, which we have built
ourselves thanks to our struggle with sins, can only be seen in a
Thanksgiving prayer to the Most High All-Good, All-Wise... Lord God.
If we do not give Thanksgiving to God when we seek and receive (in
seeking and receiving) certain pleasures, then the destructive energies,
which are born by (in) this process of enjoyment, entice (lure) us to more
destructive actions, from which we will not only suffer torments
ourselves, but also involve other people with similar energies in these
torments and sufferings. This is how we make (create) sinful karma for
ourselves, which makes us worry (feel unhappy) and suffer.
But if we always Thank God for all kinds of pleasure to which we
aspire and which we get, then, thanks to the Holy Spirit, destructive
energies, which are born in the process of obtaining (receiving) pleasure,
are transformed and purified. And we have no desire to strive for those
pleasures which engender destructive energies.
Take a simple example. If you have a passionate desire to eat a lot of
food, to overeat, that is, to gluttony, then you should Thank God for every
step to satisfy this desire, for every piece you have eaten. If you do this
way, you will see a miracle. Your passion for a hearty meal will gradually
fade, and the suffering, which you experienced from overeating, will also
begin to disappear. That is, God through the Holy Spirit normalizes your
energy, and you lose (have no) the desire to gluttony.
But if you, while striving for gluttony, do not Thank God, then the
destructive powers (energies) which reside in food and in different
conversations during the meal, penetrate you and, on the one hand, give
rise to certain diseases in you, and on the other hand, they attract
different troubles to you from the outside.
And if you start to fight with gluttony through certain prohibitions,
put on different masks of virtues, then, if you defeated the passion for
gluttony, you will be seized (captured) by other destructive powers
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(energies), which will come down (fall) upon you as one or another
suffering, disease.
Here are three ways to build your life. The choice is yours. For, God
gives us this freedom. And this freedom is manifested, most of all, in the
first way: to Thank always and for everything the Most High, All-Good, AllGenerous... Lord God. And the Holy Spirit, the Spirit of the Truth, will
always help us to get out of any tangled (intricate, confusing) situation, of
any sinful karma.
This, our life is built by our own karma, which we have generated in
other incarnations. And what kind of karma we have, good or bad, we do
not know. We enter this world helpless and blind! Our brain, the antenna
system, is not built yet. We build our brain antenna only through
experience, material practice. And this antenna is disposed (inclined) to
our waves, which come from the subcortex, where all our earthly life is
energetically recorded, makes us find confirmation in the search for the
desired pleasures in the society, where we dwell (reside). So, the
realization of our past karma is through the search for material
enjoyment, but there is also the development of a new karma. It all
depends on how we do these things here, on the earth, at this moment,
in this situation, in order to receive the desired pleasure. So we make
(create) a new karma on the basis of the old karma, only in new life
situations, in a new society, which are built by our past karma.
Our life is a constant study in the acquisition of different knowledge,
from everyday knowledge to spiritual one. First we are taught by (learn
from) mother, father, then by (from) relatives, friends, acquaintances,
after that we acquire knowledge at school, of (in) books, then — in the
institutes, technical schools, colleges, universities, etc. and finally, we
meet a spiritual master (Master), and we hope to receive, to learn the
way to happiness, joy, pleasures, as the knowledge, which was gained
(obtained) with the help of other sources, led us to a deadlock (dead
end). We see that the world is mired in a quagmire of suffering, and there
is no way out.
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And then it turns out that the spiritual master himself is entangled
in karma, samsara and can not find the true path to Happiness and Bliss
because of (due to) prohibitions and dogmas.
But we should not be offended by anything, because everything
around us also effects (acts on) us and it is made (created) by our own
karma in order to fulfill (work out) this karma.
The food, which comes to us, both material and spiritual one, is
given to us by our karma.
Pleasures, which we seek and receive, are given to us according to
our karmic actions. All this is, figuratively speaking, the devil's
temptations.
So now, since all these are evil (deceitful) tricks of the devil, do we
need to give up everything and start a fierce struggle (fight) with the
devil?
He who does like this, he apparently forgot the teachings
(instructions) of Jesus Christ: love your enemy! And my enemy is the
devil, and so that he would not be my enemy, I must love him.
And I will bow (kneel) down a thousand times before the devil,
because he knows all my weaknesses, which are manifested in the
pleasures which generate destructive powers (forces, energies) in me.
The devil gives me these temptations, lures me and wants me to forget
about the Thanksgiving prayer to the Most High Lord God. But thanks to
the Spirit of the Truth, I know that the devil is one master and the Lord
God is another. The Lord God reveals (opens) to me knowledge
(Knowledge) on my actions from within, with insight (illumination,
inspiration), enlightenment, and the devil — from outside, through
materiality or spirituality by a whip or a carrot, by condemnation or
glorification.
I must love any master (teacher) I meet on the path of life, in any
person who is brought to me by fate, I must see my beloved master
(teacher). There is a spark of God in every living being, a man, and this
spark of God I must find everywhere and therefore in the devil. This spark
of God must be revealed in every sinful person and in the devil. It is
necessary to transform a sinful person and the devil not by fighting with
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them, not by condemnation and prohibition, but through Love for them,
and it will help to Shine the divine spark which is in them.
So, whoever you talked to: either a master (Master), or a sinner, or a
devil, you always have to be lit up and Shined by divine Epithets, such as:
humility, meekness, patience, forgiveness, non-judgment, mercy, alllove... And these epithets are acquired only by the Holy Spirit, and the
Holy Spirit can descend only thanks to the Thanksgiving prayer to the
Most High Lord God.
If you are always in communication (communion) with God, never
fear any temptations of the devil. And remember that your spiritual
achievements will always be realized (implemented) in this or that
material enjoyment. The more you acquire (gain) spiritual experience
(developments), the more you will have all kinds (sorts) of material
enjoyment in a few years, if it will not be in this life, then it will be in the
next life. Therefore, one should learn not to run away from material
pleasures and consider them as devilish (diabolical) wiles (machinations),
and thereby engender dislike in oneself, but one should Thank God for
everything and everything, so that your Guide to (for) all lives in different
worlds is the Holy Spirit, the Spirit of the Truth. Then, you will always find
a way out to Happiness, Joy, Bliss of any situation, no matter how
intricate (confusing) and difficult (complicated) it is.
I will give a simple example of how the devil tempts me to make it
more understandable.
My crafty Genius tells me: "Here, Sasha, look what you have
achieved with your spiritual practice on the way to God. Look, the table
you're sitting at is bursting with food! Take (Accept), rejoice! Taste!
Everything is delicious and beautiful!" And I begin to taste, as this table
with dishes pleases the eyes, and probably I will appreciate its smell; it
will give me a taste pleasure. This is delicious food, and that is delicious
one... How nice (cool)! And if, in this situation, I’m not going to Thank the
Most High Lord God (God! Thank You for giving me this pleasure! Thank
You, God...) though, these pleasures will be good for me, but I will not
work out, I will not purify those destructive energies, which are inherent
in these delicious dishes (dainties). It means that I will not fulfill (work
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out) the karma of my past life, when, for example, I was a king and I
always had a table full of different delicious dishes. I did not Thank God
for this food. I thought I deserved it all. I deserved the wealth, gold,
money... And now I deserved a table with plentiful tasty dishes again, but
it is already at the expense of the acquired spiritual wealth, at the
expense of the way to God. Why did these riches come to me again?
Well, it’s because I have to gather (collect) a certain amount of working
out (studies) through a prayer of thanksgiving to God. I should not be
afraid of these riches, these delicious dishes, as the temptations of the
devil, but I should thank God for everything and everything, and the Holy
Spirit will teach me how to be in this situation, and teach me not to get
attached to these material riches and to different truths. The Holy Spirit
will teach me how to use these riches for the benefit of myself and
others, who are in need, the poor and the beggars. The Holy Spirit will
teach me how to use material wealth at a minimum for living, and in
return I will receive more spiritual food and the divine power which will
give me the opportunity to heal people from various diseases.
Material food will come as much as I need to satisfy (gratify) my
minimum requirements (wishes). And I find myself on the fact that when
I'm alone, that's how it happens. But if I am not alone (one) and
karmically connected with another person, then in such a situation I learn
to be humble, meek, patient, non-judging, merciful, to work out with this
person those negative situations, which are arisen by our joint karma.
Thanks to the Holy Spirit those or other material desires disappear in me,
for example, clothes, household things and food. That is, I do not reject
material riches (wealth), but I learn, with the Holy Spirit, not to become
attached to them and, if it is possible, to give them to others.
Yes, I have learned by (from) my own experience that the more I
make (create) spiritual and religious food, the less I have to care about
what to wear and what to eat, for God dresses me, and feeds me, and
gives me shelter. That is, I will always gain material riches (wealth), at one
time, for the acquisision of the spiritual food. But I hope the Holy Spirit
will teach me to be generous to give them.
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A Thanksgiving prayer to God changes me for the better without any
prohibitions (restrictions) and denials (renunciations) of pleasures. Thank
God!
God always saturates (fills) me both materially and spiritually! For
example, I take an apple and I eat it. But if I Thank God for it, then God,
thanks to (through) the Spirit of the Truth, reveals to me the entire
Universe in the apple! God reveals the magnetic field, and the union of
two hearts, and the five Elements and the ten commandments; the core
— the core of the planet, the body is the magma, the skin is the crust, the
entrance (entry) and the exit (way out) are the magnetic poles, etc.,
When I eat the apple, I enjoy its taste, but at the same time I also enjoy
the spiritual food (nourishment), the Work of the Lord God, which was
revealed (shown) to me by the Spirit of the Truth in the apple. Thus, my
pleasure becomes volumetric (three-dimensional) and entire (solid). How
can we not to Thank the All-Good, All-Generous, Most High Lord God for
it?!
— Is the Lord God All-Enjoying!
— It’s correct (right)! God the Creator in the Process of His Creation
is (resides) in the eternal Pleasure, and these Pleasures are very diverse.
Yes! God is All-Enjoying, and He teaches us these things through creativity
(Creativity).
If we communicate with God, He teaches us either through the Holy
Spirit, or through Hierarchs, or through earthly Masters to reconsider
(revise) our own sins under a different visual angle for our awareness.
God through the above channels tells us: "Your own karma is waiting for
you according to the system of life, which you have followed. You have to
live certain sufferings, to experience torments, diseases according to this
system. But remember that these diseases (illnesses), torments,
sufferings are all yours, and they derive from your sinful karma. And you
won’t run away of your karma anywhere, because everything is born by
you, and everything will come down (fall) upon you. The sins, which are
born by you, anyway, sooner or later will come down (fall) upon you and
they will make (create) such situations and circumstances where you will
be humiliated and insulted, once again, in order to engender in you
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resentment, disappointment, hatred, anger, etc. Diseases, which were
born by your sins, will also come down (fall) upon you.
And how all these things should be passed (gone)? It is difficult to do
without My Holy Spirit, and it takes much time. And the Holy Spirit will
appear in you if you will communicate with Me as with the Most High
God. When you talk to Me through the prayer of Thanksgiving
(Gratitude), your sinful karma will begin to be transformed and your
misfortunes will turn into happiness as soon as you work out (fulfill) this
or that sin with humility, meekness, patience, forgiveness, mercy, alllove... If you always mentally communicates with Me, then all the
troubles, which will come down (fall) upon you by your own karma, you
will pass easily, with inner joy. Or, if you do not communicate with Me,
you will pass these troubles with despondency (discouragement),
resentment (bitterness), condemnation of someone, and thus your sinful
karma is transformed into another sinful karma with other complications
which will eventually come down (fall) upon you again."
Yeah ... Karma, thus, grows like a snowball, and we are bombarded
in the next incarnation. And we think that we haven't committed any sins,
we start to condemn other people, but we do not seek the reason in
ourselves. Everything that comes down (falls) upon us is ours! Therefore,
do not be afraid of what you have to go through, and what comes down
(falls) upon you, for it is done by your karma, and (but) it is not done
(committed) by someone else.
Be with God and everything will be revealed to you!
— And, does karma, which I hadn't worked out, come back?
— Sure (Of course), dear (honey)! Why does it come back? Well, it is
because your good, divine energies excite your sinful energies,
which you scared away or pushed away, and the latter make
(create) a negative situation for you, and they say, that your
sinful karma returns for working out, for transformation into
good karma. And, as I have just said, we should not be afraid of
anything, but pray whith a prayer of Thanksgiving (Gratitude) to
God and work to acquire humility, meekness, mercy in
ourselves...
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Well, if you've sinned, what should be done with it, to punish
(execute), to condemn? No, no and no! It is necessary to Thank God that
He is, that He is the All-Knowing, All-Holiest Healer, that He is the Master,
the Guide, the Helper (Comforter)...
You should know that at the moment of communication
(communion) with God, He reveals to you through the Holy Spirit your
blind eyes to your own sinful deeds (acts). And a joyful exclamation is
involuntarily born in your heart: "Glory to You, O God, the All-Holiest!
Now I see that I've sinned, I see my sin now. I could not see before (in the
past), now see! Thank You..."
This is the prayer of Thanksgiving with inner joy in your heart. And
the Lord God is Joy. But, God is never Despondency (Depression).
— So, does a man have to go with the flow (adrift)?
— Ho-o-w? We always talk about the fact that you have to live as
you want, but only if you always do everything with God. And you say –
with the flow. However, if you like it, then go with the flow, and this is the
right way. For, you may do everything (what) you like, but only with God,
with God and once again with God. It is on condition that, you constantly
murmur a Thanksgiving prayer to the Most High in your heart. In addition,
we should not forget that we live in a society, and a state. Therefore, the
laws of the state and society should be taken into account. That is, it is
necessary to take into account (reckon with) everyting we are surrouned
by and we should constantly remember and acquire seven or more divine
Epithets...
— I'm sorry, Sasha, you said karma was something that came
down upon you. And it is necessary to pass (take) only what comes upon
you... For example, my apartment is flooded by neighbors, who live
upstairs. Do you want it or you don't want it, you're gonna have to deal
with it. But how is it dealt? It doesn't mean,"Here, I'm disgusted, but I
have to go (pass) through it," and you do. Is this the origin of
selfishness? And with gratitude, "Lord, Thank you for showing me how
sin was born from my actions." And the situation will be repeated until
you do...?
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— Until you work out your all sinful situation, which is associated
with flooding and simultaneously with the restoration work on the repair
of your apartment...
— So, you have to wait for something to fall upon you, haven’t
you?
— Act (Do) as you like, as you want (wish), according to the
situations and circumstances, according to how your heart and your mind
tells you. But most importantly, whatever you do, Thank always and for
everything the Most High Lord God. That's all.
— Is that all? (Everyone smiles)
— (Joyfully [Happily]) Yes! That's it! The Holy Spirit will descend
upon you through communication with the Most High Lord God; the Holy
Spirit will reveal you the situation, according to your sins, and how this
situation should be gone (passed) through, worked out (fulfilled),
transformed into love (Love).
— And what about the upbringing of willpower? Therefore, isn’t it
necessary to foster the willpower?
— Before we talk about the upbringing of will, first, we must realize
and understand what willpower is. As we are always said: "W-i-l-l! H-o-pe! P-o-w-e-r!" And we are advised to acquire all these things by some
exercises, acts... And they do not even see, do not understand that the
origin of all these qualities, including willpower, directly depends on the
amount of the Holy Spirit we have acquired, and we can acquire the Holy
Spirit in ourselves only through a Thanksgiving prayer to the Most High
Lord God.
The more you carried out (accomplished) good things in your past
life, the more you prayed to the Lord God, the more willpower you will
have in this life.
Where is willpower, so to speak, "grown"?
Well, willpower is arisen by the manifested love (Love) to people,
environment, God. Only all this love of the past life is transformed into
willpower in your new incarnation. And in this life, it depends on you
whether you have enough willpower to pass through (work out) this or
that unpleasant situation, or you will not have.
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— One person can change his life in one minute. The other one
can't do it. Isn't it given to him ? He'll try to do it all his life, but he
won't...
— Why won’t he do it? Well, because he did not gain (get) the
amount of love (Love), which would give him the opportunity to change
the situation for a better side. It is necessary to gain, to acquire a certain
amount of love (Love), which is transformed (converted) into willpower at
a certain amount, that is, into a new quality. And if this willpower prevails
over the strength of a certain situation, only then we can change our
lives. As they say: "in one minute a person was transformed by this
situation and he became another man."
— Is it necessary to gain love for God or for people?
— My dear ones, when we say that I love God, it is good, but from a
material point of view, it is emptiness or an empty word. Why? Well, it is
because many people say: "I love God!" — And they show (manifest)
dislike in relation to other people, and they also show (manifest) this
dislike in relation to environment, animals... We must always remember
that Love for God must be manifested by a man, first of all, through love
for all people, animals, the environment, that is, for everything, for God is
everywhere, always and in everything. He who will show such love for
God, he will have a huge willpower, which will give this person the
opportunity to do anything, to work miracles of healing and much more.
But it all depends on our past karma.
— And it depends on our food, which affects our lives...
— If we consider that there is both spiritual and material food. Both
this and another food also give power (strength). But what power? Food
is amazing tool, through which we may either extend our life, or bring
ourselves to death. We can suffer and be tormented by this and that
food, but we can live for many years. Or we can absorb, eat delicious food
both spiritual and material, but — live for a few years. And how often do
we then say that a man died in the prime of his life.
And we already know that all our earthly life is programmed by our
own karma.
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— One day, a hunter wounded a roe deer. It turned to the hunter,
and there were tears in its eyes. It touched the hunter so much that he
had not hunted for twelve years. But this year he went hunting and ...
died. Was this incident (case) with the roe deer a sign that he was going
to die hunting? What could have warned him?
— You should understand all situations which develop before our
eyes, there are signs which reveal to us this or that sin, which is
committed once. And every sin bears the seeds of death in one way or
another. In order to learn to read these signs, we must find the Holy
Spirit, the Spirit of the Truth, and it is possible only if we will
communicate with the Most High Lord God through Thanksgiving prayer.
If this hunter had communed with God, then his death might have been
different.
We always say "would" because we are talking about the situation,
trying to analyze this situation: what would help us to avoid it? At the
same time we forget a significant detail, which is not known for many
people. Namely, that this death at a certain time we set for ourselves,
according to our karma. In order to try to know and understand in this
death all your sin, which was ever committed, and that this sin is the
result of this death. Death gives us a clue (key): who we are, what we are.
Let us remember how Jesus Christ died humbly and meekly in the
name of humanity and He prayed for all, although He was vilified with
"mud (dirt)", swearing, He was blackened (slandered) more than the
robbers and murderers, who were crucified with Him... But alas. Death
signed the verdict (sentence), that He is the Son of God. And here is the
other man under life can be neat (clean), pretty, and in order to know
more precisely, who he is on fact, we must see, how this man will pass
through death and what will this death be.
— But can a person do much good during this period of life?
— Yeah, but we don't know what we did in our past lives. We can
read information about our death only if we have embarked (stood up)
on the spiritual path of development, on the path of manifestation of love
(Love) in relation to people, animals, nature and God. And this
information is encoded and spread in all situations and circumstances
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which we have to go through during this earthly life: in turmoil, in
relationships with relatives, friends and other people. Thanks to the Spirit
of the Truth, we must learn to read this information in order to realize
that this or that death comes to us through our own karma. And we are
to blame for this death, not the one who kills us, or society.
No matter how "pure" and sinless I am in this world, something
negative is constantly happening on the earth, and all this is coming down
(falling) upon me through the press, radio, television and other media,
which involuntarily makes me condemn a person who has been guilty in
certain circumstances.
And, aren’t we joined the conviction (condemnation) by the
destructive energies, which we condemn?
Of course, yes. And we often justify and defend our righteousness,
and say: "Here! I've done nothing wrong to anyone. I am..! Why do all bad
things come down (fall) upon me?!" He who speaks in this way, does not
see that through these bad (evil) things, signs come to him, and testify to
the past sinful deeds, which he himself has made (created).
Through these sufferings and torments that have befallen you in this
situation, it is necessary to determine (identify) with the Spirit of the
Truth what sins, which were committed once are transformed into this
situation, into these sufferings and torments. And if you see this sin, you
should try not to let it go to another act.
If something came down (fell) upon me, it means that I could not
unravel in the signs, symbols and images what I had done in a past life, it
is similar to what has come down (fallen) upon me.
And thank God that signs are given in symbols and images, what
information is hidden from prying (strange) eyes, what the reason of our
suffering is, but it will be hidden also from us if we are spiritually blind.
If the Holy Spirit, the Spirit of the Truth reveals to me information
about the person for what this person suffers in this way, I do not
condemn and I do not abuse this person. On the contrary, I pray for him, I
wish him all the best, and most importantly — it is the spiritual insight
(afflatus). So that this man was able to realize that such a fate befell him,
and what he himself is to blame in. So that he will realize that without
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God he will always be in spiritual blindness, and he himself will suffer of
these things, if he commits various sins.
You should understand, if all people with their practices
(experiences) of condemnation would see the reason for what the person
suffers in this situation, then love in their hearts would be extinguished at
once. For, they would have seen that this man commits this or that sin,
and in their hearts would have awakened condemnation, indignation,
etc., that is, there would not go also speech about the birth of love.
But when a person is bad, then we involuntarily have compassion
for him, and we experience compassion, sympathy, desire for his wellbeing, happiness, we engender love in our hearts. And we are just short
of this love. Because the more we will emerge the love, the more we will
be surrounded by happiness and prosperity. When we wish the sufferer
well-being, we help him and ourselves to acquire love in our hearts.
Imagine that with our low spiritual level, we suddenly found out
why a person is suffering from this situation. For example, a man was
beaten to death due to the fact that he himself in a former incarnation
had beaten and raped. And instead of sympathizing with the person, who
was beaten and wishing him well-being, we, condemn him for his past sin,
and say: "So it is necessary for him! He deserved it!" And thus, at the
energy level, we will “cut him down” even more, and we will engender
dislike, condemnation... in our hearts. And the latter will come down
upon us after a while. And how will we feel of that?
— Sasha! When we are in the higher energy-informational spheres,
where our whole life is revealed to us with all our experiences (practices,
achievements) both good and sinful, do we still go to the Earth to be
incarnated? Do we choose it? So, are we enjoying it?
— We go to be incarnated to the Earth first of all by our Karma. For,
if we do not work out this karma, we will not be able to ascend (rise) to
the spheres of Paradise, where there is grace, joy and bliss. Having known
it, for the sake of a bright future, we humbly and meekly go to a new
earthly incarnation, to go through the torments and sufferings in working
out (practicing) of our sinful karma.
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In the acquisition of new spiritual food for the benefit of ourselves,
our thirst is hidden and the desire for new incarnations is concealed.
— Do we ascend (rise) higher, in order to become spiritual?
— If you knew the whole Creative Process of God in the Universe as
the Wholeness, then there would be no such concepts as "above",
"below"... for you. Understand, because there is no concept of "side",
"left", "right"... for God. There is a Process for Him. And "lower," "higher,"
"better," "worse"... – we divide according to our earth structure. But,
when a person becomes more spiritual, wiser, then these divisions begin
to disappear for him. The concept of "better" does not exist for the high
sage in general, because he sees the chain of your lives (lifetimes) of
reincarnations on the path to God.
Today you are a king, a tsar, a ruler in this world... and in that world
you will be a slave, a beggar, a ragamuffin... The question is: "what, did
the king become worse or better of it?" Of course, if we know the whole
process of the life path of this person in different incarnations, we can
say: "Yes, despite the fact that he after being a king, he became a slave,
he continues his path only to his purification, the path of spiritual
development, which leads to God!"
It doesn't matter who a man is in this moment: a slave, a beggar, a
murderer, a king... he still continues (on) his way further and further,
appears closer and closer to God but (and) he does not go down the step
down or rises up. It is here, on the earth and in the other worlds within
certain relativity there is a top and a bottom, right and left, backward and
forward (forth), ascent and descent. And in the end, we will still come to
God.
Take a simple example of life. We see that a person is smart,
talented, good... and suddenly he became a drunkard [drank himself to
sleep], began to degrade (he is clamped at work, his talent is not allowed
‘to turn around’, etc.) – It does not mean that he went to (on) a
downward (descending) path. No, it seems to us according to our
conventional (generally accepted) standards. But from the point of view
of God, he continues his way on the rising path to the light, happiness,
but he ascends (rises) gradually.
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Thanks to the Holy Spirit, the Spirit of the Truth, we will see that a
person who drinks must go through certain torments, sufferings
according to his accumulated sinful karma. And if we understand and
realize it, we will not condemn this person for his degradation, but on the
contrary, we will pray for him, wish him all the best and spiritual insight
(afflatus). He should see with his spiritual eyes, that the surrounding one
and circumstances are not to blame for his degradation, but he himself.
The reason is to be sought by him in himself and with God.
— And if a person does not think (consider) anyone to be guilty,
including himself?!
— Then his heart should rejoice. Then a sense of guilt, one or
another complex will not be born by him. And if the joy is in the heart, it's
great! The spiritual energies also penetrate and dawn (light up) us
through joy in us, reveal us the situation from within, which come down
upon us.
— "Stop, a moment, one're perfect (fine)!"(There are smiles on the
lips of those, who are present)
— Yes, moments are fixed periods of time in which there is a
particular passage of karma. But everything flows and changes. And in
this world of evil, we will be afflicted with suffering, anguish and sorrow...
Sometimes people ask me: "Sasha, what should I do when my heart
is heavy and painful?" And I humorously in poetic form answer:
"When you suddenly became profoundly sad, —
Go to bed and sleep with God!" (Laughter)
No wonder, it is wisely said in Russian fairy tales: "the morning is
wiser than the evening!" Why? Well, it is because there is the opportunity
to go to the astral plane in the dream. And you go through other energies,
other workings out (studies), other lives and your thoughts are updated
there. And indeed, when you wake up in the next morning, you look —
you're a little updated, and that yesterday's heaviness or sadness is not
the same, and the soul is somehow easier.
But if you do not know how to handle (cope) the situation, which
comes down (falls) upon you with grief, resentment, sadness, and can not
sleep, then in this case it is best to kneel, pray to God and constantly bow
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and Thank God... It is worse, when you start to reproach yourself, blame,
scold, execute.
So, we instill (bring in) additional destructive energies which give
rise to another bad situation for us.
My dears, you should never blame yourself, never punish (beat)
yourself... and exactly the same goes in relation to others, especially to
those through whom you are bombarded by resentment, bitterness...
Especially, you should be humble and meek, gentle, patient and nonjudging at work to your managers, who criticize, inhibit, perform the
devil's role in relation to you. If your supervisor is that, no matter we like
(want) it or not, and we have no right to vilify ("sling mud at") him. On the
contrary! We must pray for him and wish him all the best and spiritual
insight (afflatus, enlightenment). Such leaders do not understand that
they prepare themselves a miserable (deplorable) fate with such
diabolical acts in the next life. Now, due to their leading (executive) post
(position) they gain material benefits, but in the next life, if it is not in this
one, they will be driven, whipped, tortured... Now as the heads
(managers), they swindle (cheat), sign something, and in the next life, if it
is not in this one, they will be in prison and work out (fulfill) their sins,
both in relation to the state, and in relation to people.
— I'm a subway cleaner. I clean other people's dirt!
— No, honey, you clean not someone else’s dirt but yours, and first
of all, according to your karma.
Remember, wherever you clean dirt, the dirt is not primarily
someone else's, not public or a stranger’s and it is your dirt, which you
have made (created) by your deeds (acts), once, in the state, society,
family, etc.
Do not forget, because we have personal, family, public, state...
karmas. And if we committed transgressions (sins) in this or that
structure, that is, speaking in figurative language, have given birth to this
dirt, then we will have to clean (remove) this dirt either in this life or in a
new incarnation.
Having known all these things, I do not envy those people, especially
young people who litter the streets, doorways, public places. They'll have
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to clean it up sooner or later. They either in this life, or in the next will be
janitors, cleaners... and will experience what they themselves have made
(created) when they littered, spat...
Here, for example, I was a janitor, a cleaner, so I worked (carried)
out some of my sins, worked (carried) out my dirt, which was given rise by
certain sinful acts in relation to the state, society, people. And thanks to
God, I humbly and meekly passed through this test, learned to respect the
work of these workers and not to be afraid of dirty and humiliating work.
— How is the way (kind) of our work (activity) changed as we
move forward?
— The way (kind) of our activities changes according to karma,
which must correspond (conform) to the karma of the society and the
state.
We can, i.e. are forced to do (fulfill) any crude (rude) work on the
earth, if on our astral, on the energy plane, enormous sins have been
recorded (codified) in the form of karma; these sins we have committed
once.
Conventionally, let's take that everything is clean on your fiery
plane, and if you get into the fiery worlds, civilizations, then perhaps you
can become a king, a ruler. But before you get into the fiery worlds, it is
necessary to pass through the astral worlds. As you have enormous sins
on the astral plane, you have to become a slave in these worlds; it is your
fate for your sins. And, the work of a janitor, a cleaner… will be this
working out on the Earth. And now, if you humbly and meekly work out
the earthly and astral life, if you constantly Thank the Lord God for
everything, then you will suddenly be made a king, a ruler in the fiery
world. And if you are more or less a righteous king, then, when you get
into the mental world – the world of sages, in this world you can be an
ordinary person who is given the right to attend the conversations of
sages. The mental world is a world of beauty, fragrance, kindness, bliss...
— Where is Paradise? Is it the Ether or the Mental?
— This Is Heaven! (Sasha shows on the table with diverse and tasty
[delicious] food. It is laughter.) There is a Paradise in all worlds and
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civilizations, but only at a certain level and for each person at a certain
period of time.
— But will a man be in Paradise at least one day on his merits?
— Absolutely (Sure)! Here is one day all of you are here as if in
Paradise for this tasty table (laughter). And tomorrow each of you will
have one or another job to earn money for a living.
— And is there – in the astral worlds, the fiery worlds, the mental
worlds in the same way?
— In terms of our sense of materiality, Yes! In all the worlds we will
see, hear, smell, touch and taste food. Every world, it is either the astral,
fiery or mental world, will always be a material world for us, but only in
each world there will be its own energy structure and its signs, symbols,
images, there will be its materiality and its spirituality, as well as its (their)
religion (religions).
So we came to the conclusion that if we feel in material flesh (from
material point of view) in all the Elements, the worlds, it means that, the
Paradise, purgatory and hell exist on all planets, constellations, galaxies...
but they have their own varieties there. That is, hell in the worlds of Ether
and Mental is not like the hell of the Astral and the Earthly world. It can
be conditionally said that you see the interconnection (relationship), the
overflowing (flow), the transformation of the hellish material energies
into the Paradise etheric energies, that Purgatory on the Etheric plane is
Paradise on the Astral plane, Hell on the Mental plane is Paradise on the
Earthly plane, Hell on the Fiery plane is Purgatory on the Material plane.
— Therefore it is not necessary to idealize, that it also the snows
there... (it was said with humor, for it was winter).
— Why, is it forbidden? (It is said with a smile) we can idealize. We
can fantasize, because it is not forbidden to anyone. The beauty is that
the Lord God is All-Loving; He gives freedom to everybody and in
everything. He just (only) reveals us, earthly people, through the Spirit of
the Truth, why matter and all material (earthly) world exists.
Matter is needed so that all the thoughts, which we have made
(created), can be manifested and materialized in it.
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Man is, as it were, speaking in figurative-symbolic language,
transformer-battery and generator. He absorbs, analyzes, and acts in the
matter, makes (creates) benefits, convenience, and enjoyment. A person
makes mistakes, destruction, and killing in his material acts (deeds). And
here is, a man pays this or another unpleasant situation, trauma, disease,
torment, suffering for it. He hurts badly, and it forces him to think about,
to try to find a way out of a negative situation that in the figurative
language means to find a way out of the darkness into the light. And the
search for the path to Light will necessarily lead us to the realization
what the Lord God is, no matter we want it or we do not. Each person will
find the Lord God for himself and eventually he will worship Him.
Therefore, one should never force a person to go to God and worship
Him, it is necessary just to pray for this person. And it is always necessary
to remind to him in unobtrusive conversation (form) that the Lord God is
the Life-Giver, He is everywhere, always and in everything.
— Do you have to force yourself?
— Nothing is forbidden to anyone. After all, we force ourselves to
do something only when we want to get something, and most often it is
connected with the search for certain pleasures. For example, you have to
get up early on a day off to go somewhere, to do something and to buy
what you want. And you force yourself to get up, although you really
want to sleep and enjoy your dreams. But if you don't get up and make
other efforts on yourself, then you will not get pleasures from the thing,
which can be bought (purchased, gained) only for (at) a certain period of
time, while going somewhere and doing something. So it turns out that in
(under) this allegedly "compulsion (coercion)" is hidden the fulfillment
(working out, development) of our karmic acts (deeds). Thanks to these
workings out (fulfillments, studies), we are forced to compel (force)
ourselves, and (but) we would like to do it or we would not like, it
depends on the final result, which is in a particular pleasure we aspire to
(strive for), even if it is associated with dirty work.
For example, would you like some soup? Do you want to enjoy it?
You should do the dirty work first: wash and peel potatoes and other
vegetables... Only then, when you do all these things and cook the soup,
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you can enjoy eating this food, and joyfully exclaim: "Oh, how great! How
delicious! Thank You, God!"
That is why we do this or that thing, because we know that there is
pleasure, enjoyment behind it.
Even meditation is a way to acquire (gain, obtain) pleasure,
enjoyment, although it seems to be done nothing on the surface. But
here you also force yourself: first of all you need to sit in a certain
position (pose), focus on something, read certain mantras (prayers)...
So, if our life is connected with our karma, according to which all our
situations and circumstances are built, then we must understand:
everything that (what) comes to us, falls upon us, is ours, it does not
matter of nature, or of society, or of a person — it is ours, it all goes to
(for) us and we should take it, and not a neighbor...
— And if it falls upon a neighbor, then, does it also yours, but
indirectly?
— You are revealed (shown) by (through) a neighbor that it can
happen with (to) you if you will commit such acts, which are committed
by a neighbor. In the meantime, these actions (acts, deeds) happen (take
place at the mental and emotional levels (planes), but they are not
manifested on the material level yet. You are, as if, warned of the
consequences, which might happen with you according to your sinful
thoughts. So, everything you see in others is also indirectly yours.
When this or that negative situation comes down (falls) upon you, it
is necessary not to push it away (aside) and not to run away of it, and
humbly and meekly to take a blow on yourself and to pass (go) through all
these things with God. If you push this situation away, it will gain the
potential of the kinetic energy and you will be beaten (attacked) so much
that you do not dodge (avade), and do not push it away (aside), and do
not run away of it the next time.
We work out (fulfill) our committed sins with pain, disease, and
suffering.
But we must remember another trap, namely, when you get into
these or those heavenly worlds for your good deeds, then, you bathe in
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pleasures, and you will not notice how gradually you will begin to
engender egoism, vanity, callousness...
— Is it callousness?
— When you're in Heaven, you have everything in abundance, you
swim in different pleasures, everything you want — please, and vigilant in
the acquisition of humility, meekness fails.
— Sasha, why does a person become a thief?
— You should not wait for certain and definite answer immediately,
for our theft is influenced by our sinful acts, which are transformed, and
in the next incarnation these energies are going to force us to steal one or
another way in a given situation for whatever reasons.
But we must remember that everything, including theft, is born at
(on) a mental level in search of certain knowledge to get (obtain) a
particular pleasure. The more a person mentally steals (takes someone
else's thoughts, knowledge for his pleasures), the faster these energies
acquire certain material forms in certain acts (deeds). And if we take
away knowledge from someone by force, then we can turn into bandits,
and then into murderers in the next incarnarion. Similarly to the theft we
can bring energy, which are born in these situations, when we take things
of somebody for ourselves, for our pleasures, and do not return, under
various pretexts, but leave it to ourselves and for ourselves.
It follows that no one will escape the acts of the theft, at whatever
level of the state structure they may occur.
And since this our life is based on our karma, our past actions and by
the fact that we are bombarded, are fallen down, are rained down, we
should figure out our karma and recognize our past sinful acts in it. For
our karma is manifested in this situation, under the circumstances and
more — in any way (nothing else).
— And, should we work it out at this point?
— It is better to say that we should try to work it out, if we already
know this process. It should be worked out with those people with whom
we met in this situation.
You have to understand, if you have done something somewhere,
got up to something bad, sinful, then such a situation will come down
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(fall) upon you, so that you would have fulfilled (worked out) your own
sin and experienced the same torments, which have been experienced by
someone during your sinful act.
Thanks to the God's instruction: you may act according to your
desires and will, according to the circumstances and how your heart and
your mind tells (prompts) you, according to the norms and laws of this
state, society where you live, and you should live up your every step of
this or that action with a prayer to God, and in this prayer, constantly
Thank God — now I live and transform my sinful karma into good Karma,
and try to join the creativity of the Lord God the Creator (Father).
— Sasha! How should this situation be done? The cashier sits here,
and when she gives a salary, she often does not give assigned amount.
It turns out, as if, that she picks your pocket and, accordingly, the other
people’s pockeis.
— If you notice that the cashier does not give you a certain amount
of money, then gently, without any negative emotions, talk to her, and if
there is a quarrel, then kindly apologize to her and leave her with God.
As for me, when I learned about karma, I stopped counting the
money, which I was given out by the cashier. For, how much money I was
given, this amount belonged to me, and not the one, which is written in
the payroll. I do in the store in the same way. Especially if the cashier has
not given me back change deliberately, it will be on her conscience, and
since I do not recount money, then there is no manifestation of dislike for
my part to her.
I know that if the cashier takes any amount of money from me, it is
only on the basis (grounds) that I was karmically connected with her in
the previous incarnation, perhaps, I took something from her, I did not
return it, and she left it in her memory. And now karma has brought us
together again, and it triggers the memory of a past life, and she
consciously or unconsciously takes away from me the amount which I
have to return to her, either immediately or in parts.
If you find out that the cashier does not give you a certain amount
of money, then pray for her, wish her all the best and spiritual insight. Do
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not be angry with her, and learn to forgive her. She doesn't know what
she's doing, no matter what mask she's wearing.
You should understand, my dears, everything is yours, it is not going
(out) anywhere and it will come to you. But if it is not yours, that is, you
acquired it through sin, — it is taken away from you, whatever you kept.
Do you think that the cashier does not give fraudulently and it will
be nothing to her for it? — You are mistaken. She will run into a man who
will give her such a shake that she will immediately remember her own
mother. Everyone pulls (gathers, assembles) on himself the particular
revenge according to his sinful acts. Therefore, learn to be satisfied with
and be happy with what you are given and do not look into someone
else's pocket so that you are not penetrated by the envy, condemnation,
greed, etc.
— But, are we making (giving) her new karma?!
— Nothing of the kind, if you pray for her, wish her all the best and
spiritual insight. No one, in this case, makes (creates) anything to her.
Everyone makes (creates) and fulfills his own karma. But if you want to
tell her that she, they say, did not give money – say it in a friendly way,
without forgetting to Thank the Lord God. There are no prohibitions
(restrictions) on what to do for us, just Thank the Most High Lord God in
your actions. For, the prayer of Thanks provides an opportunity to
transform your sinful actions into good deeds.
We should not deny anything to try to live for our own pleasure, and
lest we get bogged down (stuck) in our sins, the Spirit of the Truth
becomes our Guide if we say (make) a loving prayer of Thanksgiving and
repentance to the Most High Lord God. All of us are looking for
happiness, joy, bliss.
If you like to live in taboos (prohibitions), for, you find happiness
under righteous mask in them – live, for God’s sake! Only then, perhaps in
other incarnation you will still work out this ban. That's all. That's the
secret.
The Most High Lord God never forbids anything to anyone, but
reveals to everyone the essence of his deeds. God always makes (creates)
and rejoices in bliss, pleasure, love.
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Oh, my dear ones, don't forget that there are no two prohibitions
alike. If you have something you want and it is currently forbidden
(banned) by you, then you will work out this ban (prohibition). But if you
do not do what others do for their pleasure, because you do not have this
desire and the will, then this prohibition (if it is viewed [looked] from the
side) is not a ban (prohibition) for you. For example, if you like meat
dishes, but you know about the negative side of these dishes and place a
ban on the use of meat dishes, then you will still have to work out this
ban if it is not in this life, then in the next one. But if you do not have a
desire for meat dishes, then you do not use these dishes not because of
the ban on them, but because your soul does not want meat dishes, but it
wants vegetables, fruits, thanks to the Holy Spirit.., that is, lenten dishes
(meatless meals) and spiritual food — thoughts about God and His Work,
Joy and Bliss.
— And if you are initially made conditions?
— What are the conditions? And who gave you these conditions
(terms)? For, the All-Generous Lord makes no conditions to anyone. But
the Hierarchs-creators gradually can begin to make the conditions for
subordinate hierarchs, and the latter — for the lower subordinate ones.
But work (creativity) always starts with Joy (joy), in anticipation of new
pleasures.
If the Apocryphon of John tells us how man was made (created) by
the Devil, it does not mean that the Devil originally made conditions for
man. After all he could not make (create) man (human), if he (the Devil)
did not know his image (way). And if the Devil knew the image of man,
this image he could glean (pick up) from the highest authority. Hence, the
image of man had already been in the Kingdom of the Lord God. Hence,
the Hierarchs-creators and the Devil-the Creator knew this image. For this
image was similar to (like) the image of the Lord God. It is not for nothing
that the Bible says that man was made (created) in the image and
likeness of God. If man were (was) not made (created) in the image and
likeness of God, then all the materialized energies would return to God
not through the flesh of man, but through another energy structure,
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which is similar to God. For, only similar thing is attracted by similar thing
and merges with it together.
You should understand! Creativity always begins with joy, because
we do not know the final result, but we want to get this or that pleasure
of this creativity. And what your creativity will lead (bring) you to is a
question.
— But, is creativity programmed to destroy?!
— Firstly, it is necessary to clarify (specify) – whose creativity is it
and who is it programmed? And secondly, we must remember that man
himself programs his creativity both for destruction and for creation.
— And who returns to God?
— You come back only through the flesh of the Son of God, the
Master, the Guide. You also destroy the world you want to be in. And in
the end you will still come to the Kingdom of the Lord God and will not go
anywhere. Only you program your own way in the Universe and build
your own way to God thanks to the Masters, the Sons of God, who come
to the Earth.
Why did Jesus Christ come to the Earth? He came to reveal (show)
all people that we can either shorten or extend (lengthen) our path to
Happiness, that is, to God. Everything depends on us, on our desires and
wishes (wills). And since all of us want eternal Happiness, Jesus Christ is
the Son of God also gives us this key. If a person wants to shorten the
time of his stay in the Universe and get into the Kingdom of the Lord God,
then he must go the way of Jesus Christ, that is, in practice, to acquire
seven or more divine Epithets and to go through all his torments and
sufferings, which are born by his sinful acts, by his sinful karma. No
wonder the Hindus say that every person must survive (pass through) all
the sufferings and torments (pains), which are born (engendered) by his
sinful deeds.
And since there were about ten thousand human souls in Jesus
Christ, each of them had his own sinful karma, emotional and destructive
dirt (mud) came down (fell) upon Him, and all the torments and sufferings
flowed (poured) out on Him. Even before the crucifixion, the Christ did
not drink a sedative drug, which is intended (destined) to lessen the pain
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and suffering of this execution. He suffered in order to go through all the
torments and sufferings humbly and meekly, which He must go through
according to His karma, or rather, according to the karma of those people
who have joined the flesh of the Christ.
— But, are those, who suffered in the dungeons (torture chambers)
of concentration camps, suffered no less?
— Yes, honey... But, you should understand that we have two
karmic entities all the way from God and to God. One is – as a ‘tail’ of
different size and length, which we need to shorten (reduce) with good
deeds or humbly and meekly endure all the pains, sufferings, which are
born by this tail. Another karmic entity is waiting for us ahead; it is also
long and it is also in the form of a tail of different size. This essence is just
programmed by the "ulterior (back) tail" – by our created (made) karma.
Jesus Christ revealed (showed) the fulfillment (working out) of the
karmic essence which awaits us ahead, but those who were in
concentration camps, worked out their past karma. Of course, they
suffered and were tormented; they worked out (fulfilled) that sinful
karma which follows them and urges (drives) them on either a whip, or a
sword, or a scythe. If they had prayed to the Lord God from the very
beginning of the war, then perhaps, many people would have been taken
(led) out of the concentration camps in different ways and under
different circumstances. Good energies would bring them out, because
there would be one or the other good situation according to these
energies. After all, there were many such cases when a person had been
doomed to a particular painful death, but (and) when he turned to God,
he was alive and unharmed. For, he, who begins to communicate with
God, immediately begins to acquire good energies, whivh will protect this
person from various negative circumstances.
You should remember, a prayer is always effective, even if you think
that God does not pay heed (listen) to your prayer. God always listens to
any prayer and helps you as much as it is in tune (accordance) with your
karma.
You should also remember that the greater your sinful karma, the
more spiritually blind you are, and therefore you cannot see God's good
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deeds toward you. If you do not see that God helps you, it is better not to
say that God is deaf and inactive with regard to your prayer.
— Is it necessary to avoid hell?
— It depends on how you look at it. After all, the very concept of
hell, its essence is changing over the centuries and finds different
interpretations.
Take, for example, the Book of Job, which is one of the ancient
books. We can see the theme of the ancient Greek philosophy about the
other world, as the Kingdom of darkness in it, where there are eternal
human ashes. If the other world is the world of the dead, where there is
no life in the Book of Job, but in ancient Greek literature the other world
is the world of shadows, that is, there is still some life in that world.
And if the Book of Job was written by one author, but the inserts
about the fourth sage were written later, that is, at different times, it
shows us that Job and, apparently, the author himself have not
understood yet, what the other world was. This world was not even
divided into heaven and hell!
— Does it turn out that all the questions are posed (asked), but
there are no answers?
— Yes, humanity posed questions about the main points of its
existence in the search for happiness for a long time, but could not
completely (fully) resolve them for themselves, for (because) all
information has not descended (come) to the Earth yet.
If Job knew the Christ, then, as a wise man, he would not have asked
the questions which we see in the Book of Job. Yes, Job and his friendskings can be considered sages for that time, but centuries passed, new
sages come into the world, who give new answers to the long-standing
issues (questions), and the wisdom of the ancients fades, although some
of their sayings live for centuries, because they are still effective.
So, the author who has written the Book of Job is considered very
revolutionary.
— Are the issues so deep?
— Yes, they are. But it is revolutionary from the point of view of
materialistic logic, for Job wants to fight (go to law [sue]) with God.
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— But, is it in fact with the devil?
— Yes, with the devil, of course! But this fight (struggle) with God
we see in the Book of Moses, when Jacob fought with God in an invisible
way, although the devil was hiding under this God. For God will not fight
to anyone, especially at night. That's what the devil does.
Perhaps this information about the struggle with God, as they say,
was in the air, and many spiritual people, sages read it.
There is an information field around our Mother-earth which has
almost all information about the World, only it is necessary to read it
skillfully. And only the Holy Spirit, the Spirit of the Truth is the best
assistant in it, Which descends (comes) from the Most High, All-Knowing,
All-Wise... Lord God.
The Holy fathers, the fathers of the Church often take the texts from
the Bible and misinterpret them. They think that the Bible is written by
God, and forget that the Bible was written by people who allegedly talked
to God, but actually they communicated with the spiritual devil.
And now, Thanks to the Holy Spirit, the Spirit of the Truth, through
my mouth and my hand, there comes the revealing of a new way to God,
which (Way) is based on the true Doctrine of Jesus Christ.
Orthodox fathers, Ministers of the Church often take for example
the Book of Job: "You See, at first the Lord sent (connived [let] through
the devil) to Job disease, grief, and then healed him and gave him
wealth." When we read the Book of Job, we have to realize (understand)
where Job in his speeches was right and where – he was not right.
Therefore, my book, which is called "The Insight (Enlightenmrnt,
Afflatus) of Job" was born, for the reader himself together with Job sees
clearly the situations and circumstances, whuch can come down (fall)
upon him according to his own sinful karma at any moment, but (and) it is
not God allows the devil to scoff (mock) at him.
If a person curses his birth in this world, as Job does, it can leave an
imprint on the future reincarnations. Namely, when he will be born in this
world again, the way out of the mother’s womb is closed, for this reason
the fetus will experience pain and suffering. And so that the child is born,
it will have to be done a cesarean section. The mother herself is
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connected with it because of her sinful karma on sexuality and
motherhood.
If you, as a man, possesses (seizes) a woman by force, then the
energies of aggressor (violence) will beat you as your sexuality. And in the
next incarnation, you will have female flesh, and another man will also
rape you.
What you will generate, then you will also experience on yourselves
– this is the law of Karma.
But remember! Everything can be begged (prayed). And any way of
suffering can be alleviated through a prayer of Thanks to the Most High
Lord God. Only through the Thanksgiving prayer we can accumulate good
energies which will help to bring negative situations to a good end.
The fetus cannot come out of the mother's womb for two reasons:
because of the child himself, who does not want to appear in this world,
and because of the mother, who either does not want to give birth, or
interfered, prevented others from childbirth (giving birth). Therefore it is
not necessary to do firm conclusions according to cesarean section.
Moreover, the fetus and the mother are karmically connected (linked)
with each other, since each relative works out (fulfills) his own karma in
relation to each other. And in order that working out (fulfillment) to lead
to a good ending, the mother herself must communicate with God
through Thanksgiving prayer and teach her children to do it, without
dominating them energetically as over her own property.
All our good deeds, actions, thoughts — all the good which is born
by us, is transformed into a good supply of energy, so that in the deadend situations in which we find ourselves in our own sinful karma, this
reserve comes to us as a light for our enlightenment (insight), and helps
to understand what is happening. Then we will be able to see with our
spiritual vision the bad things which we have done ourselves, and now we
will have to fulfill (work out) these bad things in the form of diseases,
torments and sufferings in certain situations.
And as we do then good deeds, then destructive (devastating) ones,
our life is built by stripes (runs); it appears then as white, happy, cheerful
run (stripe), then the run of bad luck, which is black, painful and sad. But
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since we commit more destructive acts in life, if we take into account that
most often we destroy under a righteous mask, under the mask of virtue,
then our life is more permeated with black runs (stripes) than white ones.
Therefore, we learn of my book “The Enlightenment (Insight) of Job”
what kind of righteous mask we set (put) on ourselves and how we do
this or that destruction under it.
— Sasha! Job was a spiritual man in the past incarnation, spiritual
practice led him to the fact that he became rich in the new incarnation.
And suddenly we find out that he has acquired the way of the martyr.
What's it? Is it programmed by him? Might it be some kind of energy
which led him to it? How much can we shape (form) our own destiny in
this reincarnation, and if there is an objective reality? Why are we not
always happy with our fate? When it's good, we're happy. When it is
not good — we are unhappy. What's it?
— As I told you, we always program our next life according to our
karma, which we make (create) in this life. And we also program it
according to the karma which we ourselves have made (created) in past
incarnations and which is distributed according to our future incarnations.
As well as we have built the chain of reincarnations (Sansara), our
deeds in this life can affect our next incarnation or incarnations, namely:
our Sansara can be shortened or lengthened. In addition, our next
incarnation can be (take place) either in joy and pleasure, or in some kind
of suffering. Therefore, we must always remember that we are always the
blacksmiths of our future happiness. So, we change karma or our destiny
by our actions.
If we blame the fate which comes (falls) upon us, we add fuel to the
fire, that is, we worsen our fate. In the same way, our own energies
program our destiny in the new life, so that we can not avoid the
situations and circumstances in which we have to fulfill (work out) our
sinful deeds, and experience certain torments and sufferings.
So, when we live and do many things in this life, we do not know
exactly what we have done, where our good deeds, and where sinful ones
are. But, according to these deeds (actions), we will build our future life in
another incarnation. In other words, we program our next life with (by)
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our actions. Our destiny is born by (out of) our deeds. Most often, our
fate, karma absorbs "bad" acts, and "good" acts are transformed into an
energy reserve, and become the guardian of conscience, righteousness,
purity.
When we come to this world, that is, we are born here, on the
earth, first of all, we begin to look for all those things, which give us
pleasure and joy for our use. And since we live in the world of torment
and suffering, we strengthen the search for the path to happiness, joy,
and enjoyment.
Religion reveals (shows) us the way to Happiness in another world,
but it does not tell us about finding happiness here, on the Earth.
We are taught that if we live righteously, according to the
commandments of God, we will be happy. We try to fulfill these
commandments zealously, because we want to live in happy, but
happiness for some reason begins to move away from us, and troubles
begin to come down (fall) upon us even more. What a surprise!
Let's try to understand it on the example of Job. We found out that
Job is a rich king-sage and suddenly becomes poor and sick, having found
the way of the martyr. What kind of energies affected Job?
According to the law of Karma, we see that Job became a king-sage
by his karma, that is, perhaps he was a hermit, a recluse in the past
inarnation, who was in search of the path to God, Happiness. He
accumulated a lot of good energies in this search, which helped him to
become a king in his new incarnation. And the king is associated
(connected) with both materiality and Religion. Job as the king-sage, to be
happy in his life, fulfills the righteousness of the law of religious charter.
And here on this way we do not see or do not realize that as soon as we
direct our feet to the Lord God to find Happiness, then we begin to
shorten (reduse) our karma. And, as karma incorporates (includes,
absorbs) all our sinful deeds, sinful situations also comes down (falls)
upon us in the form of certain troubles, in the form of torments and
sufferings. That's what Job didn't see, didn't understand. Job thought the
Lord God had fallen upon him for nothing. But in fact, Job had not known
about Karma yet, which can be shortened (reduced) by good deeds and
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lengthened, that is, increased. Perhaps, if Job had not so faithfully obeyed
(performed) the rules (status) of his religion, he would have fallen ill with
leprosy in his next incarnation and would have worked out the role of a
servant (slave). And as he faithfully fulfilled all the religious statutes, he
drew (attracted) slavery and leprosy from the hereafter into this life,
thereby he shortened (reduced) his Karma. If Job knew such concepts as
Karma, Sansara, reincarnation (transformation), and even knew how to
acquire the Holy Spirit for his insight, then Job would have behaved
differently in the circumstances. And the Holy Spirit would open his
spiritual eyes and say, "you, Job, want to go to the law (sue) with God,
and brand Him with negative epithets. But God is All -Merciful, AllForgiving, All-Good, All-Humble, All-Meek... How can the All-Merciful, AllHumble and All-Meek God fall upon someone? On the contrary! You
yourself, Job, make your life with your own deeds. You yourself, Job,
according to your selfish desires: "I want eternal happiness!" – You make
your karma to be shortened (shrunk) when you embark on (go to) the
path of righteousness. And all that falls upon you, Job, is your own sinful
karma, which you have made (created) in the past incarnations...
Therefore, you, Job, should not blame God for it, for He always helps you,
only you do not see it, but look for the reason in yourself, in your
Karma..."
Now, thanks to the Holy Spirit, we know how to find divine
happiness without jumping over our life steps because of our righteous
greed in seeking eternal Happiness in the Kingdom of God. We must not
forget that if we make (create) the Kingdom of God in our hearts, the
Kingdom of God will be around us.
We go through life according to our Karma, so everything that falls
upon us, we must take (accept) humbly and meekly, as due (tribute, for
granted) and through a prayer of Thanks to God, without condemning
anyone and for anything. We must make (create) good and love both for
ourselves and for others in our thoughts and deeds. This is the way of the
Christ, which opens up new horizons for us in the world of Happiness.
Those Holy fathers, monks and ascetics who deny the world, they plague
(torment) themselves by hunger and scourging, and, even in addition they
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want to acquire the seals-stigmata of the Christ — all of them work on a
spiritual devil, rather than on God. They do not know that their vanity,
selfishness, greed, condemnation... they cover the masks of righteousness
and virtue. They run away from the worldly life, renounce this world as a
world of evil and sin, and forget the instructions of Jesus Christ that the
Kingdom of God must be sought first of all in their heart, where the flesh
must turn into a temple of God, where it is necessary to offer
Thanksgiving (Gratitude) and Glory to the All-Loving Most High Lord God.
For, if you purify yourself, they, who around you will be purified; whoever
makes (creates) the Kingdom of God in his heart, he makes (creates) this
Kingdom around him.
Our sinful karma is shortened by good deeds and thereby they
approach Happiness, the Kingdom of God. We don't look negatively at
those troubles, which come down upon us, and we Thank God, Who helps
us to transform with all-love our negativeness for the benefit (good), joy,
happiness. So it turns out that we can shape (form) our destiny in this
reincarnation only thanks to (through) seven or more divine Epithets. And
if we do not acquire these Epithets, then Fate will force us in
reincarnation to acquire these epithets: humility, meekness, patience,
forgiveness, non-judgment, mercy... – through torments and sufferings.
Yes, we will not deceive fate, rather it will deceive us, for It knows all
our thoughts and desires in the search for pleasure. But we can read fate,
and it is better to read It with the Holy Spirit. Only the Holy Spirit, the
Spirit of the Truth, will comprehensively reveal our Destiny and show us
how to transform its negative aspects for the Good. Only the Holy Spirit
descends (comes) from the All-Good God, It will help us to get out of any
negative situation through various manifestations for the benefit of
ourselves and others. And Happiness will meet us, illuminate with joy and
bliss again.
— After all, was Job fine then?
— Yes, leprosy disappeared, his wealth returned twice as much as
before, there was a wife, children, grandchildren.
In general, it is as in a fairy tale, the whole story of Job ended well
(safely).
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— So, what’s happen? Job, as if, could not bear (endure) the
working out to shorten (reduce) his Karma and as if returned to the
positive egregore, which has been worked out in a past life?
— It is best of all to take the book "The Insight (Enlightenment) of
Job," and you will find all the answers to the questions which you ask
here... about Job.
Here it is necessary to understand that Job already had positive
studies (developments) – four epithets: humility, meekness, patience,
love for God. Our karma unfolds in our life's journey to give (make) us to
understand what we have in stock is positive and what is negative. Job’s
friends-wise men came to him for his positive things, so that he might be
shown and revealed the situation, and explained the causes of the
incident.
The beauty lies (is) in the fact that if you curse God, you will still be
emanated by His grace. This grace is first manifested through friends who
came to Job to support him in some way, so that he would not fall in the
spirit and so that they would talk about God. So Job, who wanted to sue
(go to the law) with God, constantly thought about God. And here is the
result – a happy ending! Amazing! Even if the villain thinks about God, he
will attract (draw) positive energies to himself. As one of the robbers,
who, being crucified together with the Christ, has believed in the Lord
God in the Face of the Son of God. It just says that the Lord God is AllMerciful, All-Generous, All-Forgiving, All-Good, and All-Loving.
This or that sinful karma acts (operates) at a certain period of time,
at a certain period of life. Here, the working out of Job’s sinful karma has
been at a certain time interval, and the happiness returned once.
— And, hasn’t he finished (the working out) in this life yet?
— Yes. He was shown (revealed), according to his Karma, his own
energies what sinful energies he had gained both in his past life and in
this life under righteous masks, under masks of virtue, and then give him
a piece of a happy life, as in this life. But in the next incarnation he will
have to work out those sinful things he has gained in this life. This is the
law of Karma.
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Perhaps, Job will no longer be a king in the next incarnation, but he
will work out the role of a slave-sage. For, when Job blasphemed (cursed)
God, and thereby, he attracted (drew) to himself negative energies as his
future karma.
— So, that's not the end of the story, is it?
— No-o-t! We are eternal beings, we live as long as there is the
Universe. We are eternal disciples (students), we always learn in the
search of Happiness. And wherever we are, there is information about
Good and Evil, about Happiness and pain, suffering, sins and diseases. If
we have sinned in something, it will affect us in this or that disease,
trauma. So, if one or another disease has come down upon us, we should
know that it (the disease) was born of certain our sins.
So, if we are doing well in life, and suddenly we get sick with some
disease: leprosy, AIDS – then we are perplexed (at a loss, puzzled)...
— It can be seen regularly... (It is laughter.)
— He did not sleep one (ironically smiles)...
It seems that the disease is attacked for no reason at all! But, alas!
Everything that falls upon us is ours! Therefore it is necessary to look for
the reason (cause) in ourselves, but not in others. We look for these
reasons, we read different books, communicate, talk...
So we meet in order to communicate and find sparks of wisdom,
light, happiness for our own good in these conversations. Thanks to the
Holy Spirit, these sparks of truth lead us to the All-Love, lead us to the
acquisition of seven or more divine Epithets through Thanksgiving prayer
to the Most High. For, if we acquire these Epithets, we gain Happiness,
Joy, Enjoyment, and the Kingdom of God.
Amen. Hallelujah!
Let it be to you according to your love!
Let it be to you according to your faith!
May God help you!
Amen.
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